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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

^FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
^DATE 09-Z1-Z011

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
February 4, 1965

COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

b6
’b7C

On January 29^ 1965. William Wayne Keeler . President

Bari

^

JesvljLl^.^Q^^Qma. ang^Rri^Ip̂ F Chief of the..Cherokee

In 1960 he visited Russians a member of the U. S.
Petroleum Exchange group and during tills visit a Soviet Official
who accompanied the group remarked to hinn^that the USSR wanted
to help the Indians in the U. S. in breaking^their chains and
obtaining freedom. A few moments later another Soviet official,

I (phonetic) expressed, the same ideahv The Soviets
did not indicate the manner in which they would help^the
Indians .in obtaining their freedom and Keeler ended 4he discussion
of the matter by informing the Soviets that they should not worry
about the American Indians as the Indians are not in chains in
the U. S.

Keeler advdsed that as a result of his being Principal
Chief of the CherokeeSfcndian Tribe he has come in contact with
many individuals, both pfrij^te citizens and government employees,
who have been active in theTis<Li of Indian Affairs for a number
of years. One of the individual§^tieHEhas had contact with in
regard to Indian affairs is Br. Sol

,

the University of Chicago . Tax has traveled’^ej^tensively in the
uYls. andUfoutli 'Am#$ca Studying Indian groupsT^s,s^,

ai%s^
This document contains neither
recommendations nor conclusions
of any kind. It is the property
of the FBI, and is a loan to
your agency; it and/or its con-
tents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.
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COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL. MATTERS

Ip 1961, through: the ' efforts of Sol Tax a
conference was held in Chicago, Illinois, composed of
represehlati7res

w
ffom' the various Indian tribes and U. 'S'.'

Government officials. The purpose of the conference was
to discuss and find ways to improve relations' between

' the American Indians and;the Ui S. Government* K^ler
attended the conference as part of the .tL S* Government
representation^ When. Keeler arrived -at '. the haideyiince'
he found that Tax and an associate , | L had
prepared, a, statement on. the Indian posittopf without obtain-
ing^the views of the Indian repfesehtati^^Si Thereafter
Tax. I I and agroUp. of young Indians Completely .

took over the. Indian delegation at the^cQiiferenee . Keeler
said. this, was an example of the "railroading tactics"1

used by Tax. in his handling* of 'Indian matters "* and" Keeler
considered, such tactics to rPs'«WjS®- the methods employed
by Communists./ feeler stated . .hjsnhas- no. specific ih-
fbimaMdn indicating that Taxy&s associated -with the
Co^uhi^is: Pr has ever received any assistance from the

. Communists in his work witlj/the Indians* He stated Tax

.
claims to . be motivated Pnl'y by a desire to improve the

.
positipn of the America^rl»diah . Tax has toli Keeler
that as lan anthropologist he' has a .'better understanding
ofr the Indian than Keeler.,; in. spite. -Of the .fact that
Keeler is a Cherokee' Indian and Chief of the Cherokee
Tribe.. -

*

„

•
; ...Keeler advised 'that .Sol., ;^x "and the group which

.supports. Tak have taken ever -contrci.' of the National :

Confess' of American Indians?' -an organization which was.
• estahiished:,aPpr.oxima.t.eiy 20

'

years’ : -ago: for the purpose of
uniting the Indians for the promotion of their general
welfare

i

Keeler reca
had served on a Civil

. Foundation to make a .stu
among the various Indian

I L a lawyer and
was also a member^^S^Colmissl
in questioning individual Indians I

that a ptuaber. of years ago he,
;

fhts Commission formed by the Ford
“ rightsstatus of civi

He stated that

<7

t
the^JJniversity. of Cl

Keeler notedand

]

tried to, impress



COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

on them that they were being, treated unfairly by the Ul S.
Government, and 'sought to Instill in them* an attitude of -

animosity toward the government.. ' Keeler' took ‘ it upon him-'
self to inform

| |
that he did not believe the Indians

had anv feelings of animosity toward fhe goverimeht..'
'

[replied' that she has been associated with 'Dr V Sol
Tax' at the University Of Chicago and that 'her knowledge in
this field came from Dr. Tax/ Whom she considered to be
an authority oh Indian affairs.

.b6

b7C

"Keeler advised 'that |~
|

formerly held
a high position In the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and he '

has heard that| |was forced to resign after refusing
to answer questions before the House Committee on Un-
American Activities

.

Keeler advised that during 1963 > he had a cOn-'
versation with the well known movie actor, Marlon Brando,
while both were passengers on a plane bound for Europe.
Brando expressed a strong interest in the cause of the
American Indian. He mentioned Dr. Sol Tax and said he
was familiar with the fine work Tax was doing In the field
Of Indian affairs. Brando discussed how he and other un-
named individuals, planned to induce various Indian tribes
in the U. S. and Canada to send representatives to a
demonstration to be held in Olympia, Washington, in March,

k

1964. According to Brando the purpose of the demonstration
was to obtain publicity and secure fishing rights in the
Columbia River for the Yakima and, other Indian tribes.
Keeler asked Brando What his motives were in this under-
taking and Brando said his only interest was that of
protecting the rights' of the Indians . Keeler asked Brando
how many Indians had asked for his help in the matter but
Brando made no reply.

hfter returning to the U, • S . , Keeler was contacted,
telephonically, on two occasions by Brando. ' During the first
Call Brando indicated he had v*lined upn several persons to take
part in the Olympia demonstration and wanted. Keeler to supply
air transportation for those coming to the demonstration, but

tr

tr
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Keeler declined. Brando stated ’’the people from Chicago”
would' take part in the demonstration and Keeler took this
to mean the Sol Tax people .

* Thereafter Keeler received a second call from
Brando advising, that, a demonstration had. been held at Olympia
and Brando and several Indians had been arrested* Brando
was released but the Indians were held in jail. Brando asked
Keeler financial assistance for the families of the jailed
Indians.. Keeler declined and advised Brando he did not believe
the Indians really wanted to take part in demonstrations.



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENTMEMORANDUM

Date: 2-4-65

Re Oklahoma City letter 12-2-64; Bulet- to Oklahoma
City 12-15-64 j Chicago letter to Director 12-29-64, and Seattle
letter to Director 12-30-64

.

'Enclosed Tor the Bureau are 9 copies of a LHM con- ' '

cernihg captioned matter d Two copies Are enclosed for Chicago,
Los Angeles, New York, and Seattle,- for information purposes,,
Two'cdples of the LHM are being furnished tO~Washingtdh Field
Office for information since WFO is- office of origin of the
case "COMINFXL OF THE NATIONAL CONGRESS OF AMERICAN INDIANS,
IS - C”.

The interview of william wayne keeler. set forth in,,

enclosed LEDS! was conducted by SAs f I and DELMER R.
EXONo KEELER was apprised of the Bureau 7 s jurisdiction and
responsibilities in. the internal security field and he advised
that in the event he is ever contacted by the Soviets or obtains
information he believes to be of value to the FBI , he will
immediately Contact a representative of the FBI.

2 - Bureau (Enc.~ 9)-(RM)
2 » Chicago (10.0-41324) (Enc, 2)(RM) - .

2 -r Los Angeles (EncJ2) (RM)
New York -(Ene.2HRM) .^2 - Seattle .000-27267) (Enc *2) (RM)

- 2 « WFO (Enc .2)-(RM)
1 = Oklahoma City
JAGsTK

SUBJECT: CIRM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-442529)

SAG, OKLAHOMA CITY (100-7212) -P-
; u~v - f fig4'?^



OC 100-7212

KEELER was unable to furnish any additional -

information regarding Ms conversation with
| 1

in New York City as set forth in the original LHM submitted
by referenced Oklahoma City letter 12-2-64. ' This information
has hot been included in instant LHM in View of the in-
significant nature of the information.

It is noted that the information furnished by
KEELER regarding' SOL TM and his involvement with Indian
affairs corresponds with previous information developed by
Oklahoma City and other offices in the ease entitled "COMINFIL
OF THE NATIONAL CONGRESS OF AMERICAN INDIANS, TS - Ch.
Office of Origin WFO (WFO file 100-,25725) CBufile 100-38898) >

UACB no additionalacfion is being taken by this
office 'in connection with the information furnished by
KEELER

o
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UjNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Rej

File No.

Bu 100-442529
sferto ‘

New York, New York
February 4, 1965

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 03-Z1-Z011

Re: Martin Luther King, Jr.
Security Matter - 0

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, furnished information on February 2 ,

1965* indicating that Bayard Rustin (Organizer of the March
on Washington, D.C.) and one Cora (Last Name Unknown), were
in contact on that date. According to the source, their
contact was in regard to what Cora called the Poncheman
Terrace (phonetic; Conference on February 18-20 , 1965,
at the Hilton Hotel, New York, New York.

Cora mentioned the fact that she had received
Rustin’ s acceptance to be a speaker at the conference,
which she said was being held for the benefit of "television",
and was being produced by her. She said the conference
proceedings would be on permanent tape, which will be
divided into one half hour programs. National Educational
Television has agreed to give 26 hours of coverage across
tl>e country on their fifty stations, Cora said. In addition,
she said the British Broadcasting Company would run five
hojirs of the proceedings of the conference and the United
States Information Agency would also run some. She said
the rest of the tape would be given to any station that
wants to start a dialogue on peace.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI !and is loaned to your agency; it
and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency...

SJJCBET y _• ~

Group f
Excluded from automatic’
downgrading and

. t ^ , -

declassification /i)0"/S^3 * ^ ^



Re: Martin Luther King, Jr.
Security Matter - C

Cora said that Martin Luther King (President
of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference) had
not responded to his invitation to appear and speak
and unless he did agree, Rustin would not only be the
only Negro, but the only spokesman for the "American
Civil Rights - Peace Type Movement." She said King
should be there for the good of everything concerned,
especially him, because it (the conference) would be
a fantastic international platform.

Rustin said King was in jail and there was
a big debate as to whether he should come out of jail.
Rustin said he was of the opinion that he should remain
until the last df his followers* were legally out on
merit. Cora replied that she thought it would be very
dramatic if he would fly here (New York City) from jail
and he would fly right into the arms of the news media.
Rustin said that if King got out of jail, he would spend
Friday in New York City. Cora was encouraged by Rustin
to wire King and request that he come to New York.

Cora-, in continuing her remarks about the
conference, said that King was scheduled to appear on
a panel on February 20 , 1965, chaired by Henry R. Luce
(publisher of “Time - Life" Publications). This panel,
Cora said, will be a mixed one, therefore. King would
get terrific attention there.

'

According to the source, Cora requested Rustin
to furnish the names of New York Negroes who should attend
the conference. Rustin furnished the following:

The Reverend Milton Galamison (Chairman of the
City-wide Committee for Integrated Schools); Thelma Johnson
(Head of the Harlem Parents Committee); Jessie Gray; Reverend
Richard A. Hildebrand, (President of the Manhattan Branch
of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAAGP) ).; Basil Patterson, new President of the
New York NAACP; Joseph Overton (Chairman of the tjnited
Council of Harlem); Besse Buchannan (New York State .Human
Rights Commission); Benjamin J. McLaren (Member of New York
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Re: Martin Luther King, Jr.
Security Matter - C

City Board of Education); Hope Stevehs (New York City
Attorney); (First Name Unknown) Davis of the Carver
Bank; and Malcolm X.

In "The Saturday Evening Post", issue of July 11-
18, 1964, page 76, Bayard Rustin is the subject
of a feature article captioned: "The Lone Wolf
of Civil Rights". In it, Rustin is said to
have come to New York in 1938* as an organizer
for the Young Communist League (YCL), and as
such, he had the Job of recruiting students for
the "Party". Furthermore, the article reports
that during his first years in New York, Rustin
gave most of his earnings to the "Party",. He
reportedly left the "Party" in 1941, the article
states.

The YCL has been designated pursuant to
Executive Order 10450.

The "Daily Worker", February 11, 1957, page 1
column 2, reported that- Bayard Rustin, Executive
Secretary, War ReSisters League, was an observer
at the 16th National Convention of the
Communist Party* United States o'f America
(CP, USA), held in New York City, on
February 9-12, 1957.

The "Daily Worker" was an East Coast Communist
publication until it ceased publication on
January 13, 1958.
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Re: Martin Luther King, Jr.
Security Matter - C

Another confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised on
February 19, 20, 1964, that Bayard Rustin
contacted Benjamin J. Davis on those dates
and sought his advice as to how he could escape
from a speaking engagement to which he was
committed. On the latter contact, Davis told
Rustin that he was working on his request and
had contacted friends who had contacts with the
group to which Rustin was to speak.

b

"The New York Times", August 24, 1964, page 27,
column 4, reports that Benjamin J. Davis,
National Secretary, CP, USA, died in New York
City on the night of August 22, 1964.

On November 28, i960, a confidential source,
who has furnished reliable information in
the past, advised that Jesse Gray is a former
organizer of the Harlem Region of the
Communist Party, United States of America
(CPUSA).

On January 24, 1964, the source advised
that according to William Patterson,
Jesse Gray is nO longer a CP member, but
is friendly to the CP,

SE^S^T^

-4-



Martin Luther King, Jr.
Security Matter - C

On July 13, 1964, the same source
advised that William L. Patterson
was chairman of the New York District
CP.

A confidential source, who has
furnished reliable information in
tho past, advised on August 6, 1964,
that Malcolm X is the founder and
:.?resident of the Muslim Mosque,
Incorporated.

A characterization of' the Muslim
Mosque, Incorporated, is attached.
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lj_ APPENDIX

MUSLIM MOSQUE, INCORPORATED (MMI)

The March 13, 1964, edition of "The New York Tiroes/'*1

a daily newspaper published in New York* New York, contained
an article on page 20 which indicated that MALCOLM X (LITTLpj),.
former national official of the Nation of Islam (NOI) who
broke with the NOI on March 8, 1964, publicly announced in
New York City on March 12, 1964, that he had formed the Muslim
Mosque, Incorporated (MMI). The MMI, according to the article
would be a broadly based politically oriented black nationalist
movement for Negroes only, financed by voluntary contributions.
In this public statement MALCOLM X urged Negroes to abandon
the doctrine of non-violence when it is necessary to defend
themselves in the civil rights struggle, and he also suggested
that Negroes form rifle clubs to protect their lives and
property in time of emergencies in areas where the govern-
ment is unable or unwilling to protect them.

Incorporation papers of the MMI filed on March 16,
1964, with, the Business Section, Clerk of Courts, New York
County, New York, New York, reflect that the MMI was
incorporated under the Religious Corporation Law of the
State of New York to work for the imparting of the Islamic
Faith and Islamic Religion in accordance with "accepted
Islamic principals." The principal place of worship to be
located in the Borough of Manhattan, New York, New York.

The May 23, 1964, edition of the "New York
Amsterdam News," a weekly Negro newspaper published in
New York City, contained an article by columnist JAMES
BOOKER in which he indicated that he had heard that the
visit by MALCOLM X with Muslim leaders during his African
tour has changed him to become soft in his anti-white
feelings and to become more religious.

On October 6, 1964, a confidential source advised
that the MMI is apparently affiliated with the true orthodox
Islamic Religion through its affiliation with the Islamic
Foundation (of New York), 1 Riverside Drive, New York City.
The only teachings of the MMI are on the Islamic Religion.

A second confidential source advised on October 20,
1964, that the headquarters of the MMI are located in Suite
128, Hotel Theresa, 2090 Seventh Avenue, New York, New York,
where they were established on March 16, 1964. These head-
quarters are shared with the Organization of Afro-American
Unity ( OAAU ) which is also headed by MALCOLM X.



Title Martin LUtfeeb gtttfr

Character Security Matter - 0

Reference letterhead memorandum
dated and ‘captioned as above at
New York

til sources (except any listed below} whbtf identities

are concealed in referenced communication have furnished

reliable information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It $$ the property
of the FBI and iS :loaned_to .yOuf
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agency j it and
its Contents are not to fee

1 distributed outside

your agency..
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROH:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 03-21-2011 -

1

1*. FBI
il

'4 Date: 2/4/65
r

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

Via AIRTEL
(priority;

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-106670)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (IOO-I36585)

SUBJECT: MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr.
SM-C

are
£
1X coP;Les a letterhead memorandum,captioned and dated as above; two copies are enclosed for

the Atlanta Office.

NY 4212-S* was the source of the information
in the letterhead memorandum.

follows a list of sources used to characterize
individuals mentioned in letterhead memorandum:

BAYARD RUSTIN NY 2359-S*
NY 4212-S*

(EM)4-Bureau (100- 106670) (Enel. 6)
(1-100- #42529) (’CIRM. ’

.

-Atlanta (100-5586) (M|R^N^MtHER KING, ! Jr.
_ Tew—Yo-rk—fi0©^=667©3— (V

j CJo)
1-New York (100-46729) (BAYARD RUSTIN) (42)
1-New York (IOO-I28380)

' (MILTON GALAMISON )

'

1-New York (IOO-91911) (JESSE GRAY) (42)
1-New York (105-8999) (MALCOLM X) (43)
1-New York (IOO-I36585) (42)

JMK:rmv

Y\
y»i/c

(Enel. 2)
• / vVdTtf

'

(RM)

<y\s



NY 100-136585

MALCOLM X [

b 6

hi C
b7D

With regard to other individuals mentioned
in the letterhead memorandum, there is insufficient
suitable subversive information to characterize them.

This letterhead memorandum is classified
*Secre because it contains information from NY 4212-S*
a source who has furnished highly sensitive information

with respect to the racial situation in the NY- area and
the CP influence thereof.
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On 1/25/65, a&Sil l Yale law
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DE CLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
|DATE 09-21-2011

TINNED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO: SAC (100-new) (4l) DATE: 2/4/65

PROM: SA
| |

(#42)

-b6

SUBJECT* AFRO-AMERICAN FRIENDSHIP SOCIETY b7c

SM - C

On 1/29/65, NY 2745-S* who has furnished reliable
information in the past advised on above date that GIL GREEN
and HENRY WINSTON had an informal discussion at Communist
Party headquarters, 23 West 26th Street, New York City.

WINSTON informed GREEN that he had a talk recently
with PAUL and ESLANDA (ROBESON) and raised with them the.

question of doing something about Africa. WINSTON^ said, he Raised
with them the proposition ‘ that ,tj»e" start where -the Council on

African Affairs- left off; Something bn Africa that would
reflect the status of the Negro people today in the racial
movement, Winston stated that the council on African Affairs
was primarily to combat South Africa and now "we" should
broaden out. He stated the purposes would be: 1) to bring
to America information *n Africa and the African countries; and
2) to send to Africa the results of the Negro here in America.
WINSTON stated that they (ROBESONS) thought it an excellent
idea. He said ESLANDA who has all kinds of connections in the
United Nations is extremely interested to work on such a thing.

1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -

1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -

New York (100-269) (HENRY WINSTON) (42)
New York (100-13472) (GIL GREEN) (42'

New York (100-25857
New York ( 100-56680
New York (100-
New York (IOO-151987 )

New York (100-86624)
New York (100-153735)
New York (100-85644
New York (100-511119) , , , %

New York (l00-l44l89) (FREEDOMWAYS) (42)
New York (IOO-19377 ) (COUNCIL ON AFRICAN AFFAIRS)

PAUL ROBESON) (45)
‘ESLANDA ROBESON) (45) . _ .

I (LNU) ) (NY 2745-S* 1/29/65

)

:W.E.B. DU BOIS CLUB) (42)
CP, USA - INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) (42)
‘CIRM) (42)
RUTH GATES COLEMAN

)
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b7C

HC0:mgm
(13)
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NY l&O-new

She conceived the idea of a news "bulletin and has a woman, b6
|
who is willing to manage such a bulletin. b7c

Continuing, WINSTON stated that he asked them
(ROBESONS) to prepare a memo on it and they were happy to do-

it. He said that she (ESLANDA) has requested him (WINSTON)
to help prepare this (memo).

The informant further advised that WINSTON asked
GREEN to accompany him (to the ROBESON 1 s home) to help them
from going too far afield. WINSTON further commented that
he would like to suggest some people "be brought in because
PAUL (ROBESON) is not too strong organizationally but PAUL'S
name could bring in a lot of money. He said that if they
could bring in I ~l "we" could take our time, work be
systematically and have something substantial. GREEN agreed b?c

to accompany WINSTON to the ROBESON' sofeowe.

WINSTON also remarked that. PAIL (RQBESCJJ).suggested a possible
name, Afro-American Friendship Society. WINNIE added "we will
let them decide the name. We will give them the contents."
According to WINSTON, PAUL (ROBESON) is prepared to give his
full service and "I" have spoken to him about raising money,
a budget, an office and the like.

GREEN commented that it was important to start to
bring him (ROBESON) out to the public and thought California
would be a good starting place. WINSTON replied that "Freedomways"
has already started to bring him out, in April for Ms
birthday. WINSTON felt that his appearances must be planned
because he gets confused adding "I got him to agree that we
would plan his appearances."

] (LNU) got himContinunng, WINSTON stated that _

(ROBESON) to agree to appear at a cocktail party in a private
home for the Du Bois Club. WINSTON was furious about this
arrangement and told GREEN that the cocktail party should be.

called off.

b6
b7C

- 2 -



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 09-21-2011

United States . Government
MEMORANDUM

: SAC, CHICAGO (100-18953) DATE:

from

SUBJECT: CP, USA
ILLINOIS DISTRICT
ORGANIZATION
IS - C

CARE SHOULD BE UTILIZED IN HANDLING THE FOLLOWING
INFORMATION IN ORDER TO PRECLUDE THE POSSIBILITY OF COM-

‘

PROMISING THE SOURCE. '

.

‘

! On January 6, 1965, I I who has furnished
reliable information in the' past , orally furnished SA I I

. 1
with information concerning a Meeting »M«sld between

JACK KL1NG and
|

|i,n Chicago, Illinois, on December
19 f 1364 *

This information was subsequently written up in
narrative report' form and returned to the informant for his
approval and signature. The original is being maintained
in Al

l

5 - New York
(1 -,100-J
(1 - 100-!

(i - loo-:
(i - loo-

:

dp- 100—

j

1 - A)|

1 - 100-3313
1 - 100-40301
1 -’100-19431
1 - 100-17769
1 - 100-19857
1 - 100-23662
1 - 100-21849

York (RM)
100-56579) (PHIL BART)

- 100-23825) (BEN DAVIS)
- 100-13472) (GIL GREEN)
• lQO-S’d&y/) (CP,USA - ORGANIZATION)
- 100-/jrS7i^) (CIRM)

;
j,

1

3313 (JACKALING)
40301 (NATIONAL.COMMITTEE AGAINST NAZISM)
•19431 (CP - STRATEGY AND INDUSTRY)
17769 (CP - FUNDS

V

19857 ~l)
•23662 I

Copies continued on ii page /JtiAC22£Ff& .

PAPnrcn i^inr/rn t
* ^ !

SEARCHED _

SERlfeuZED.

SLjCeL£££a£U965'



CG 100-18953

X - 100-21300
1 - 100-3901
1 - 100-38152
1 - 100-38122
1 - 100-20289
1 - 100-19736,
1 - 100-2749
1 - 100-41324 (CIRM)
1 - 100-36644 (COM1NFIL NALC)
1 - 100-17977 (CP - POLITICAL ACTIVITIES)
1 - 100-40865 (DU BOIS CLUBS)

EHW: kmh
(25)



Chicago, Illinois
January 6, 1965

It vaa learned that on December 19 , 1964,

*** with JACK KLING in Chicago, Illinois.

Borin* this get-together, KLING advised that
h. haa been active in the Anti-Nail Conaittee cork.

KWWS and
I
war, overheard discussing the

industrial mirk vithla the District. During this discussion,
KL1M0 referred to past work perforaed by y&QB J4UJag"and

I

ln the District and that, place i$U, and
h“T® l8ft tl1® ***•» there *»• a nuaber of ex-CP people hanging
in the air. KLING stated that no one Is collecting aoney froa
these people and it is necessary that we again sake contact
with these people, lathis connection, KL1NG did speak of the

1

and of
| 1. in this connection, there was

also discussion concerning people who, according to KLING,
are still possibly In the old Steel Club and, although KLING
did not actually asntlon any naans. Indications are that he was
P°»Blbly referring to such people as

| 1
1 |

h*, others * t»M
| Ithat r««,Awshould

,^<vd stfetiC /
«k a broader^radical view in regard to the industrial work ^th-

in the District » In this connection he felt that it is necessary

- I -



that the Staff should w«t at least once a week and discuss

these problems within the lsdustrlal work. tLZKG stated that,
?

*
'

if the Staff cannot always get together, at least he and

—t '
•

..
b7c

|

should get together at this tine and discuss these
$

problese.

pointed out that these are definite weaknesses

in hath the. pallroad and Auto (bleber) Clubs and that these

preblene should bo ironed out. AgainlKLXga pointed out that#
‘1 *

1 1 # '

whea x,XdSTVOOT retttmo froo owerseas, lt is imperative that

LIGHTVOOT, and he should sit down together and discuss

tbe entire industrial work within the District fron top to
i

'

bottom la eider that we say know where we are going* KLIKO,

however, brought out that no definite changes will be pads .

until (ineh tine that gets back from the Soviet Union.

: KLIMQ further brought out that it is inpossible for

us to depend, at any tine, or probably in the future, upon ! I

I for any assistance in the industrial work. Be said

that I I recently had a relapse and will have to go back to" the

hospital. Be stated that,at a recent Board nesting, it was

agreed that the District will present
| |

with a Christmas

gift in order to assist la defraying hospital and nodical
*• *

Jo 6

b7C

b
h

4
2



At tills tine, KLIMS hid fith hia a letter which

hi ititfd that lui had received fron the Soviet Union. He

stated that the letter dealt prlnsrlly with I L

pointinis out that needs vest. He said that the doctors

la the. Soviet Union detemined that the doctors here in

Inerica erred in the operation of
| |

and that this error

sill hiire to he corrected. KLIKO pointed out that
| fa

trouble ’secas’ to toe in connection with his passing of urine.
/

'

:

•
;; »'V A, ’ ’

• - *

KLIMS, further pointed out that will probably not return

to the States until soaetlae during the end!of February, 1895,

KLIMS further, stated that the letter requested that he (XLZMS)

calll |and advise her of this situation. KLIMS did

not state who, actually vrote this letter which he had received

from the Soviet Union. The letter did further point out that

thins* are going very well for those who are visiting in the

Soviet Union and that everyone visiting is excited over the

socialist syatea in operation there;

: The letter also pointed out that sons of these
r '

>

people Will be returning frea the Soviet Union within the

next week. The only naae Which KLIMS sectioned was that of

FBIL BART.

- 3 -

be
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f

In connection with trips and visits being node to

th® Soviet Union, KLING thorn raised th© question of the

possibility off
| going to th© Soviet Union possibly

sometime during th© Spring of 1965 as a delegate along with

a labor del«»*?ation ffromth© United States 0

<&t this t iaj® 0 KlaXNG also had with hist two documents

f

on© which mas a press release dated December 14, 1964, and
'

apparently coming from @P Headquarters in Hew York. According

to this press release was in th® form off a statement

fr@rc th® CP In connection with actions that are to b© taken

by th© Department of Justice against th© Party* H© pointed

out in this connection that apparently there is to b® a

retrial against th© Party daring March, 1965, in Washington,

DXo KhlHG pointed ©at that this press release appeared in

th© weekend edition of “The Worker*”

Th® ©th®r document which KMNG stated that he had

received m&s in th© fforia ©f a memorandum from the national

Negro CosMssion and Organisational Department addressed to

all Districts and Comrades responsible for Negro work*

According to KLING, the memorandum particularly dealt with

the forthcoming Negro History Week Activities for February,

1965, and that this memorandum was prepared as a result of

«s> 4 =>



discussions at the recent National Negro Commission Beetles held

in Nee York City during the early part of December, 1964. Parti*

cularly three points sere on the agenda and Included the follow-

ing:

1. Analysis of the elections in Negro communities.

2 0 preparation for Summit meeting called by the

NALC in Washington for January, 1965.

3. The Negro History Week in February, 1965..

At this, affair there should be. highlighted the

contributions that have been made by the American

Communist Party toward the struggles of the

Negro people past and present.

In connection with the Negro History Week, it was

further pointed out that the chief endeavor of the hourgeolse

in these cold war years in the Negro field has been to. bury

the contributions that have been made by the CP. Tons of

literature have been passed out and distributed in which

the role of the Party was either deleted or grossly distorted*

A whole new generation of freedom fighters has arisen without

any knowledge of the contributions made, by the CP and. these

people are searching for answers; i and the Party should reach

them. The Party must prepare meetings., materials, etc.



which will serve this purpose. The party proposes that the
central figure highlighting these contributions of the American
CP should be around the person <ag Comrade BEN DAVIS. We
propose that memorial meetings be organised commemorating

the memories of DAVIS. The memorandum pointed out that a
pamphlet of BEN DAVIS' work is in preparation and the Party
urges wide distribution to young cadres and civil rights

organisations. The memorandum also points out the possibility
of a special supplementary "Worker" version of the achievements
of the CP throughout the years, it was recommended that

educational commissions be organized in order to work out a
Party line for theoretical discussion of the Negro people

Question, it was recommended that these discussions then take
place in all levels of the Party organization in order that
we be ready for Negro History Week.

KliING indicated that information appearing in this
memorandum from the National Negro Commission had been

discussed by MILT COHEN and I I

b6
I I b7C

SLING then spoke of the National Republican

Conference that is to be held here in Chicago during the

latter part of January, 1905. He felt that in connection

with this conference there should possibly be a demonstration
built around the following points:



1. Demand that the Republican Party be

turned back to the ideals of aubahi^

LINCOLN.

2* That the Republican Party oust the

ultra-rights, Birches , KKK, Thurmonds,

and others.

3. Call for peace.

4. Return the Republic Party again to the

Negro people.

5. Support Civil Rights Bill.

6. Support a move to eliminate the Right to

Work Lavs

7. Create greater democracy for the American

people.

&LING stated that possibly such groups as the peace

groups, youth, including the Du Bois Club, and other civil

rights groups be involved in such a demonstration. KLING

also pointed out that possibly outstanding Negroes in the

Republican Party should attend this conference and make

some demands, for example that the Republican party tear

themselves away from the ultra-rights.



u

i

Alse in thin connection, 1LHVG frpKnr£& that
*

ponll)^ » eoaattM iIkhiM «Mt with Mayor DAUFY In Chicago

la order to ten Mayor DALIT proclaim February IS, 1M8« as

Ahrahaa Llnsoln INtdoa Day.

XtnfOJUiAaM to aaho it fulto tryhatlc to
>i i

that any and all of these proposals that hays hssa Made la

eoaaootlea with any work of ths Party eithin ths Illinois CP

District cannot ho carried out until such tins that LIGHTFOOT

and [ have returned iron the Soviet Uniono

KLIMG also spoke about ths idea that had been

-proposed by OIL OUQM la ooaasotloa with brisking down the

National CP Organization into regional area setups, for

exanplo, the Santera Seglon, a Midwest legion sad a Western

Moiiont

I

8
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In Reply, Please Refer to

FUe No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU - OF INVESTIGATION
New York, New York
January 5. 1965

DEC LAS S I F

I

CAT I OH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 09 - 21-2011

Demonstrations By Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Committee At City Hall,
New York City, And At united States
Court House, New York City, February 3,
4, 1965
Racial Matters

/B . n , „ Detective
| ] Bureau of Special Services

(BSS ) , New York City Police Department (NYC PD), furnished the
following information, February 4, 1965:

A picketing demonstration was conducted by the
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), commencing
2Jy

8:1
? p * rn .^ on February 3, 1965, at City Hall, New York
location of the Mayor's Office, At approximately 8:30 p,m..

SNCC was joined by Jesse Gray, Harlem Rent-Strike Organiser,
and his supporters from the Community Council on Housing,
o East lljth street. New York City, of which council Jesse
Gray Is Director, Both groups demonstrated opposite City Hall

p,m«, several of them went into City Hall and
notified a patrolman there that they would demonstrate all
nxght to have the Mayor of the City of New York intercede
through the President of the United States for Federal
intervention in the current voter registration drive in
Selma, Alabama, According to Detective I 1 by 1:40 a,m,, bFebruary 4, 1965, because of the extreme cold weather, all
demonstrators had dispersed from City Hall. No disturbances
were reported at City Hall,

V1 „
On February 4, 19S5, at 3:15 P,ra., SNCC again

assembled both inside and outside the Uhited States Court
House (USCH), located at Foley Square, New York City, which
is a short distance from City Hall. Twenty nine demonstrators
representing SNCC and carrying signs reading “Federal Registrars
in Selma 1 attempted to enter and sit-in within the lobby of

M- h
8
!
11' howeverj they were by Uhited States

GROUP X
Excluded from automatic’
downgrading and

iV
.

-

"

declassification
*

0 ^
A2'

/OTIS'S
contains neither recommendations nor conclusions

°£ Federal Bureau of Investigation, It is the property
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
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Demonstrations By Student Mon-Violent
Coordinating Committee at City Hall,
Mew York City, and At United States
Court House, New York City,
February 3-4, 1965

I I
for the group and described

as former Project Director at Selma, together with several
other representatives of sncc. were granted an interview

I Assistant to the United
States Attorney, Southern District of New York. They
presented to the Department of Justice the following
demands :

u

1. Dropping of all charges against and
release of all prisoners for voter
registration activities in Alabama,-

2. Immediate dispatch of non-Segregationist
Federal Rigistrars to Alabama;

3. Prosecution of Sheriff Jim Clark of
Dallas County, Alabama s

4. Piling of additional suits by
Justice Department under the 1964
Civil Rights Act, to restrain
interference with right to vote,

. .. . ,
, After the interview with Mr. I I these

individuals were asked to leave his office, upon their
rexusal, they were escorted by United States Marshals
from the office and out of the USCH. None of the demon-
strators

> as arrested and no assistance from the Mew YorkCity Police was requested. By 6:00 p,m«, February 4, 1965,all demonstrators had dispersed from the area.

„ .. . £
Ir * I . I Criminal Division,™£ed Scate® Attorney's Office, and Captain of the Guards,

USCH, were advised of the projected Demonstration at
USCH, Foley Square.

- 2 -
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Demonstrations By Student Non-Solent
Coordinating Committee at City Hall,
New York City, And At United States
Court House, New York City,
February 3-4, 1965

No information was developed by BSS -indicating
that Jesse Gray participated in the demonstration at the
USCH.

A confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised
on November 20, 1958, that Jesse Gray
had been the organizer for the Harlem
Region (HR) of the Communist Party (CP)
but this position terminated during
November, 1958.

A second confidential source, who has
furnished reliable information in the
past, advised on January 24, 1964, that
according to William Patterson, Chairman
of the New York District, CP, Jesse Gray
is no longer a CP member, but is friendly
to the CP*

CO* AL

O- -



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROH:

FBI AUTOMATIC DEC LAS S I F I CAT I OM GUIDE
^ DATE 09-21-2011

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

FBI
Date : 2/5/65

pype in plaintext or code

REGISTERED MAIL
(priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (157-6-34)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (157-892)

SUBJECT: DEMONSTRATIONS BY STUDENT NON-VIOLENT
COORDINATING COMMITTEE AT CITY HALL,
NEW YORK CITY, AND AT US COURT HOUSE,
NEW YORK CITY, FEBRUARY 3-4, 1965
RACIAL MATTERS

Re NY teletypes to Bureau, dated 2/4/65 .

Enclosed i’or the Bureau and offices listed are
copies of LHM in above case. The above two demonstrations
were included in the same LHM for the reason that they were
conducted by the same organization and for the same objectives,
As such they were considered phasfes of the same over-all
demonstration

.

Detective
| I furnished information

to SA VINCENT J. ASCHBRL. NYO Indices reflected no /: r ,

identifiable information concerning ! I Infor-
mation copies are forwarded to Mobile and Atlanta in view
of the registration drive in Selma, Alabama, and the
fact that Atlanta is Office of Origin concerning SNCC.

5 - Bureau (Encs. 8
) (RM)

(1 - 100-442529) (CIRH)
1 - Atlanta (100- ) (SNCC) (Encs. 1) (INFO) (RM)
2 - Mobile (Encs. 2) (INFO) (RM)
1 - New York (100-147983) (SNCC) (43)
1 - New York (100-91911) (JESSE GRAY)
1 - New York (157- ) (CCOH) (42)
(I)- New York (100-153735) (CIRM) (42)
1 - New York

VJA:lls
(14)

. >

Approved

:

Sent
Special Agent in Charge

SEARCHED— .INDEXED

^ -SERIAI l7Fn ^9 r||
rft
_

—5
1



NY 157-892

are [

Confidential sourpes utilized in the attached LHM
I and

This LHM is classified "Confidential” to protect
the identities of these sources. Unauthorized disclosure- of
information attributed to these sources might impair their
future effectiveness and such impairment could have an
adverse effect on the National Defense interest.

b7D
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 09-21-2011

1

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.
100-442529

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
January 15, 1965

Communist Influence in Racial Matters
Internal Security - C

Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party
Racial Matters

On January 14, 1965, a source, which has furnished
reliable information in the past, furnished a mimeographed
letter dated January 12, 1965, issued by the New York City
Chapter of the National Lawyers Guild (NLG).

A characterisation of the NLG is contained
in the appendix hereto.

The letter addressed to "Dear Colleague" set out that
in connection with the challenge filed by the Mississippi
Democratic Party contesting the seating of those persons
elected to Congress from Mississippi, the Mississippi Freedom
Party has made a request for lawyers to come to Mississippi
for a period of a week to ten days during the latter part of
January and the month of February, 1965. The lawyers would
participate in the taking of depositions from "Freedom Fighters"
and county officials. All NLG members who can are urged to
participate in this operation.

The letter indicated that lawyers who volunteer should be
in position to defray their own travel expenses. NLG members
were urged to advise the New York office of the NLG regarding
their availability.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

f7 p 1/ \

(")
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Cotmumist Influence in Racial Matters
Internal Security. *. c

Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party
Racial Matters

~ APPENDIX

NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and
Publications," revised and published as of* December 1,
1961 > prepared and released by the Committee on Un-
American Activities, United States House of* Represent-
atives, Washington, D.C., contains the following
concerning the National Lawyers Guild:

"National Lawyers Guild

"1. Cited as a Communist front.
(Special Committee on Un-American
Activities, House Report 1311 on the
CIO Political Action Committee,
March 29, 1944 , p. 149.)

"2. Cited as a Communist front which 'is
the foremost legal bulwark of the
Communist Party its front organizations,
and controlled unions' and which 'since
its inception has never failed to rally
to the legal defense of the Communist
Party and individual members thereof,
including known espionage agents .

'

(Committee on Un-A .erican Activities,
House Report 3123 on the National
Lawyers Guild, September 21, 1950,
originally related September 17, 1950.)

"3. ’To defend the cases of Communist
lawbreakers, fronts have been devised
making special appeals in behalf of civil
liberties and reaching out far beyond the
confines of the Communist Party itself.
Among these organizations are the * * *
National Lawyers Guild. When the
Communist Party itself is under fire
these offer a bulwark of protection.’
(internal Security Subcommittee of the
Senate Judiciary Committee, Handbook
for Americans, S. Doc. 117, April 23,
1956, p. 91.)"

>2-



c FBI
DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 09-21-2011

Transmit the following in

Date: 1/15/65

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-442529)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-153735)

SUBJECT: CIRM;
MISSISSIPPI FREEDOM DEMOCRATIC PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

Submitted herewith are ten copies of a LHM setting
out information that the NYC chapter of the National Lawyers
Guild (NLG) is urging lawyers to go to Mississippi for a
period-of a week to ten days during latter part of January
and month of February, 1965, to participate in taking of
depositions in connection with the challenge filed by the
Mississippi Democratic Party contesting Congressional seats
in Congress,

The source is an NYO confidential mail box.
A copy of this communication is being sent to Detroit
inasmuch as Detroit is office of origin for the NLG.

5 - Bureau (Enc. 10) (RM)
(1-157- • ) (MFDP)
(1-100-7321) (NLG)

2 - Jackson (100- )(Enc. 2) (RM)

1 - Detroit (100-2760) (NLG) (Enc. 1) (INFO) (RM)

1 - NY 100-10769 (NLG) (41)



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 03™21™2011

Date: 2/8/65

Transmit the following in CODE
(Type in plaintext or code

)

URGENT
(Priority)

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (44-New)

SAC, NEW YORK (44-New)

REGISTRAR OF VOTE#/ DALLAS COUNTY, ALABAMA,

DISCRIMINATION IN VOTING-ELECTION LAW-CIVIL RIGHTS.

NEW YORK FOUR TWO ONE TWO DASH S ASTERISK ADVISED

FEBRUARY EIGHT,NINETEEN SIXTY-FIVE BAYARD RUSTIN, HARRY

WACHTEL AND ONE

LEGAL DEFENSE FUND, NAACP) HAVE TICKETS ABOARD AMERICAN

AIRLINES FLIGHT THREE SEVEN FIVE FOR WASHINGTON, D. C.

FEBRUARY EIGHT,NINETEEN SIXTY-FIVE, LEAVING NEW YORK CITY

FIVE THIRTY PM. ACCORDING TO RUSTIN, MARTIN LUTHER KING

WILL MEET WITH SOME CONGRESSIONAL LEADERS AND THE ATTORNEY

GENERAL ON FEBRUARY NINE, NINETEEN SIXTY FIVE. RUSTIN

SAID THEIR POSITION WILL BE TO DEMAND ENACTMENT OF A CIVIL

RIGHTS BILL IN NINETEEN SIXTY FIVE, GUARANTEEING THE RIGHT

TO VOTE.

1-wew York (100-153735)

JMK:far .

(4)

/A

SEARCHED ! INDEXED—

Approved^

Special AgAfft in"Charge



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)^

Transmit the following in

Date:

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

Special Agent in Charge
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New York
157-892

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROH:

iFBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
(date 09 - 21-2011 >

IE

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OP JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
New York, New York

February 8, 1965

Demonstration By Student Non-Violent
Co-ordinating Committee At United States
C#urt House, New York City, February 5 , 19o5
Racial Matters

A confidential source who has furnished reliable
information in the past, furnished the following information
February 4,- 1965s ?-

I I for Student
Non-Violent Co-ordinating Committee (SNCC), New York City,

advised Bayard Rustin, February 4, 1965, that SNCC would stage

a picketing demonstration at the United States Court House
(USCH), Foley Square, New York City, commenced at about 3:00 p.m.,

on February 5# 19^5 5 further that a sit-in would be attempted
and some time after 3:00 p.m. several members of the SNCC would
attempt to enter the office of Mr. I l

Asslstant, b6
United States Attorney, Southern District of New York, for b7c

interview and possible* sit-in. The general purpose of the

demonstration would be to demand federal intervention in the

voter registration drive in Selma, Alabama. Bayard Rustin
stated he was in full support of the action and would attempt

to enlist the support of other individuals such as I I

I I of the New York Committee for Support of the
Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party Challenge, and Dr.

I of Haryou-Act, a Harlem Youth and Social Work Agency.

The following agencies were *£ivised of the

projected demonstration by SNCC on February 5* 19^5:

\y%/
/

f.'srJdizedL.

_ _
Group 1 km
Excluded from automatic^
downgrading and deelassi^^atiom,,^-^^^-

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of

the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the property of the

Federal Bureau of investigation and is loaned to your agency; it

and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



Demonstration By Student Non-Violent Co-ordinating
Committee At United States Court House, New York
City, February 5, 1965

Bureau of Special Service « New York City Police
Department (Detective

| |>

of the Guards,
Toley Square,USCH,

New York City

Criminal Division,
United States Attorney’s Office,
USCH, New York City

be
b7C

Special Agent Personnel, New York Office of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) observed the following
demonstration at USCH, Foley Square, New York, on
February 5, 1965:

A picketing demonstration and attempted sit-in
was staged -.psbruary 5* 1965* by SNCC at USCH, New York
City* Some 55 demonstrators, male and female, predominantly
white, began assembling in front of USCH at 3:45 p.m. They
formed a picket line and carried signs demanding federal
Intervention In the voter registration drive in Selma,
Alabama. At approximately 4:30 p.m. several of the pickets
began making sorities, up the steps of the USCH in an
effort to gain admittance, but were forcibly restrained
by United States Marshals who had taken positions at the
head of the steps. Mr. ] United States Marshal's
Office, USCH, reported that one of the pickets struck a
United States Marshal with his fist. He was brought inside
the USCH, by the Marshals for questioning and later released.
He identified himself as I I of

I

I | New York City.
be
b7

The following is a physical description of
I I based on personal observation by
Special Agent Personnel, FBI, and from information furnished
by United States Marshal’s Office:



«

Demonstration By Student Non-Violent Co-ordinating
Committee At United States Court House, New York
City, February 5s 1965

Name
Residence

Sex
Race
Age
Height
Weight
Build
Hair
Complexion
Dress

Occupation

New York City
Male
White
Approximately 21
6 feet 1 inch
180
Husky
Black, straggly.
Fair
Wore black leather
Jacket.
Student
New York University,
Sophomore

No arrests were made and no assistance was
requested the New York City Police. The demonstration
terminated at 5:30 p.m.

In "The Saturday Evening Post", issue
of July 11-18, 1964, page 76, Bayard
Rustin is the subject of a feature
article captioned: "The Lone Wolf
of Civil Rights". In it, Rustin is said
to have come to New York in 1938, as an
organizer for the Young Communist
League (YCL), and as such, he had the

Job of recruiting students for the
"Party". Furthermore, the article reports
that during his first years in New York,
Rustin gave most of his earning to the
"Party". He reportedly left the "Party"
in 1941, the article states.

b 6

b7



Demonstration By Student Non-Violent Co-ordinating
Committee At United States Court House* New York
City, February 5* 1965

The YCL has been designated pursuant
to Executive Order 10450*

The "Daily Worker"* February 11, 1957*
page 1, column 2* reported that Bayard
Rustin* Executive Secretary* War
Resisters League* was an observer at
the l6th National Convention of the Communist
Party* United States of America (CP* USA)*
held in New York City* on February 9-12*
1957.

The "Daily Worker" was an East
Coast Communist publication until it
ceased publication on January 13 , 1958.

A second confidential source* who has
furnished reliable information in the past,
advised on September 25* 1963* that during
a meeting of the National Board* CP* USA*
on that date* Benjamin J. Davis remarked
that* "Rustin calls me constantly

—

openly."

The first confidential source* advised
on February 19* 20* 1964* that Bayard Rustin
contacted Benjamin J. Davis on those dates
and sought his advice as to how he could
escape from a speaking engagement to which
he was committed. On the latter contact*
Davis told Rustin that he was working 6n
his request and had contacted friends who had
contacts with the group to which
Rustin was to speak.



Demonstration By Student Non-Violent Co-ordinating
Committee At United States Court House, New York
C3by, February 5 > 1965

A third confidential source, who has
furnished reliable information in the past,
advised on January 21, 1964, that as
of that date, Benjamin J. Davis was
National Secretary of the CP, USA.

nThe New York Times", August 24, 1964,
page 27, column 4, reports that
Benjamin J, Davis, National Secretary,
CP, USA, died in New York City, on
the night of August 22, 1964.



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
ATE 09-21-2O1

J

DATE:

Transmit the Following in

Via AIRTEL

2/8/65

3eln plaintext or code,

^priority)

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (157-6-34)

SAC, NEW YORK (157-892)
'^ECX:A.c

?£'^\
T7~ /~ r' r̂ ~rn-’\7

j\M
OURT HC

SUBJECT: DEMONSTRATION BY STUDENT f A(ft\
NON-VIOLENT CO-ORDINATING f / vC

<jf/J
COMMITTEE AT UNITED STATES COURT HOUSE, W
NEW YORK CITY, 2/5/65
RACIAL MATTERS

(00: New York)

Re New York teletype to Bureau dated 2/5/65 .

Enclosed for the Bureau and offices listed
are copies of a LHM in above case. SAS who observed
above demonstration were SAS ROBERT EDWARD BOWE, and
VINCENT J. ASCHERL* Sources utilized in attached LHM
are the following:

NY 4212-S*
NY 2359-S* b7D

3-Bureau (Ends. 8)(RM)
(1-100-442529 )'( CIRM)

1-Atlanta (Enel, l) (INFO) (100 (SNCC))(RM^O
Jk-Mobile (Enel. 1)(INF0)(RM)
£P-New York (100-153735) (CIRM) (42)
1-New York ( 100-147963 ) { SNCC ) (42

)

l-Jffptjf-York (157- ) |(45)
1-New York (100-46729) (BAYARD RUSTINH42)
1-New York (100-15393$ () \ (45)
1-New York (157-1247) (NY Committee MFDP) (42)
1-New York (l57-124l) (HARYOU-ACT) (42)
1-New York (157- ) (|

—

^

(43)
1-New York
1-Supervisor #42
VJA:dmb
15

/nW53?3S
SEARCHED INDEXED.

SERIALIZED

*LPEBT8 "196
HK7S1

Approved: Sent

(Special Agent In Charge)



NY 157-892

4 S Tills LHM Is <^afsslfiedr ,s^a«^n beo^use/it
apntai^fs information frpm NY 4212-S^, a s$taj?de who &as
mirniched highly sen^Stive information jaitn respect# to the^
yjacJ&Ll situtatib»--£n the New York area and the CP iViflaea^e
Ih^rein.

NYO indices reflect no identifiable -information
concerning I I I United
States Marshal* s Office, NYC, furnished informacron to
SA ASCHERL.

Information copies are designated for Atlanta
and Mobile in view of the voter registration drive in Selma,
Alabama, and the fact that Atlanta is Office of Origin
concerning SNCC.

- 2 -



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
'DATE 09-21-2O11

Yorlc> Hew York
February 8* I9S5

Strike at Iat-?rene0 Hospital* .

BronivVillOj Ks» York
Basisi letters

lieutenant I i BmmcrXllei llm$ Yor2< b6

Folio® EeapartBastfc advisesI on February 6> 1955$ that a b7c

^omonstmtian was hold in ok' that day in
smpport of th® striking employees of Hospital*
Local 1199* Brag and Hospital Borkera billon#.- has been attempting
to organise hospital employees* .

-

The der^nstraters numbering about throe hundred and
twenty parsons who were pradon&ne&bXy zltigro* gathered in the
vicinity of Lawrence Hospitals Palmer Avfta»®# Bror^ille and
walked in a dingle, lino from Sr00 to 3s00 W* At 3i00 PM*
th® dojrspnstsyators forss&d © double line and walked along
-Pondflsld Road * the main street of* Beonswllle,* to the village
hall* The tetohstmtors were .singing .and chanting during tills
period of starch*.

.

.-

- . At the village 'mil a ^oolamation was read by .

•

Joseph T„ Jaclmona. President of the WOBtehehter .Chapter of
tdo M?gro American uaha? Cornell to tJ» fiasosr or the Village* .. •

The proclamation protested the failure of the hospital
authorities to negotiate with representatives of the striking
employees and requested wwaioipal and county authorities to
intercede, on behalf of the strikers* • -

This dociapaent' contains neitte» recoswa^^^aas nor oonclusio^er
of the FBI. It is the property of the $©x and is loaned -to^ur
agency1 it and its contents are not to:
your agency* .

-

8TBureau (157-6-34) .

/ifNew * York (157-8ggX_^. — •

1 -Supervisor #4%:£;.., ^gS&SSSS

.be distributed outside

hJM

/0q~~



Strike at tatofm&e Hospital*
TjtQ&mill®* M«w VoapJe ^

Liaataraant I r^v&Bfefl fchs& 3&«Jcsa?i eppeosted

to be the tsarafoal for tks fio^stmfcicn# &?_,

lend o&ss&e Bairis* &?feo ?js3.p$ SiOt observed ~«n

bbo line or t?arcn* ax^rTCS^naS vise va-tjaeas^

Coinxitv-e© to Aid tbs T^'Sr®fi©e Ko&pitaX bos&i$r$*

After -the reading of the go^o'Xss?>at^.osx# the des^nst^tof^

a^tuHted along £Pndfl&ld Head to the Xss^isc^f ilospiv&i area,

and disbonded bsttMft 4500 HV- .
.

-

Placards e&rriod fey gtated

ite&stas*’* "i^egro -A^sricfan. &atot>v uyanoiA * to&» n

tO #

I-ioutoriSist that violence 02?

&.&»&&# ©ceinwa dums ws<0 aessonsteti® and »o arswfc® wes^

stags# s
; t

V.A3 eKfi^i il» to • fasssiS^ *

.

in th® past# a&riiseg «»H^fe®?vtss^ &* ktj&M
Hospital strife® ms disettsesd at « i®e^wjj| a&.to yco?id

wJ4«» os* of juaca& .

SS tto^ltal Iteftw Iteto* W ^8^^^W s^rca as teas
prsssafc at this meeting tm& as baane **» «“**“•^ i‘*iS!

,

-

or^cExiaatioa . .

'

„

*fftfe emsrae -adflaed tM,t a

S«*m «r'tS *£& K?«.«s.tey
tfestts th%'f tsos&MI psrfcieipato ass i^aivbow^l*^ &»**** ^<34

5^a?1S IS4S&W otTtt!# ®a*Ui t&isws »«*?* .



iiew ^bMc

T&& ssms m® tmz&3.% to ackiiss? as to mo msto
p&z&onB who aettiaXty

*

A ehaisaete^^at^ri of itio ftagftg tfotfam
Party i$ afc$&&2aeg isorato* -

t

;
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S'* «

WORKERS WORLD PARTY

,, . .

0n April 17 , 1959* a confidential source advised
that on February 12, 1959, a Socialist Workers Party (SWP)
minority group, under the leadership of National Committee -

b6member,
| |

split from the SWP. b7(

The source stated that this minority group,
rei erred to as the Mareyites, after many years of program
and policy differences on varied issues concerning tactics
and interpretation .of political events, split from the SWPon the grounds that the Party was liquidating itself by
departing from the Marxist precepts of LEON TROTSKY and
mu

^ from the fight for the world -socialist revolution.
The final issue which ultimately forced the split was the
minority's opposition to the SWP regroupment policy which

cooperation with the Communist Party (CP) periphery -•
individuals characterized by the minority as petty-bourgeois

.

The minority program, according to the source,
advocated unconditional defense of the Soviet Union and has
as its goal the building of a revolutionary party with a
complete proletarian orientation for the purpose of over-
throwing capitalism in the United States and throughout
the world. e

,
011 ^2 , i960 , the source advised that this

minority group had chosen the name Workers World Party.

.
0n April 27 , 1964 , a second source advised that

'

the Workers World Party, which maintains headquarters at
4o West 21st Street, New York, New York, supports the

8 Republi0 of China in its ideological dispute
with the Soviet Union.

The SWP and the CP have been designated
pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

w ^
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DE CLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

.FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 09-21-2011 , xo ,

,^_r>
r

j

AIRTEL

2/8/65

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-6-34) •

PROM: SAC, NEW YORK (157-892)
i.

'

subject; strike at Lawrence hospital
' BR0NX7ILLE, NY ;

•

. RACIAL MATTERS - MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION CONCERNING
* 5

Re NY airtel to Bureau and LHM dated' 2/4/65..

-Attached hereto are 8 copies of an LHM,’ Lt.
NA, furnished information concerning the

be
b7C

demonstration to SA JAMES E. GORDON,

The information set out and attributed tq
was furnished to SA A, LEWIS BARNETT.

%
The information concerning activities of WWP

was furnished by I L

b7D

Lt.
| ~|was informed of the possible participation

’

of members of the WWP, _because in the past, this group has
indicated that it was/opposed to violence.

' be

It should be noted that demonstrators were
,

b7c

equipped with. two-way radios which were monitored by
Westchester County Sheriff l I The monitoring
disclosed that the Captains of the demonstration were concerned
about possible violence as they checked from one radio
unit to another as to the conduct of the demonstrators.

0 -^Bureau (Ends. 8) *(KM)

-New York \

JEG ; far^ **

(5) If
*

• 1-Supervisor #42

\ <^gjl°x ^
CiM
.jut-

3
*

& -/6A X-i -̂^7/
CCflDAurn .... I '
SEARCHED.

J



NY 157-892

— - w

(U) The LEM is classified "XtoaSBawsial” because

information has been set out which was furnished by
I _r

The disclosure of this information might tend to identify •

the informant. Since he is an informant of value, such

action would hamper future investigative activity and would

thud have an adverse erfect. on the national security.

The NYQ will maintain contact with | H*0

determine if members of the WWP did participace in instant

demonstration and plans for future participation.

/•

\

sf

)

l

- 2



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED States Department of justice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVF.STTOATTON
DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 09-21-2011

/
Etxreau 100-442529

New York, New York
February 8, 1965

Re: Coimnunist Influence In Racial Matters
Internal Security - C

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, furnished information on February 4,

1965, indicating that I I received information on ™
that date which revealed that Harry Wachtel wanted him I t

to attend a meeting of the "Research Committee" (a meeting of
Martin Luther King , s advisors) on February 5* 1965. According
to the source, the meeting was to take place at Wachtel*

s

office, 575 Madison Avenue, New York City, between the hours
12:30 and 5**30 PM.

Wachtel. according to the source, had received a
message from I I of the Southern be

Christian Leadership Conference, SCLC ) , in Selma, Alabama, on b?c

February 4, 1965, that the meeting should be held as planned,
adding, however, that Martin Luther King would not attend but
would be represented by him I \ .

During the late evening of February 4, 1965 * the
same confidential source advised that I I and I \

I I were in contact on that evening. | |
advised that

neither he nor King would attend the "Research Committee meeting b»

scheduled to be held on February 5* 1965* in Wachtel *s office.
I I said that was due to the expected visit of several
Congressmen in Selma, Alabama, on the same date.

This document fcontains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

"Group I /^ ^

Excluded from automatic^
downgrading and

,

declassification .



Re: Communist Influence In Racial Matters

Another confidential source, who has furnished
n in the past, advised that Harry Wachtel

. were in contact on February 5* 1965* regarding.
the scheduled "Research Committee" meeting for that date.
Wachtel said in that regard that he was certain that King and

I
would not attend, and that only Bayard Rustin

(Organizer of the March on Washington), I I

fl
I of District 65, Retail, Wholesale and

Department Store Workers Union; American Federation of Labor-
Congress of Industrial Organizations, AFL-CIO)

.

1

~1

Party; and ' he
pa

of the Washington office of the SCLC),
National Committee member of the Socialist

(Wachtel) would attend.

be
b7C

Wachtel and|
I also took the opportunity to

discuss a letter which appeared in "The New York Times" on
February 5* 1965* which solicited funds in behalf of King and
the SCLC. In that regard, Wachtel said he was a "little be
unhappy that he had not been in on the composition of the b7c

letter, and how big a bomb it would have been if King had
been released from jail." Wachtel said he desired that King
get out of jail, but 1

~| said he trusted King*s timing and
urged Wachtel not to worry about it.

With regard to the letter in "The New York
Times", which Wachtel and i

"1 discussed, b 6

it is noted that on February 5* 1965* b7c
"The New York Times", page 15* carried
an advertisement captioned, "A Letter From
Martin Luther King from a Selma* Alabama,
Jail". In the letter. King opens with a
statement that little did the King of
Norway realize when he presented him the
Nobel Peace Prize that in less than sixty
days he would be in jail, adding that he
(King of Norway) and the world will be
shocked because they are little aware of
the unfinished business in the South.

King continues: "By jailing hundreds of
Negroes, the City of Selma, Alabama* has



Re: Communist Influence In Racial Matters

revealed the persisting ugliness
of segregation to the nation and
to the world".

King, in answering a question as to
why they were in Jail* said, "Have you
ever been required to answer 100 questions
on government, some abtruse even to a
political science specialist, merely to
vote? Have you ever stood in line with
over a hundred others and after waiting
an entire day seen less than ten given
the qualifying test?"

King said: "He are dn Jail simply because
we cannot tolerate these conditions for
ourselves or our nation".

A plea for funds is then made by King
in behalf of the SCLC.

According to the source, I I
and Wachtel also

discussed the efforts being made to unseat the Mississippi
Congressional delegation because of their state l s refusal to
permit Negroes to vote. In that regard, they commented over
the fact that Bayard Rustin was "getting the red smear %

I said it was not "red baiting" but simply a statement
of the record and that people had to make their own decision.

Wachtel quoted Rustin as saying, "Look, I may be a
liability but I*m good". To this, Wachtel remarked, "This
guy*s a liability and he*s not good, period .

With reference to the meeting of the
"Research Committee", on February 5,

1965, at 12:55 PM, Special Agents of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation
observed Bayard Rustin enter the building
at 575 Madison Avenue, New York City, and
take the fifth floor elevator: at 1:35 PM.

the Special Agents observed I I

enter and take the elevator to the fifth floor.
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Re: CJommunist Influence In Racial Matters

It Is noted that Waehtel * s office is on
the fifth floor of the building at 575
Madison Avenue, New York City.

On February 6, 1965, a confidential source, who has
furnished reliable information in the past, advised that Bayard
Rustin was in contact, on that date, with Harry Waehtel.

Waehtel advised Rustin that I I (Special White
House Assistant) had contacted Waehtel and stated President
Johnson was disturbed and annoyed with King’s recent statement
that he would see President Johnson on February 8 ,* 1965.
According to I L President Johnson is tied up February 0,

1965, and that King could meet with Attorney General Katzenbaeh
on February 8, 1965.

be
b7C

Waehtel said a second tentative plan would be for
King to telephone President Johnson, February 6, 1965, and
then see Katzenbaeh February 8 , 1965. Waehtel said that King
could issue a statement that he had Just talked to the
President,

The final course of action was not known by the
source.

During the afternoon of February 7 , 1965, the
first source mentioned heretofore , furnished information that
Harry Waehtel and I I were in conference on that
date regarding a meeting of King and President Johnson.
Waehtel said he had been In touch with I I at the
White House about King’s coming trip to Washington. In that
regard, Waehtel said that trip had opened up a "hornets’ nest
for the President", and that King’s statement about a meeting
with the President would have to be very carefully worded.

Waehtel said the White House desired certain
words such as "not definite, hopeful, in view of circumstances"
used by King in his statement about meeting the President.

be
b7C

- 4 -



Re: Communist Influence In Racial Matters

King, according to Waehtel, was to see the President
some time after his meeting on Tuesday with the Vice President
and Attorney General, but said that fact had to be kept in
complete secrecy. If it got out, Waehtel said, the President
would not see King.

Waehtel, in pursuing the matter further, said he
hated to see the Viet Nam crisis, but at least it showed that be

he (|
I) did not lie yesterday when he said the National i>ic

Security Council expects to meet on Monday and Tuesday.

King, according to Waehtel, "now knows that when he
is dealing with the President, he is not dealing with a friend,
but with a Texan".

The same source furnished information on February 7,
1965, indicating that Stanley Levison visited L I a*
his home on that date. The source was unable to advise what
this visit pertained to. b6

b7C

Late during the same date, the source advised that b/D

I I prepared a press release for Martin Luther King
on events in Selma, Alabama* and then conferred with Harry
Waehtel, seeking his comments on the release. The release
as prepared was as follows:

"Recent events in Selma, Alabama, have disclosed
the persisting barriers to enfranchisement of Negroes in the
South. If the rate of registration manipulated in Selma were
to prevail, it would take several decades to register eligible
Negroes. The mandate of the American People and the intention
of Congress are subverted by these conditions. There is a
clear and urgent need for new and approved Federal legislation
and Executive action to eliminate these undemocratic barriers.
To pursue this objective, conferences in Washington are being
planned. The pressure of international affairs have made
impractical a Monday conference with the White House.
However, on Tuesday, I will be meeting with Vice President
Humphrey in his capacity as Chairman of the newly formed Council
for Equal Opportunity, and the Attorney General, Nicholas 3>e

Katzenbach. Following the preliminary explorations of the
issue, plans will be made for further discussion on appropriate
levels where the programs we believe to be indispensable for
solution of problems can be examined."
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With the concurrence of I \ Wachtel expunged
the words executive action and inserted law enforcement in
lieu thereof, and made additional changes to read as follows
after the words undemocratic barriers:

be
hi

11To pursue this objective conferences in Washington
have been scheduled. The pressure of international
developments has made impractical the scheduled Monday
conference. However, on Tuesday, I will be meeting with
Vice President Humphrey in his new capacity as Chairman
of the newly created Council for Equal Opportunity, and with
Attorney General Nicholas De Katzeribach. I am in communication
with the White House concerning a possible meeting with the
President. While there, are no definite arrangements for such
a meeting, I am hopeful that such a conference will be held
on Tuesday, Following the preliminary explorations of the issue,
plans will be made for further discussion on appropriate levels
where the programs we believe to be indispensable for solution
of problems ca» be examined,"

- 6 -



Communist Influence In Racial Matters

Harry Wachtel is the Executive Vice
President of the Gandhi Society for Human
Rights, 15 East 40th Street, New York,
New York. He resides at 29 Split Rock
Drive, Kings Point, Long Island, New York.

A confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, furnished
information in December, 1949* that Harry
H. Wachtel, 4l Broad Street, New York, New
York, was on a list of individuals carried
as active members of the National Lawyers
Guild.

A characterisation of the National Lawyers
Guild is attached hereto.

On March 5, 1944, another confidential source,
who has furnished reliable information in the
past, furnished information which revealed
that the name Harry Wachtel was on a list of
names, significance not known, which was
maintained at the Headquarters of the Kings
County Communist Party (CP) at 26 Court
Street, Brooklyn, New York.

Regarding Harry Wachtel*

s

i 1 b6
it is noted that the same confidential source b7c
furnished information on March 5 * 1944, which
revealed that her name and address were on a
list of names of newly elected officers of the
Bath Beach Club of the Kings County CP.

With respect to the Gandhi Society for Human
Rights, it is to be noted that this organization is an

adjunct of the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference (SCLC),of which Martin Luther
King, Jr., is the president, and. serves to

raise funds for the SCLC.

SUBSET

-7-
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iU APPENDIX

NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and

Publications," revised and published as of December 1

1961, prepared and released by the Committee on Un-

American Activities, United States House of Represent
atives, Washington, D.C., contains the following
concerning the National Lawyers Guild:

"National Lawyers Guild

"1. Cited as a Communist front.
(Special Committee on Un-American
Activities, House Report 1311 on the

CIO #olifcicai Action Committee,
March 29, 1944, p. 149.)

t i*

"2. Cited as a Communist front which ’is

the foremost legal bulwark of the
Communist Party its front organizations,
and controlled unions’ and which ’since

its inception has never failed to rally
to the legal defense of the Communist
Party and individual members thereof,
including known espionage agents .

’

(Committee on Un-A erican Activities,
House Report 3123 on the National
Lawyers Guild, September 21, 1950,
originally related September 17, 1950.)

"3. ’To defend the- cases of Communist
lawbreakers, fronts have been devised
making special appeals in behalf of civil
liberties and reaching out far beyond the
confines of the Communist Party itself.
Among these organizations are the * * *

National Lawyers Guild. When the
Communist Party itself is under fire
these offer a bulwark of protection.’
(internal Security Subcommittee of the

Senate Judiciary Committee, Handbook
for Americans, Si Doc. 117, April 23,

1956, p. 91.)"



COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

I the General Counsel
to the Gandhi Society for Human Rights,
1£> East 14.0th Street, New York, N*Y«

A confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised on
February 26 . 1997. that he identified a photo-
graph of I

~~|
as a person whom he

knew during late 1953 or early 1954 to be a
member of and in a position of leadership in
the Labor Youth League.

The Labor Youth League has baen designated
pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

b6
b7C



Communist Influence In Racial Matters

In "The Saturday Eyening Post", issue of July 11-
18. 1964, page 76, Bayard Rustin is the subject
of" a feature article captioned: "The Lone ¥olf
of Civil Rights", In it, Rustin is said to
have come to New York in 1938, as an organizer
for the Young Communist League (YCL), and as
such, he had the job of recruiting students for
the "Party", Furthermore, the article reports
that during his first years in Hew York, Rustin
gave most of his earnings to the "Party". He
reportedly left the "Party" in 1941 , the article
states.

The YCL has been designated pursuant to
Executive Order 10450.

The "Daily Worker", February 11, 1957, page 1
column 2, reported that J3ayard Rustin, Executive
Secretary, War Resisters League, was an observer
at the 16th National Convention of the
Communist Party, United States of America
(CP, USA), held in New York City, on
February 9-12, 1957.

The "Daily Worker" was an East Coast Communist
publication until it ceased publication on
January 13, 1958,

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised on September 25,
1963, that during a meeting of the National
Board, CP, USA, on that date, Benjamin J.
Davis remarked that, "Rustin calls me constantly—
openly."

Another confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised on
February 19, 20, 1964, that Bayard Rustin
contacted Benjamin J. Davis on those dates
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and sought his advice as to how he could escape
from a speaking engagement to which he was
committed. On the latter contact, Davis told
Hustin that he was working on his request and
had contacted friends who had contacts with the
group to which Rustin was to speak.

i

A confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised on
January 21, 1964, that as of that date,
Benjamin J. Davis was National Secretary
of the CP, USA.

nThe New York Times", August 24, 1964, page 27,
column 4, reports that Benjamin J. Davis,
National Secretary, CP, USA, died in New York
City on the night of August 22, 1964.



Communist Influence In Racial Matters

A confidential source, who has furnished
reliable Information in the past, advised
in June, 1958, that l ~l

held the position of I I of
the Young Socialist League (YSL)

.

A characterization of the YSL is attached
hereto.

In September, 1958, the same confidential
source advised that [
was a member of the Young People* s Socialist
League (YPSL) following the merger of the
YSB. with the YPSL.

A confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised
in April, 1964, that Stanley Levison was
a secret member of the Communist Party,
United States of America (CPUSA), Ih
July, 1963. In late 1963, and early 1964,
he criticized the Communist Party (CP) for
not being sufficiently militant in the
civil rights struggle. Levison was described
by certain CP leaders as being to the "left"
of the CP in his position on civil rights.
His differences with the CP, however, are
merely tactical and he continues his
ideological adherence to Communism.



INDEPENDENT SOCIALIST LEAGUE (ISL)
FORMERLY WORKERS PARTY (WP)

The May 4, 1942, issue of ’’Labor Action," then
an official publication of the Workers Party (WP), carried
an article which reflected that the WP was formed in
April, 1940, as a result of a split within the leadership
of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP). The article stated
that when the Hitler-Stalin Pact was signed and Poland
invaded, the minority group within the SWP, in proclaiming
the formation of the WP, condemned the pact as being
imperialistic in nature and stated it would not support
either imperialist camp.

The April 25, 1949 , issue of "Labor Action"
contained an account of the Fifth National Convention of
the WP, held March 24-27, 1949 , in New York City, which
reflected the change of name of the organization from the
WP to the Independent Socialist League (ISL) in order to
emphasize the character of the group as a propaganda group
for the spreading of socialist ideas and not as a full-
fledged political party.

The July 14, 1958, issue of ’’Labor Action," an
official publication of the ISL, contained an article
captioned, "The ISL Program in Brief." The article indicated
"The ISL stands for socialist democracy and against the two
systems of exploitation which now divide the world:
capitalism and Stalinism, The ISL, as a Marxist movement,
looks to the working class and its ever-present struggle
as the basic progressive force in society. The ISL Is
organized to spread the ideas of socialism in the labor
movement and among all other sections of the people. There
can be no lasting and genuine democracy without socialism
and there can be no socialism without democracy."

The September 22, 1958, issue of "Labor Action"
contained an undated statement signed by the Political
Committee of the ISL which indicated that the ISL had been
dissolved. The statement urged former ISL members to join
the Socialist Party-Social Democratic Federation,

The SWP has been designated by the Attorney General
of the United States pursuant to Executive Order 10450.



SOCIALIST YOUTH LEAGUE (SYL)

A confidential informant has advised that the
Socialist Youth League (SYL) began in 1945 when several
militant members of the Young People's Socialist League
( YPSL) , the youth organization of the Socialist Party,
accepted a proposal that they become affiliated with
the Workers Party. The first issue of the group’s
newspaper, "Youth Action for Socialism," in October,
1945,. contained an article which indicated that "...Only
socialism can answer youth’s needs for jobs, peace.,

education and a fuller life... Our organization is the
only national revolutionary youth group in America."

The March 1, 1954, issue of the "Young Socialist
Challenge," published as page three of "Labor Action," an

official publication of the Independent Socialist League,
contained an article concerning the creation of the Young
Socialist League (YSL) which pointed out that at a unity
conference occurring February 12-14, 1954, at Labor Action
Hall, New York, New York, a merger occurred between the
YPSL and the SYL. The new organization was named the YSL.

Another confidential informant on June 15, 1954,

made available the minutes of the YSL's National Action
Committee meeting of April 13, 1954, which reflected that
one I

'

|
of SP (Socialist Party) Youth

Committee," had objected to.a statement appearing in
"Commerce," a New York University journal, which indicated
that the YPSL merged with the SYL to form the YSL. He
explained that the YPSL did not merge with anyone, . that it

continued to exist as the youth section of the Socialist
Party. He explained that a small group of the YPSL.was
dropped, expelled, or suspended from that organization and
joined the SYL, which he characterized as the youth group
of the "Trotskyite ISL." He explained that after these
few former members of the YPSL joined the SYL, the SYL
then proceeded to change its name for its own purposes.
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' YOUNG SOCIALIST LEAGUE (YSL)

The March I, 1954, issue of the "Young Socialist
Challenge," published as page three of "Labor Action,"
an official publication of the Independent Socialist
League (ISL), contained an article concerning the
creation ef the YSL, which pointed out th-at at a unity
conference occurring February 12-14, 1954, at Lahor Aotipa
Hall., New York, New York, a merger occurred between the
Young -People’s Socialist League (YPSL) and the Socialist
Youth League (SYL), The new organization was named the
YSL.

A confidential informant on June 15, 1954, made
available the minutes of the YSL’s National Action Committee
meeting of Anril 13. 1954 s which reflected that one I I

I of SP (Socialist Party) Youth Committee,",
had objected to a statement appearing in "Commerce," a
Ne » York University journal* which indicated that the YPSL
merged with the. §YL fgrm tlie YSL? He explained that
the YPSL did nofmarg® w^th eqyongj that it continued to
exist as the y^uth section Qf'fbe 'Socialist Party, He
explained tha't:

:
a small d^QUp ©f the. YPSL was dropped,

expelled, or suspended |rom.- that organization and joined
the SYL, which he. 'ch$pe$i'|r.iz:ed

.

'as.. the youth group of the
"Trotskyite ISL." He explained that after these few former
members of the YPSL' jumped ..the -SYL, the SYL then proceeded
to change its name fop its own purposes.

On April ?, I9b6> another confidential informant
advised as follows: V

The YSL has frequently worked in ©lose sympathetic
cooperation with the ISL; toy^erd' similar objectives, although
each major issue given mutual consideration is decided uppn
by these organizations Individually. The YSL serves as an
apprenticeship for the TSL, , .but. ISL. selection ©f members from
YSL ranks is made on an- individual and personal basis. In
many instances YSL 'members' p.r£ also members of the ISL,

m SR

be
bic



YOUNG sbdtALIST LEAGUE (YSL) CQNT’D.

The YSL and ISL utilize the same printing house in New
York Gity and the YSL publication is printed as aft insert

in "Labor Action.” Frequently, lecturers before the YSL

are ISL members. \

The September 22, 195$, issue of "Young

Socialist Challenge." Which appear^ as page five of

"Labor Action," contained on undated statement f^om

the National Action. Committee of the YSL which indicated

that the YSL had been dissolved. The statement appeared
urfcder the caption ’’Join the Yeung Peoples Socialist League*

The YPSL is' pt&Licly known as the youth
affiliate ©f the Socialist Party-Social Democratic
Federation.
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NY IOO-153735
SAS JOHN Observed theunu v 'w/ixjlv C • SEATON 8.nd

| j

u xv
individuals entering 575 Madison Ave . , NYC .

,

on 2/5/65
Here follows a list of sources used to

characterize individuals mentioned in the letterhead
memorandum:

h6
b7C

HARRY WACHTEL

1 .

report of SA
Anonymous a ourr.a 0f WF0, set out in the

2/19/50 j at WPO, re: "NLG; IS-C." b
Y\

O

b7C

2. NY 1190-S*.

BAYARD RUSTIN BENJAMIN J. DAVIS

NY 2359-S*, NY 4212-S* ]

CLARENCE JONES

in 1954.

MIKE HARRINGTON

Former

STANLEY LEVISON

Columbia University LYL

b6
b7C
b7D

b7D

NY 694-S*.

This letterhead memorandum is classified "Secret”
because it contains information from NY 4092-S*, .-NX

-

i}.099~S-*,NY4212£
NY 694-S*. The first sources ’'ha-vs furnished information of
a sensitive nature with respect to the race question in the
NY area and the Communist infiltration thereof; tin last source
furnished a concentration of information in the characteriza-
tion of STANLEY LEVISON. It is deemed necessary that a
secret classification be used.
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On April 17, 1959, a confidential source advised
that oh February 12, 1959 j a Socialist Workers Party ( SWP

)

minority group, under the leadership of National Committee
member, | 1 split from the SWP.

The source stated that this minority group,
referred to as the Marcyites, after many years of program
and policy differences on varied issues concerning tactics
and interpretation .of political events, split from the SWP
on the grounds that the Party was liquidating itself by

;

departing from the Marxist precepts of LEON TROTSKY and
retreating from the fight for the world socialist revolution
The final issue which ultimately forced the split was the
minority’s opposition to the SWP regroupment policy which
involved cooperation with the Communist Party (CP) periphery
individuals characterized by the minority as petty-bourgeois

The minority program, according to the source,
advocated unconditional defense of the Soviet Union and has
as its goal the building of a revolutionary party with a
complete proletarian orientation for the purpose of over-
throwing capitalism in the United States and throughout
the world.

On May 12, I960, the source advised, that this
minority group had chosen the name Workers World Party,

On April 27, 1964, a second source advised that
the Workers World Party, which maintains headquarters at
46 West 21st Street, New York, New York, supports the
People’s Republic of China in its ideological dispute
with the Soviet Union.

'

The SWP and the CP have been designated
pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

Job

B7C
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENTMEMORANDUM

: SAC, CHICAGO (100-41296) DATE:

FROM

SUBJECT: CHICAGO YOUTH CLUB
CP OF. ILLINOIS
IS - C

Informant

Activity

I who has furnished reliable
information in the past

!
• ‘

Meeting of Executive Committee, Chicago
Youth Club, CP of Illinois

Date of Activity

Date of Report

Date Received

Recommendation

Location
£

9 - New York (EM)
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January 23 , 1965
Chicago, Illinois

0° January 23, 1965, a meeting of the Executive Committee
of the Chicago Youth Club of the Communist Party (CP) of Illinnig
took place at the i residence of

| [

The meeting was held from 12:00 midnight to 5:00 AM. The ournose
of the meeting was to discuss with l I some of the
problems <f

,
the CP youth in the Chicago area and to hear from him

mv,
re
S
Qrt Qf the .Prospectus Of the Party nationally' for youth work.

The .following persons were present:

b6
b7C

Although until this time
| | has been

considered a member of the Chicago Youth Club Executive Committee,
was

—

not—inyit^dto the meeting .under discussion. It was learned
that he and met with_ t _ —

| |
w vr *s- vu

| |on me evening of January 21st. , it was determined at this
that

| |
should discuss* with I

~| and 1 r
the difficulties which
arty work.

I Iwas opposed to I

~
I atte^in^the^A^Tng.

J has been
<

encountering in his
"ing- the meetii _
from fully speakingbecause his attendance might inhibit

, n ..v nT

his mind. During ;fche discussion of January 23rd, a date was^set
for a, meeting' o| the Chicago Youth Club (February. 3rd at. the home
VI [
mention the meeting to

[

instructed that; she' was not "to
when contacting othe,r Party

] wants to discuss at themembers to tell them to attend, f ftl,

next meeting of the Executive Committee (January : 26th) whether
or . not it is advisable to retain I

|
as a Party member.

1

The
‘‘

thoughts Of the. respective members of the Executive and
advice, will apparently sett!© the Question. •

I
s

and [

Earing the .evening,.

the CP of Illinois.
a February ‘ 3rd meeting,

stated that [

[

to join the Chicago Youth Club of
knd are , to be invited to

]stated that although
| |had not. been associated any length of .time' with the' present

'members of the -club ,<&©• is new' ‘to loft circles dnd was
extremely anxious to Join tho . Party. St was' learned also that
during the evening,

| I will leave Chicago the evening, 'of

Job

b7C

b6
b7C

bo
b7C



January. 24th and will return and be in the city February 2nd
and 3rd. It is not known where he will spend the intervening
days. He indicated, however, ' that he would be in and’ out of
Chicago for some period of time.

i
*

" '

I

; ,

ZZlroad a mimeographed summary of the resolutions
of a recently held national meeting, of CP youth. The summary
was written by.| |and dated January, 3.965. It indicated
•that the meeting had discussed how' to -attract youth to the"
CP>

_

jarticuiarly. Negro youth, ajad the relationship of CP youth
3^4

new na^io»ai socialist youth; organisation. Although
3
ili

fi.
orsan^5sat^014 was

.
E®£ mentioned by name, it was understood

by . those present. to be the BuBois. ,Clubs of America. 1

The resolutions, concerning issues and demands to be concentrated
youth concerning varying Classes -of" young people are

as follows:

„

1
i

High • School
.
youth

(

' * " ' - r \

...
1. Demand the. end of overt and de facto ..segregation

iu all high schools of thb‘ country. ,

• i
i

2. Demand the inclusion o£ J^Lgro history and
accomplishments . in high school textbooks and
demand the buster of books ;and materials which
implicitly or explicit,ty> 'condone segregation.

t

.3, Demand the ^establishment of programs which will
insure the payment .of, stipends to ..children who
otherwise would not be able

,
to ^finish,their high

school work. .

‘

.
1 -

.

’
; i

College' youth .

All three. of the above demands as applicable to
college students.

Working youth

1 . Demand th© ©nd of overt and de facto segregation
- in hiring practice© of

(

all employers'.

2,.. Demand an .©sad.t© segregation in apprenticeship -



y

3. Demand the establishment of programs to-
provide unemployment insurance to first
time job seekers.

The summary of the national ,CP meeting went on io
indicate that .the CP is launching a recruitment drive February 1st
or April 1st through July and that the drive will give emphasis •

t o. the recruitment of Negro youth. A paper t addressing. itself
to this problem will soon be issued from the national CP headquarters.
Papers addressing themselves to the above, demands for high school,
college, and working yoikth will 'also soon be issued frpm the
national CP headquarters, !

Thq summary further, indicated that the CP will.hold
cadre classes' in New fork .during the; summer of 1965, similar to
those held the summer of* 1964.’ Chicago was 'not .represented during
the 1964 session* The CP is asking each District in the country
to send one CP youth to New York for the summer. Tlie CP will

.

also ask certain youth comrades to spend the summer: in. the South
working with civil rights organizations, lastly, some pf those
participating in the cadre class will 1 be sent . tp certain organiza-
tionally weak areas in the country to organise same. This mill
be subsequent to an intensive Marxist-Leninist orientation in

‘

New York. 5
.

«" •

'
.

1 *

„
' /

The discussion of the Chicago Executive Committee
centered around how to build the Party and particuiarlyNpgro
participation in Chicago,

, ,

It. was. generally agreed. ‘that this
-

could he done must effectively by building W.E.B.DuBpisorganization
on the .borderline', of Negro-white communities,,.

. it was' agreed
;
further

that, this orgaql nation should
1

be centered in -a four or :fiy©vblock
area,

,
that it should concentrate on problems 6f the area 1

' ~"

.
(Inadequate garbage pick-up, broken street lights, etc) and" that
it should, of course, have integrated membership. The exact area
that Chicago will

'concentrate -bpon has* not been .decided but"it !

has been narrowed to the area arptind Cicero and Jackson or ‘the
borderline of; the whit®' community in which

|

8

\
.

lives-, it is' preferred! ©eaa© CP youth move within, the ‘

five- block- area of $ous®nt?mti6n. It was further decided that; be
should the borderline of th® community in

j
which 1 | lives ‘ b7c

be chosen for •feoneeatgatiom
, a ;$a@# DuBois Club will beestablished

in addition to I I ©g^^eii'atipn and .her Executive will
probably, not play a in th© new club initially.'
These problems ,wi 1.1 he- fug*tl&©^..empl©re&\&t the, January 26th
meeting of the' Chicago €>$- ls®e^t&we Committee and 'at the.
February Sfrd meeting Youth' Club. /

••
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Memorandum
TO : SAC, New York (100-153735)

xfrom Y, Director, FBI (100-442529)

\ SUBJECT: CIRM
' BUDED: 3/1/65

DATE: 2/8/65

ReBulet 11/20/64 which pointed out the fact that
Harry Wachtel is steadily assuming greater importance as one
of Martin Luther King, Jr. * s. group oiB advisors. It was
noted that Wachtel*

s

f Iwas a member of the Communist Party,
USA, (CPUSA) at one time and that there was a strong likelihood
that Wachtel, himself, may have also been a Party member.
Certain instructions were issued relative to attempting to
establish for certainty whether Wachtel had ever been a Party
member. It was stressed that this matter be given prompt
attention.

Your letter, 12/1/64, advised that your Office
was reviewing appropriate files in an effort to locate
individuals m the Bath Beach Club of the Party who might be
in a position to advise concerning Wachtel, it being noted
that Wachtel* s

I ^ had previously held a leadership position
in this Club.

1 1

be
b7C

Your letter, 12/11/64, stated that your Office would
continue efforts to locate individuals who were familiar with
the activities of the Bath Beach Club in the early 1940*s,

Your letter, 1/11/65, advised that file reviews
have disclosed the names of Party people who might possibly
have known Wachtel and that your Office is in the process
of reviewing the files concerning the individuals themselves
as a prelude in requesting permission to interview these people.

As you are aware, Wachtel*s importance to the Bureau*s
investigation of CIRM as well as King is increasing day by day.
For example, Wachtel *s office is usually used as a meeting place
for King ana his advisors. Just within the past week, Wachtel
contacted your Office and represented himself as an attorney for
King. It is, therefore, imperative that as prompt a determination
as possible be made as to whether Wachtel was ever a Party member.
It is now over two months since the original Bureau instructions were
issued in this matter. It is believed that your inquiry should
be stepped up so that there is no further_jdelay^i-n-H^t^iHQing the

l
" 1



Letter to SAC, Hew York
HE: CIE&I
100-442529

information desired. As soon as individuals are identified
who might have pertinent information they should he interviewed
in accordance with existing instructions relative to the
interview of present and/or former communists.

By letter to he received at the Bureau no later '

than 3/1/65, furnish the Bureau a resume of the results of
your investigation in this matter. Pertinent developments
should, of course, he brought to the Bureau* s attention
promptly as the circumstances dictate.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

PROM: SA ROBERT C. NORTON

DATE: February 9> 1965

SUBJECT:

On January 5* 1965.
1~ furnished SA ROBERT C.

NORTON the following two-page "Memorandum:"

"December 10, 1964

"Memorandum

"Prom: National Negro Commission and Org. Dept.

"To: All Districts and comrades responsible for Negro work.

"Re: Negro History Week Activity for February, 1965*

"The recent meeting of the National Negro Commission held
in New York City had a three-point agenda:

"l. An analysis of the elections in the Negro community.
"2. We took note of the preparations for a summit meeting
called by the Negro American Labor Council some time in
January in Washington, D. C.
"3* Negro History Week Activity.

ijy- New York (REGISTERED MAIL) 7 - Baltimore
HENRY WINSTON
ORGANIZATION
BEN DAVIS
JAMES JACKSON
PUBLISHERS NEW PRESS, INC-.

WILLIAM^TTERSON

~/r/

100-23443
100-10584
100-12076
100-12464
100-160
100-12948

CIRM
JAKE GREEN
GEORGE MEYERS
ORGANIZATION

THE WORKER

1 - New Haven (REGISTERED MAIL)
ORGANIZATION
1 - Newark (REGISTERED MAIL)
ORGANIZATION
1 - Philadelphia (REGISTERED MAIL)
ORGANIZATION
1 - Bostdn (REGISTERED MAIL)
ORGANIZATION
1 - Chicago (REGISTERED MAIL^^

J CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT f
f RCN : dfm / /
v (20)

JMi**
SEARCHED j^SjfjDIXED

|

SERIALIZED-
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"Inthis memo, we shall forego a discussion on the first
two points . We believe that the election results are now

common knowledge and when the reports as well as the Draft
Resolution on the election results is available, this will
more than suffice to show the role of the Negro vote and the

problems thereof.
;

"In regard to the second point, this matter has been
discussed with all districts.

"We shall therefore discuss Negro History Week 1965 .

"Our approach to organizing activity around this issue

must be of a twofold character. On the one hand, we
must assist all broad forces interested in Negro History
Week activity to make 1965 a turning point in the character
of the observation of Negro History Week. Heretofore,
the observation has taken the form mainly of highlight-
ing Negro achievements in various fields of endeavor.
Naturally, individual Negro achievements, past and present,
are important. But we are of the opinion that the
struggle must now be mounted on a higher level. In line
with the new developments within the country in which all
segments of the American people have come closer to a.

^

•

realization of the importance of the Negro question, it is

now possible to broaden the scope of Negro History Week, -

making it a focal point for the struggle to include the

true role of the Negro people and the Negro question,
past and present, in the curricula of all schools throughout:

the nation. This involves pressure on school boards and :

other governmental levels. Appropriate speaker's in schools

during and after this period is also a valuable form. We
should also assist other forces to prevent Negro History
Week from being only an observance of brotherhood. We 5

should encourage trade unions to undertake appropriate prqgra

"The other aspect of this year’s observance must take the

form of highlighting the contributions of the American
Communist Party to the struggles of the Negro people,
past and present. There is a great urgency for us to raise

our Party’s participation in this regard to a higher level
than ever before in our history. The chief endeavor of the

-2-
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bourgeoisie in these cold war years in the Negro field
has been to bury the contributions the CP has made. Tons of
literature have been poured out in which either the role
of the Party was deleted or grossly distorted. A whole
new generation of freedom fighters has risen up without
any knowledge of our contribution. Many of these young
fighters are searching for answers that the present
leadership of the Negro liberation movement does not fully
provide. It is therefore imperative that our contributions
reach these youth.

"Hence , in the framework of modesty, we must prepare
meetings and materials which will serve this purpose. We
propose that the central figure highlighting the con-
tributions of American Communists should be around the
person of Comrade BEN DAVIS.

"We, therefore, propose that Memorial meetings commemorating
his memory and highlighting Communist contributions be
organized. ;

"In New York the plan is to organize in Harlem one of the
largest rallies in the last ten years and preparations are
under way to achieve this objective. In all the Districts’
on the Eastern seabord, such as Connecticut, New Jersey,
Philadelphia, Massachusetts-where BEN went to- school-,
Maryland-where he first 'worked, etc . , we urge full
participation in supporting the meeting being organized
in Harlem. It is likewise proposed that all other
Districts organize BEN DAVIS Memorials, no matter
how small or large * although the emphasis must be to
give such meetings attention such as we have not done
in recent years. The National Office will make speakers
available. Comrades WINSTON, JACKSON, PATTERSON, LIGHTFOQT,
HALL and others will be available for such gatherings

.

"All such memorials should be of a united front character,
as broad as possible given the location situation. But
in all instances the breadth of such gatherings must not
negate the ability to bring forward in the clearest manner
the role of BEN DAVIS, the Communist. ’j

"A pamphlet highlighting the life’s work of BEN DAVIS is
in preparation. We urge the widest distribution of this
pamphlet and especially must we guarantee that the young
cadre within the various civil rights organizations get

- 3-
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a copy of this pamphlet.

"In addition to this, we are proposing that a special
supplement be prepared for The Worker which will
highlight all the various achievements of the CP
throughout the years. We urge preparations for maximum cir-
culation.

"Thirdly, it would be very good if progressive book stores
were encouraged to make available package sales of
various literature that Communists and other progressives
have written on the Negro question.

"Lastly, the Org-Ed Commission is working on an outline
for theoretical discussion on the Negro question in all
levels of Party organization, to be ready for Negro History
Week.

"

_Ihe document, according to informant, was given to
CP Club Chairman, by GEORGE MEYERS, CP District

Chairman
.

_

during December, 1964. On December 30, 1964,
gave it to JACOB GREEN, Chairman of the CP of Maryland.

be
bl

]Photostated theOn January 5, 1965a SA|
document. The original was returned to the informant on
January 6, 1965. The Photostat is being retained in
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circles, a$ least until Ms attitude changes. I

indicated that there is sufficient evidence in regards to

his behavior, both personal and political, to warrant such

a drastic proposal,
| Iindicated tol I that vthat he

would call and tsy to arrange an appointment

for nest week,

I l£&d his
|
iadicat©d their agreement

and ashed if it could bo don© before Tuesday since the Party

m& »tisg .and they would like to have some information

for the Club* indicated he would call

Friday, January 1968, and ‘then try to arrange an early

then indicated to

| |
Wanted to wM®t with[

that h© mm going to m®
would not suggest that sac him with

in trouble m wm&

|at that

I himself is

of Eaeial Quality' (CORE)

is having seas iyp*

*s job with S0I11 is in 4©®pardy<

«> a “



oit th® internal of COWS hut v&EtOd to discuss with

l
«oa* questions around the World Youth Festival 0

indicated to I I that there has been a great dasI I
indicated to

| |

that there has been a great deal

of interest shown is this upeosiag youth festival,

indicated that leading people la Student Non-Violent Coordinating

CoMKitiee (SNC€») f C©ES„ Student S©£©eratic Society (SBS)

,

Free

Speech Movement on the Eerisel©y Srnspus* National Student

Association (MM) have all shown an interest and are actively £6

planning som typd ©£ mmSMm nationally to arouse interest

ia the youth festival* A person by the name of
|

i® coasidering he&diag up such a committee* 1 indicated

he wanted to discuss v/ithi

would discus® it with

some additional people who

indicated he

Jaad try to arrange m appoint*

what his schedule would be.

indicated he was staying with the

for Madison* Wisconsin* g®$ he tsill, then return on the second

of February and stay a tm eor® days dopoadiag os hi© schedule.

I
lowest that h© try to see

agrees tisSom he leaves for Edison to

**



guarantee such a meeting. then indicated he would

try to convince to squeeze in sons tine this weekend

agreed and they left at that point.

On the mm evening* January 21* 1865 »l 1

had a very shallow understanding

I la) estimate that COSE

both politically and organizationally

group present at the

finance and

]®£j how® and indicated that at

>* it was difficult to get in

I© to program because the people

iding of the problem. It is his

OSE is in a very had situation

ationally. The sajority of the

ing got hung up on questions of

deal of tine discussing how to

meeting* li@ With th® national staff and they asked

for his resignation as tl indicated

a* <3



that be told the® be would mot resign. However,

told Jfchey have the power to fire him and they probably
be
b7C

will do so* Be indicated that he was not sure they would do

it before the February national Action Committee (NAG) meeting
*

or not.
r 1

sdleated he was discussing

local leadership of COBSthe problem

and they felt that national ©GUI will continue to disintegrate

ho
b7C

orientation for the continuation of their community program.

late© indicated that h© has a Midwest

Segional meeting of scheduled for this weekend of

January S3, 1665 * $mm%f 14, 1365, and he will continue

to explore with ttosa the ^@lta presented by national COBS.

I I indicated that to would rather reserve his

opinion both ©a I estimate of national COBS and
'

I ~fra estimate of what needs to be done. Therefore,

a meeting early &®gst w@@h would to advisable. They agreed

a long distance telephone call



NABRIID, Leader of tfai Party ii Philadelphia, had died

suddenly and that the funeral arrangements sere for Saturday,

January 23, 1965, in New York. BAIT indicated to
|

that he did hot know If the Party in Illinois had any way

of sending a representative, hot if not, they should send

some expression of sympathy to the KAHIXD family. BAIT

indicated that any should, .he sent to

at Philadelphia. imdle&ted he. .would discuss this

with none people*

BART then ladioated that the Party had understood

that there was. going to. he a .State of the Race Conference

called hy. Negro Amnyjeah M©r Council (NALC) In New York,

and that individuals .have been inquiring as to why the ,

orgaalsatioas were so limiting $hn delegation to two and
..

three people. B&Pi indicated -as they understood it, the

Conference will only have about 40 members present.

lindloated he was aware of the problem and

would also try and make isfuirios as to why it is so small.
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reliable information in the
past.

YSA Convention

January 1-2, 1965

January 26, 1965

January 26, 1965

Index: ]and I I

5 - Boston (RM)
(1 - 100-33449) (YSA)
(1 - 100- ) 1

(1 - 100- ) I u
(1 - 100- )

(1 - 100- )

2 - Cleveland (RM)
(1 - 100-23460)
(1 - 100- )

2 - Denver (RM)
(1 - 100-8136) (YSA)
(1 - 100- )

Copies continued on i page

LNU)
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5 - Detroit (RM)
(1 - 100-37358) (YSA)
(1 - 100-

. ) | I

(1 - 100- ) I

(i - 100- ) h
(1 - 100-41298) I I

2 - Indianapolis (RM)
(1 - 100-12158) (YSA)
(1 - 100-. ) d

3 - Los Angeles (RM)
(1 - 100-57253) (YSA)
(1 - 100-65239)

I I

(1 - 100-48285) |

3 - Minneapolis (RM)
(1 _ 100-11696) (YSA)
(1 - 100- ) I I

(1 - 100-12975) \ r
3 - Philadelphia (RM)

(1 - 100-43269) (YSA)
(1 — 100— )
(1-- 100-46829) pr

3 - San Francisco (RH) -

(1 - 100-43450) (YSA)
(1 -t 100- ) d I

(1 - 100- ) (FREE SPEECH MOVEMENT)
2 - Springfield (RM)

(1 - 100- ) (YSA)
(1 - 100- ) j I

27 - New York (RM)
(1 - 100-133479) (YSA)
(1 -

- 100-147905)

j

100-153099)
100-153227)
100- )

100-14153)

C

100-153352)
100-153351)

|

100-153409)
100-150169)
100- )

i
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-
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January 26, 1965

Report on Young Socialist Alliance
Fourth National Convention

On: January 1, 2, and 3, 1965

At: Vladeck Educational Center
6500 North California
Chicago, Illinois, operated by Workmen's
Circle

Following is a synopsis of the activites and

meetings held on Friday, January 1, and Saturday, January

2.

In order, this includes:

(1) Statistics

(2)

l How the convention was run (seating, meals,
accomodations , etc .

)

(3) Convention agenda

(4) Reports of speeches, meetings

A. Friday, January 1, 1965

1* Welcome
2. Appeal
3 o Internal Report
4. Final Appeal Statement
5. Summary of Internal Report
6. Political Resolution Report

B. Saturday, January 2, 1965

1. Majority Negro Resolution
2. Minority Negro Resolution
3. Bloomington Defense and Civil

Liberties Report
4. Joe Johnson Case
5. Berkeley Free Speech Movement
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Hot meals were sold twice daily by the hosting

local $ Chicago o The prices panged from fifty cents for

lunch to seventy cents for dinners Seconds were free 0

The menus included ham, hot dogs, meat loaf* sandwiches

,

potatoes , soup, vegetables , coffee , milk, bread and

butter p salad, rolls <sweet), doughnuts, etc, A different

menu was prepared {from this range of dishes) at each

meal, and the visiting conventioners werewell pleased

with the quality of the food and the low prices D AS*

HANSEN supervised the preparation of the meals 0

Those out-of-towners who registered at the

Walton Hotel (1019 North Dearborn) signed in as attendees

of the ’’Conference on Modern Day Problems OtherB

stayed at either another hotel or in the home of a



Schedule

Friday

10:30 NC Plenum
11:3© Convention Organization
12:0© Appeal
12:30 Internal Report
1:30 Lunch
2:30 Discussion

' 4:30 Final Appeal Statement
4:45 Summary of Internal Report
S’: 15 Dinner
7 Si3© Political Resolution Report
9: 00 Discussion

Saturday

10:30 Discussion (Coat <>

)

12: 00 Summary
1:0© Lunch
2:00 Majority Negro Resolution Report
3:00 Minority Resolution Report
3:30, Discussion
5:30 Minority Sunary
5:45 ' :M&j ority Summary
6:15 Dinner
7:30 Bloomington Defense and Civil Liberties

Report
8:30 Report on Joe Johnson Case
9:0© Adjourn

10:3© Discussion
12:0© Summary
12:3© Lun&h
1:3© Organizational Report
2:3© Discussion
4.§3© Summary
5:0© Constitution Commission
5:15 Election of the NC
6:0© N© Plenum

Friday, January 1, 1965
Contention Welcome



This brief salutation was gi^en by|
|

~1 He welcomed the group to the convention

,

wished them well, and expressed his hope- for a fruitful

weekend.
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discussion from the delegates i^olictwCd s

speech, Sack delegate spoke approximately 5 to 10

minutes, and in general their comments against the

expelled members told everyone what they wanted to hear.

They discussed the necessity for loyalty and discipline

in YSA„ the implications of holding membership in another

Spasticist group, and members who had worked in YSA with

the Sparticists gave two brief testimonies about hem "

these former members had stopped attending meetings in

their local.

Friday, January 1» 1965

and
| | spoke for a • total ©f 15 minutes

for their final defense,

were all lies?,' lies? lies? and

present "

asking "why is it necessary to lie?”

it which her local had expected

that she had been ’’sick or som<

wasn°t able to

She denied that the Spariicist group had

a YSA meeting.



She said occurred when she

wasn?t in YSA Cat the time she had bee® e^elled) * $

for this treason she didn#t feel it was neeessary to

consult YSA about her intentions.

She denied that the Sparticist group had

engaged in pre^recruiting members to,the minority fs

of YSA.

She Cand others)- had been accused of printing

information from a YSA contention two years''ago in the

published material which her group sold. She said this

was a lie.

1 . 1963

that he had been sent a letter from Qub& confirming the

sale of Spartacist- literature which contained YSA

information. He recommended that this group be permanent

dropped from YSA.

fist© rot© was taka®. Ail rotes were against

the minority- motion* and the majority motion was carried

with one abstention. The areas® was droooed. and I

and
| |

left the meeting during the break’ foifc dinner.



Friday c January, l s 1905
u Political Resolution Report

This report, was given by He

characterized the previews conventions by mentioning-
J

the outstanding accomplishment of each. The firfet g .

he said* was the one at which the constitution was formed*

the second was. the Cuba conference* the third involved

the Negro Resolutions and this one the fourths was to

involve the natter© of how WA would carry out its

campaign in this period. He said that this la a
*

i

propaganda period for YSA.
ti

program as being all important. The ta@k 0 then s is to

build the party and publicize and stress the program.

In short 0 he said that the task was to be that of

nbuilding a hard Marxist cadre” which would be the core
)

of YSA,

There was discussion on this ; speech 0 after which

from Detroit d|$cussed his

minority ' viewpoint . - There was discussion Jon this also.
A

that YSA .would adopt the same attitude toward the

b7C
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struggle as in the past year. That is, Negro civil

rights groups would continue to be supported; Negroes

will still be sought for membership in YSA, because

the Negroes are, at present, the militant people and

they will be foremost in the working class movement

which will eventually aid in the hastening of the

revolution.

One difference, however, for this year, is

that YSA is stressing the support of Black Nationalist

groups t because they are the most militant portion of

the Negro people.

Saturday, January 2, 1965
Minority Negro Resolution

This was presented by

I I of Detroit bf Berkley. Bach felt

that YSA should go into the

suggested a probe;

document) that YSA work along with SNC6? in the South,

only presented his suggestion as an amendment to

the majority resolution.

The alternatives were discussed and voted on<

The majority resolution was passed.

-b6
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Saturday* January 2 g 1965
Bloomington B^fesas© and Civil

|
gave this report. His main point

was that YSA is capable of winning civil liberties cases.

' ThiB can only ba done* he said-*, if -members continue

to work as hand on future defense cases as they did

. on the Bloomington case, Alsd important is knowledge
ht

\ of the Americab legal system. He ridiculed the system

’^for being so detailed in the legal approach to petty

problems such as when one man’s property extends onto

another* s 9 no matter how minute the overlapping'^'' He. said
:

*

*

YSA had many .sympathisers as a result, of the Bloomington

case.

muary S*, 1965

gave this report. He described how

was soon to be tried for

said it was plain that

deportation because of his beliefs

<

'calls draft evasion* etc. bnt
| |

sald it was plain that

| |
Was in danger of deportation because of his beliefs.

went to' 'Canada., Joined, a Socialist group* and return*

to the United States when he was charged with draft

evasion.'' He served '2 ^ears in prison for this crime and

is now in danger of being deported for what is nothing

other than his political beliefs.



I |
who was present at the (convention, made

a brief comment that this would never have happened if

YSA had been around before he went to Canada.

I | Informed the group that the Emergency CLC

is assisting in the defense of I I and that is

to be
| |

b lawyer. Presumably, defense committees will

be organised when more details are certain.

Saturday, January 2, 1965
Berkley Free Speech .Movement

I
from Berkley related the history

of the Free Speech Movement at Berkley, California. He

said that there has been unrest since the HBAC demon-

stration in 1960, and since Governor BHOWN ’’chopped down"

civil rights movements.

He said YSA’s relationship with the FSM is the

same as is other participating organizations, they are

a part of a whole.

Attendance at YSA Convention
(January 1, 2, 1965)

'

On the national level, YSA has almost three

hundred members. More than half of these (approximately

145) attended the convention, fhe names of those who

we*e recognized are included here under the heading of the

11 -



•tate and city (if known) from which they came. If

the regional origin is net known,'' their names ate

listed under the heading "Others.”
•><

: ’

t

The conventioners cane from the following

areas i and as stated before, nest of them are MemblBvjf

of the YSA: Chicago, jpetroit, New Yo£k, California ,
1 •

j

> i

Philadelphia,, Ann Arbor, Boston, twin cities - Minneapolis-

St* Paul,. Cleveland and Carbondale, Denver and Canada*

Although those people from Canada were referred to as

"the comrades from Canada," it is not known whether or

not they function as separate Socialist group which is

Interested in YSA or as a group which functions as an

arm of YSA and is under the control of the YSA national

office* None of the names of the Canadians were learned.

Chicago

was

|
* YSA

k YSA

|

- YSA delegate b7

* YSA delegate

h YSA delegate

|

- YSA

- 12 -
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Mwr York (approximately 40 people came)

(originally from Detroit) * YSA

I
- from downtown Hew York YSA local,

h approximately 5* 7", 150 pounds, brown hair

!A



b YSA

b YSA

I- YSA

]-
from Chicago local)

I - YSA

YSA (red hair, slim, originally

s

- (male)

]» attended convention Friday only

• attended convention Friday only

Detroit

b6 '

blC .

~1
» YSA (Negro)

I
, YSA (used name of I ~l in
hie minority document) be

hi C

1
- YSA (Negro, 15 years old, slim

approximately 100 pounds, approximately 3*2",
attends Detroit's Tass Tech High School)

California

I
I

- YSA! Trom Los Angeles, approximately
21 years old, 5*11", 195 pounds, black hair,
white male be

' b7C

^ b YSAj from Berkley, approximately
22 years old, 6*1", 185 - 195 pounds, blond
hair, reddish complexion

Philadelphia

I- YSA; recently joined, male,
approximately 21 years, 5*5", 140 pounds, bla<&
framed glasses, black hair, appears to be an »

intellectual, has a winning sense of humor although
in general appearance seems quiet

(

\

bo
b7C
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Ann Arbor

I I
- YSA delegate! formerly member of b6

Chicago local in 1904, black hair, black rimmed
glasses, approximately 20 years, 8*1% 190
pounds

Boston (approximately 27 people came)

I I- YSA; approximately 21 years old, ,

5*10% 165 pounds, black hair, appeared to be
of Spanish, Puerto Rican or Mexican descent be

I L
" b7C

p - YSA; originally from Yenesuela,
approximately 20 years old, brown hair, 5*3",
105 pounds, said she speaks Spanish fluently

Denver

|-> YSA delegate
•

Cleveland
bo
b7C

Twin Cities

~ YSA; (Negro)

It is believed that |ie living, there*

Carbondale

(not presently a member of YSA)

Others:

b6
hlC
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DI CLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 09-23-2011

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69) DATE: 2/10/65

FROM:. SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641)

SUBJECT: CPUSA - ORGANIZATION

(00: NY)

.. . , .

0n 1/24/65, NY 2359-S*, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised on above date
that a meeting of leading functionaries, CPUSA, was held
aLCP Headquarters ' 23 W. 26th St., NYC. Among those in
attendance were:

PHIL BART
HENRY WINSTON
ARNOLD JOHNSON
HELEN WINTER
BETTY GANNETT
JACK STACHEL
WTTiT . MF.TMSTQNE' b6

BILL TAYLOR
b7C

2- Bureau (RM)
1- Baltimore (INFO) (RM)
1- Chicago (INFO) (RM)1- Chicago (INFO) (RM)
1- Cincinnati (INFO) (RM)
2- Cleveland (INFO) (RM)

1- (100-CIRM)
5- Detroit (INFO) (RM)

1- (100-
)
(CPUSA

1- (100- ) ( PUBLI
1- (100- ) (COMIN
1- (100- ) (HELEN

HCO:vtc
(39)

(COPIES cont 1 d)

/me

RM)
(CPUSA - YOUTH MATTERS)
(PUBLISHERS NEW PRESS)
(COMINFIL MASS ORGANIZATION)
(HELEN WINTER)

L&O -VT3 /Y5”
SEARCHED _

SERIALIZED.

3 1935

31—NEW YORK



NY 100-80641

COPIES CONT ! D:

2- Los Angles (lNFO)(RM)
1- (100-

) (BILL TAYLOR)
1- Newark (INFOHrm) '

1- Philadelphia (lNFO)(RM)
1- Pittsburgh (INF0)(RM)
1- San Francisco) (INFO) (RM)
21- New York

l-(97-169) (PUBLISHERS NEW PRESS)
1- (100-97167) ("POLITICAL AFFAIRS")
1- (10O-8O638) (CPUSA - MEMBERSHIP)
1- (IOO-I288I7 ) (CPUSA -NYD- MEMBERSHIP)

••i. 1- (100-80644) (CPUSA - YOUTH MATTERS)
1- (100-133902 (COMINFIL MASS ORGANIZATION)
Jk (100-132430) (CPUSA - NYD- INDUSTRIAL REGION)

(100-153735) (CIRM)
1- (100-57557) (INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHERS)
1- (100-89590) (CPUSA - STRATEGY-IN-INDUSTRY)
1- (IOO-80633 ) (CPUSA - EDUCATION)
1- (100-125576) (RUBIN)
1- (IOO-56579 ) (BART)
1- (100-269) (WINSTON)
1- ( 100-16021 J (JOHNSON)
1-

(
100-69956

) (HELEN WINTER

)

1- (100-13483) (BETTY GANNETT)
1- (IOO-I8065 ) (STACHEL)
1- (100-9595) D

bb

1- (100-117708) I

V
I

b7c
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NY 100-80641

4*vv=> j

^

-
MORTIMER £ABlEli RUBIN opened: the meeting by statingthe discussion to take place and his report would be in

preparation for a major discussion to be had at the next
National Board Meeting, RUBIN noted that various districts

reported on their t’fc'tud&Sfe and this information
will have to await further discussion.

It is to be noted that RUBIN gave an informational
report on the status of the Party which is simile to areport he had previously given on 1/20/6 5 , which was dis-Sl

alted
t
i/^fc

lreaU ^ alrtel and attaoh®d a letterhead

^
According to the informant , RUBIN then gave' his :

J^?^JJi?
n
?^r

?
po

^
t
^
wherein he stated that "The Worker" and

al
-
Af

£
a^S

4. 5
ave been barely holding their own, de**

+3?^!!
fact -chat they have increased their circulation

n°P
e degree • He said as to membership of the Party.We have had some gain among youth but these have largely

£f
fse

£
by

J
ebts and so on * He sald there has been

7

hi® 8
??

138 f0™aJd in the Party as' regards the develop-5®“*'

°

f pol
l?y

and * further, there has been a growth in
P

b
?fJnass acbivi^ of the Party and mass influence of the partvorg?Ild? 1abions . He stated however, that the Partyorganizational status has not kept pace with its. other
S?J* J® sald "there was a "gap" as regards party press,

J membership and organization of the Party. Henoted that one of the problems is how to build shop clubs

of^lSlitv ?
ace

,
of the Coatinulng problem

thePartv^Tn
the

f®.
is also problem of building

Negro c°™tnities, especially"when our Party

begin
±
with"?

any crucial Nesro communities is so small to
7

- 2 -



NY 100-80641

Continuing, RUBIN remarked that many comrades felt
that to take part actively In building the press will
endanger the Party in mass relationships. Some of these
individuals felt that the press is not a useful enough
instrument in carrying out their mass tasks. RUBIN noted
that the mass movement has been developing rapidly but legal
prosecution of the Party continues, and the question of
legality in terms of mass acceptance c£ the Party In the mass
movement lags behind.

RUBIN next discussed the question of subjective
weaknesses in the Party. One, he said, is failing to
appreciate what is taking place in the mass movement, the
impact of this movement. He indicated that there was “an
under estimation" wherein the Party did nob take full
advantage of the possibilities that exist. He classified
another subjective weakness as their system of approach,
that is, whether the Party today is capable of contributing
to mass struggles and mass developments In the sense of
being able to build. He noted that these weaknesses lead to
an approach within the Party of separating mass plans from
Party plans. He said that to the extent that the Party
works in strengthening the organization reflects on the
strength of their voice and influence in the mass movement.

i

Continuing, RUBIN remarked that the fight for
legalization of the Party is crucial to build the Party and
closing the gap between the mass movement and the Party
status. The question of legality basically depends on whether
the Party appears to the growing masses as a militant and
responsible fighter for the best interests of the people
of our country.



NY 100-80641

RUBIN commented that In his opinion, the Party wasno
J

&verything possible in its fight for legality. Henoted that in the past period, they had been speaking beforelarge audiences and in that way, made a very successful
contribution. He noted also that the Party, during the

camPa"gn, distributed in the neighborhood
of b00,000 pieces of mail and in this manner, a number ofpositive steps bearing on the question of legalization of theParty was made,. He noted, however, that there was a sharpproblem in presenting the Party as one involved in struggles

s 01®2thing. 0ne hiS reason for this is that muche T s work in the mass movement and mass organi-
n,°t ^own and in the main, cannot be known widelyRUBIN felt, however, that It Is more unknown i;han it needsto be. He said that there are situations where many comrades

nnt
k
-h?H-i!?

aiEiS m
?
v
f^

ent
®i

make tig contribute ons, but yet, don°t P^ild. a rel.a cvonship . He said that the argument issometimes put forth that "our role" as Community is tofurther the development of these mass movements and helpthem move forward bub that we have no role in building theParty. He said that this was an example of a tendency towrongfully separate the two when It need not be so Hefelt there was a need to find forms in which the Party can

o?
33 to the Stales

. „
Continuing, RUBIN felt that there was also a needWa^t

2v
sreal;1'

7 increase what might be called thedialogue with the reso of the left, especially the new left,those in mass struggles who are moving to the left and aresearching for alternatives to the social system. RUBIN feltthe affair by International Publishers (1/15/65), despitesome weaknesses, was a big step forward in terms of openingof dialogue and relationships. He said this is a major
S

mate f°
r legality of

. the Party, of its acceptance in themass movement. RUBIN felt that it was hard to fight for
a fighfc for candidates and for ballot status

£
arty Itself . RUBIN felt that this question ofcandidates needs a lot of study and examination but that it

Son Pa^fo^rj^0^^ th
S

Party' toSether with significant
y forces towards perhaps a general left electoralcoalition.

- 4 -



NY 100-80641

.
also stated that there was the problem of*reestablishing the practise of a concentration oolicy. Henoted -chat the building of the shop and industrial clubswas a cruciai part of Party work. He said there are

districts that not only do not have any shoo or industrial
°ut do not

,

have a-.iprospect of building one. On theof concentratam, they have singled cat certain
Si

S
I
r
lS

ts sucb as Ohio, Michigan and Illinois. RUBIN feltthat there was a need to single out main industries as wasdone in the past. RUBIN felt that he was not qualified
a?y colFnfnts °n this particular phase but thoughtthat the industries would include steel and auto.

S

4.. f
elt that there was a need to look inw.* thedirection of building relationships with groups of advanced

ftn
r
!fho

S
*

ri

He i
5
d
J
c2l

'

tecI that he was thinking of something
'

on the order of ‘an institute for advanced study of trade
and Problems". RUBIN next spoke of the needto build the Party Negro communities. He noted that insome Negro communities, they have not yet found the forceswith which to begin to build. He said you come up against

and thatTis the^iT*
pertains to every area of we’rkana that is the question of cadre training as well as th*

?
r°bl

S
m He said there frfsome p!Ins

wfe?o vm^?h
mk

S
a

?T
and help S0lv8 the relation to

J5ff2-r

yo
?J

h * Re sa-.,d as regards growth in the Negro com-
Sf^tha"mov^L^?

ed
i° 4-

a° ? lot more in terms of analysisof the movement and tne issues, *

Continuing, RUBIN remarked that the left vouthorganization and the building of it in the nelghbShoodcould play a big role in this question of legality. He saidthat especially among youth, there is the possibility of

£ISfsfErt £ *5“* and P^Wcipating Wi?h US
rSi IfrZ

f
2?n?* He said a primary question used withrelation to youth is one of cadre. He said that when you

oSSSion
n
ttot

e
thi^

1Sl:rl0t by 1strict, you oome t0 £heconclusion that there are a number of districts where there

the need
S
?o£

iCant
?°UJ

h work ‘ We-» therefore, come back tothe need for organized cadre training programs. He indicated

- 5 -



NY lf0-8064l

there was a need on a national level to assign a comrade to
a specific area of responsibility. He said there is further
the question of confidence in youth in ordo? to build a
relationship. He indicated that there were areas in youth
work where the adults are too restrictive, there is no room
for the youth to move around, which tends to undermine the
situation.

.. .

RUB?N^ ln concluding his r.comments, stated that .

the tendency*3® separate mass tasks from Party work. Thistendency narrows the basis for finding a solution to thework of the Party. He said the central idea is to establish
work which strives to bring the experience in

int? the Party as a whole. He said the Partymust tackle its problems concretely from the standpoint
solving real life problems. He said that in this processof UP the concrete questions, they should look forspecific examples of the Party making artificial and un-necessary separation between activities in the mass struggleand so-called mass tasks of the Party. He said they shouldexamine whether the underlying approach to separation isnot really an underestimation of the readiness of the massmovement to respond .:o the Party, as well as an underestimationof the Party's readiness and ability to contribute to the

He said there needs to be an examinationof forms which tend -e unite Party and non-party left workersfor the purpose of irtluencing mass struggles. He concluded

Pa
au°k sn -^r r:iination is needed at all levels of the



NY 100-80641

Following RUBIN's report, a discussion period
followed. WILLIAM WEINSTONE stated that the party could
not win the masses if they failed to show the face of the
party. He felt that the party must find a coalition of
left forces. He said a unity must he found. He said
the party could not expect "ouj* youth" to become Involved
in complicated strategical and tactical situations without
giving them the benefit of a Marxist education. He felt
that they needed to have a whole system of education
which overcomes narrow practicalism and pragmatism.

BETTY GANNETT commented that there was a whole
number of important political and ideological problems
in connection with legality. She said there was a lot
to talk about in order to find how to unfold there
struggle for legality. With regard to youth she felt the
party could grow among youth provided they were able to
find additional answers to these many problems, it was
ker Impression that the party should organize itself
more effectively and not run around "like chickens with-
out heads .

"

BILL TAYLOR also expressed the opinion of the
need for education especially among youth. He said that
there are left organisations with which "we" can work, but
the ones we can do s« work with and who are doing very
good work, especially in the field of civil rights, we are
not doing arything, iTo said these are the groans that are
Influencing all kinds of people within the broad forces
that I think we.ara “ooking for."

I I
expressed the opinion that there cannot

be any minimizing of the absolute necessity for the party to
defend itself and to launch a campaign to fight for this
legality.

HELEN WINTER said that in order to tackle some
of these questions there ought to be an examination of the
party club, its function and objectives. She noted that
within the last several weeks she covered a whole number
of districts including the West Coast, and as a result

.bo

b7C
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eame across a strange phenomenon adding "there are whole
bodies of the organization that arn’t in any clubs." She
said that in one of the very important Midwestern states
the great majority of the people in the largest city
do not havesny club meetings at all.

WINTER stated that in Michigan they have a system
they call work shops. She described them as discussion
sessions on issues or on particular kinds of activities.
She said they are called work shops and people are
invited. She said that people know that the ones who
speak are activists or leaders of the party but no one
makes a big point of it. As an example she said on
the question of civil rights they have participating
among 50 people at least half of which are non-Communist.
She said these people will come to hear a spokesman if
they are given a certain amount of security. The invita-
tions are given out privately so that these people will
feel free to come. WINTER also commented that in
Detroit they have a committee around "The Worker" which
is called the Worker Volunteers, She said the club
numbers anywhere from 15 to 30 and there are three or
four actual members, among them the rest are all non-
party people. They are the ones who organize all the
large affairs around "The Worker."

HENRY WINSTON stated that DANNY ('RUBIN ) gave a
pretty comprehensive report. He. said it is moat important
to discuss the tasxs of the party. The primary task is
to win influence in the labor movement, in the basic
industries of the country. He said the party must root
itself among working class Negroes and working class youth.
He said "we" should concern ourselves with the fact that
there is an increase of stagnation and decline of the
party* s influence and the party’s organization in steel
groups in Pittsburgh, Ohio, Gary, Chicago, and so on.

WINSTON stated that the workers feel that the
Communist Party has.ra right to exist but the class enemies
say the party cannot exist. He said the party should

- 8 -
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follow forms to overcome the resistence of the enemy.

WINSTON stated that on the question of the
Negro movement people are turning to the Muslims in
Harlem because "we" are not giving leadership. He said
there has been a tremendous rise in the Negro liberation
movement but a stagnation or nonexistence of party
influence exists in such areas as Cleveland in the
Negro community.

WINSTON concluded his comments by stating that
In his opinion the direction of the report is absolutely
soutaa. He said he would endorse the question of flexibility
In forms and he liked the idea of breaking out of isolation*
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UNITED STATES ^VERNMENT

Memorandum
to : SAC, New York (100-153735)

Director, FBI (100-442529)

date: 2/12/65

subject: CIRM

Reurairtel 2/9/65 and enclosed LHM of same date which
reported on a demonstration held 2/5/65 at the First National
City Bank, 96th street and Broadway, New York City. This
demonstration was discussed at a 2/3/65 Party meeting at which
club members were urged to participate. The results of the
demonstration, as reported by I 1 and the observations of
a Bureau Agent, revealed the identity of only a single Party
member as participating.

In view of the very direct interest of the Party
in the demonstration, effort should be made through logical
sources to determine the full extent of Party participation
and, if possible, to what extent the Party may have been
prominent in the prompting of the demonstration.

Advise the Bureau of any positive results of your
inquiries received. The foregoing should be borne in mind in
future coverage of similar demonstrations.
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Date received

Received "by

Original location

| |
who has furnished

reliable info in past (conceal)

A NALC National Board meeting
held in Washington, D. C» ,

1/10/65 b

1/11/65

SA JOHN P. LANGTRY (orally)

Info furnished by informant was dictated by
SA JOHN F* LANGTRY to BARBARA C. ADAMS on 1/15/65;
transcribed on 1/15/65 and authenticated by informant
on 1/7/65.

A copy of informant’s report follows;
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1/11/65

On 1/10/65, a National NALC Board meeting
was held at the Mayflower Hotel, Room 514, Washington,
El C. Those National Board members present included:

be
b7C

JAMES JACKSON (from Westchester)

The main items on the agenda included
the NALC Convention to the State of Race Conference^

It was decided that the next NALC Convention
would be held on May 29th in Detroit, Michigan.

Further details would be made available
to the board members at a future date.

In regards to the State of Race Conference,
it was decided that it would be held in New York
City on l/30 and 31, at the Riverside Church, New
York City. It will be restricted to Negro leaders
who will meet to discuss problems and resolutions
in the field of civil rights, employment and
economics which involve the Negro race. The NALC
will have five delegates, while many of the other
civil rights organizations will be restricted to

three delegates, --while church and fraternal organiza-
tions who attend, will have one delegate each.

-2-
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The NALC delegates appointed included:

A. PHILIP RANDOLPH b6
b7C

The alternate delegates listed vd uld he
JAMES JACKSON and a woman who would he appointed
hy A. PHILIP RANDOLPH.

The Communist Party will not he invited
or allowed to attend the conference.
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Seattle, Washington
February 12, 1965

RE: COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

The December 18, 1964 issue of the "New York Times"
contains a letter dated December 11, 1964, signed by a group
of attorneys from Seattle, Washington, self-identified as vol-
unteers of legal assistance to the Council of Federated Organi-
zations (COFO) in Mississippi last summer. In the letter, this
group urges establishment of a special committee to investigate
voting and registration practices in Mississippi and Alabama so
that the House of Representatives "will be in a position to
determine the. number of Representatives these states are entitled

be
b7C

[

to, if any." Individuals comprising this group and shown as
signers of this letter were: I

'

|,

1 and [

The following information is noted with respect to

a member of the Communist Party
(CP) at Seattle, Washington, from 1943 until he appeared as a
Government witness in the Smith Act trial at Seattle in 1953,
has advised that on March 19, 1949, a meeting of the 12th Dis-
trict CP was held at Washington Hall, 14th and East Fir Street,
Seattle, Washington. The informant said that at this meeting,
HENRY P. HUFF, District Chairman of the CP, stated that recently
there had been several difficulties of a political nature with
the "legal staff." According to the informant

t
HUFF stated,

"This is factionalism, and it is bad." I

said the County Board of the CP had a long meeting with
who "admitted his anti-Party activity and said that he had per-

advi$ed that HUFF

mitted himself to get completely off the track." .

stated that I \ had promised to correct his attitude.
also

s,)0-/T3?5J-

This document contains neither

recc«:r'V;lcn3 nor conclusions
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„ j. .
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b6
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According *to| [ HUFF further stated that a
second meeting of the CP County Board was held with I

at which time l ~lhad a complete change of attitude and
admitted his failure to. keep his pledges. The outcome of
this second meeting was that I l never thought he would
find himself in a position where he was going to be expelled
from the CP since the CP was his whole life. HUFF said

I pleaded for an opportunity to continue, and stated
that in the past, he did not think he had any obligation to
the Party except as a lawyer . HUFF also stated it has been
decided by the District that I I must continue as an
attorney for defendants in contempt cases , and any refusal to
do so would mean expulsion from the Party.

At hearings conducted by the Washington State Un-
American Activities Committee (Canwell Committee ) in 1948,
the following witnesses testified that they knew

|

to be a member of the CP:

Mrs. ISABELLE HARRIS COSTIGAN, Box 95, Tranquility,
Fresno County, California, a former admitted member of the CP,

she had attended closed Communist meetings with
in late January or early February, 1940.

Mrs. KATHRYN FOGG, 2 76 4-14th Avenue Southwest,
Seattle, Washington, an admitted former member of the CP from
1937 until the spring of 1939, testified that she attended
closed meetings of the CP with

| I
between the -period of

1937 and 1939

.

testified that

WARD F. WARREN, 905 Jefferson Street, Seattle, Wash-
ington, testified that he was a member of the CP in the early
part of 1937 and was in good standing with the Party for at
least one and one half to two years . He stated that he had
attended closed meetings of the CP with I ~l

| |
Seattle,

Washington, a former admitted member of the CP, testified at
these hearings that she belonged to the same unit of the CP
as

I I
-

"The Seattle Times," a daily newspaper in Seattle,
Washington, on July 12, 1964, carried an article indicating that
six attorneys are planning to go to Jackson, Mississippi, to
help defend student civil rights workers arrested in that state.

- 2 -
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COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS con: (TIAL

The article indicated that CARL MAXEY, a Negro,
SAMUEL FANCHER, and THOMAS LYNCH, of Spokane, Washington,
would leave Tuesday, July 14, 1964, for an indefinite stay in
the South and that Dr. DAVID DANELSKI, of the University of b6

Washington, JOHN CAUGHLAN , . and JAMES E. WILSON, all of Seattle,
b7C

Washington, will. leave sometime. in Augus t. (It. is noted that
this office has previously reported that I 1

3505 East Olive, Seattle, Washington, would go to. Mississippi
in connection with the Mississippi Summer Project (MSP). No

I

<

I is listed in the 1964 R. L. Polk and Company
Seattle Ci,ty Directory or the 1964 Pacific Northwest Bell
Telephone Directory as an attorney.)

SE T-l has advised on numerous occasions that Attorney
I l of Spokane, Washington, attended and spoke
at functions of the Free Press Discussion Club, Spokane, Wash-
ington, indicating that he had attended seventeen or more of b6

these functions and had spoken at at least nine of them between b7c

May 23, 1954, and November 9, 1953.

SE T-l and SE T-2 have advised that Attorney
|

I I had spoken at four functions and attended seven
functions of the Washington Pension Union and Idaho Pension
Union between August 1, 1954, and August 25, 1957.

Both the Washington Pension Union and
the Idaho Pension Union have been desig- -

nated by the Attorney General of the
United States pursuant to Executive
Order 10450.

SE T-l has advised that Attorney
| |

I * Idonated $50.00 to and spoke at a Civil Rights Congress
meeting on August 29, 1954, at Spokane, Washington.

be
b7C

The Civil Rights Congress has been desig-
nated by the Attorney General of the
United States pursuant to Executive Order ’

10450.

I
. I i ]

SE T-3 advised on November 1, 195 6 , that
|

I ^subscribed to the "People's World" (PW) , wJiiiih—would ex-
pire in 1957 , and on April 12, 1961, he advised I I subscribed
to the same newspaper for the year 1961. SE T-4 advised on
January 28, 1960, that I Iwas a subscriber to the PW; he

3 co: TIAL
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COM AL

advised on April 16 , 1964, that,
,

scriber and that the subscription would expire in 1965.
was a current PW sub- b6

b7C

The PW is a West Coast communist news-
paper published weekly in San Francisco,
California.

SE T-5 advised on February 13, 1962, that,
,

J attended a PW meeting held in Seattle, Washing-
i rt *iton, on February 10, 1962.

]son of
SE T-fi has arivigprl in -Hio past that

J,
was in 19 61, a member of

The University of Washington CP Club, Seattle, Washington.

be
b7C

I

Oh April 9, 1959, SE T-l advised that although I I

I 1 is not a CP member, he is friendly with many of
the CP members in Spokane, Washington, and has sympathies toward
their cause.

The Butte FBI Office advised on August 1, 1959 , that:
b6

_
I l born April 19, 1912, according to the b7 ^

records of the Kellogg, Idaho Police Department was arrested
on June 2, 1959, for driving while intoxicated after he had
run into a ditch. I 1 from Spokane, Washington, posted a
bond for trial on June 11, 1959; however, Sheriff LEWIS GARDNER,
Wallaca, Idaho, said the case "was quietly disposed of."

SE T-7 advised on September 14, 1959 , that Attorney
I Spokane, Washington, also the owner of

the Turf Cafe and Cocktail Lounge. Spokane, has been living
with his office secretary,

! |, at ! I

I L Spokane, -for quite some time. This source advised
that |~

|
was sending his f | out of town to get a

divorce to avoid any local publicity . He stated also that be
I I closely associates with pimps and prostitutes, as well b?c
as the general criminal element and the "radical" element in
Spokane, and represents them as their attorney and has little
business other than from this element.

On September 14, 1959, 1
~| Captain , Detec-

tive Division, Spokane Police Department, advised that I I

was well-known to the Spokane Police Department as a "shyster

- 4
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COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

lawyer" who represents the "radical" and criminal element in
Spokane, Washington.

Records of the Spokane, Washington Police Department
and Spokane County Sheriff’s Office contain only minor . traffic
citations for| l The Spokane Credit Bureau fil^g show

I
, , . I, Spokane, Wash-

ington, is divorced from
| |

and his present wife is
Their record shows his credit is poor and that

there are fifteen unpaid collection items and three paid col-
lection items in his file.

.

f
E T-l advised on February 15 , 1952, that Attorney

L b Spokane, Washington, was a speaker at the Wash-
ington Pension Union meeting on February 7, 1952.

On February**! 7 , 1960, , Detective, Spokane
County Sheriff’s Office, Spokane, Washington, advised that his
office had, received a number of domplaints regarding Attorney

I I* s attempts to date his clients and other women in
Spokane

I
advised that in the recent past, he had an

opportunity to arrest
| I for cohabiting with a Spokane

woman

.

but the Prosecuting Attorney did not_give Detective^
I I authority to obtain a warrant.

'''

The Spokane, Washington Police Department and Spokane
County Sheriff’s Office files contain only minor traffic viola-
tions!_con£££IliJlg | l The Spokane OrerHt Rnwan files indi-
cate [ also known as] L born l

\

I J an Attorney residing at I I Spokane

,

Washington,
! I has a satisfactory credit rating with

only one collection item.

.
No record of is contained in the

files of the Seattle FBI Office and only minor traffic viola-
tions are contained in the files of the Spokane , Washington
Police Department and Spokane County Sheriff ’s Office, Spokane.
Washington. The Spokane Credit Bureau shews

| [

^^or?ey ?
resides at

|
Spokane, that his

Wlfe 1S
| l

ana that he has one "unsatisfactory" credit
account, the others being "slow" or "satisfactory."

The PW, Northwest Edition of July 18, 1964, carried
an article on Page 3 , relating that three Spokane lawyers were
scheduled to arrive in Mississippi on July 15th, "as the first

tf
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COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

continent of at least a half dozen Washington State membersBar wh° V 3-11 Participate as legal advisors to young
cSn?!nn?H?

ag
^?

ln Pe education and registration campaign?"
th^ioai S ’ stated

> in Part, "Spokane members ofthe team are CARL MAXEY
, THOMAS F. LYNCH, and SAM FANCHER.

a Negro , is Chairman of the Washington

CiJil Rights**
7 Committee to the United States Commission on

A ft & i
f
: A

T.„„ ^'
A

,

t

S
TS
heduled to leave in August from Seattle.are JOHN CAUGHLAN and JAMES WILSON."

• j
Northwest Edition issue of January 25, 1964

inrtoS s?^
ar't

i?
le °n Page ?• relatinS that five or six Wash-’ington> State attorneys committed to go to Mississippi wereparticipating under the auspices of the Committee for LegalAssistance m the South (CLAS).

S

-,TO . .
The PW, Northwest Edition issue of August 8, 1964,

p^JJ
d

J
n
M
ar>t

^
cl

? OI
}
Pa§e 4

> column 3, captioned, "Attorneys

SAMITFt" n
The article related that CARL MAXEY,

S
,

-S
nd

-

TH°2AS F - BYNCH gave rePor,ts at a meet-

Julv
h
29

d
f?QRU^

e Unit
J?

lan Church in Spokane, Washington, on

thll •

eg^dlng.their activities in Mississippi wherethey had aided m the voter registration drive.

_ H a ,*i

The January 1995 Seattle "Post Intelligencer,"

an art?nT
1

p
W
fSH^

>er
t-

PUbl
iu

hed in Seattle
> Washington, contained

5
c
;l

xng that CRED0 ’ XNC -’ an organization to
d

-
f
?
r t

?
e suPP°rt of civil rights activities in

i
XPP1 ’ haS been fo™ed in Seattle by a group of attorneys

+v!
S1

S
eSS1^n ‘ Tbe article indicated that JAMES B. WILSON

CREDO
h
^tnoH

S
i
den

^ : -Pn- article indicated that the initials inCREDO stood for Civil Rights Education and Defense Organization.

Seattle wJShi n!+
attle

1

TimeS *
”

T
a daily newspaper published in

* Washln
?ton > also on January 13, 1965, contained an^concerning CREDO, INC. This article reported DAVE HOOD,

services ’ir^Mississippi?^
C“D0 and had giVe" volunteer^

Kintr rnim-t-3
h
FT,

flb
|lt°

foPa Seattle Police Department and the

no record of^
hSriff 5

9
fflce

?
chacked February 8, 1965, containedno record of|

|
previously mentioned as being a member of
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CREDO who had served in Mississippi. The files of the
Seattle Credit Bureau, checked the same date , show that

I |, , resides at I I

I L Seattle., and is an attorney with the law firm
of McDonald, HOAGUE and BAYLESS. Its files also show that
he. received his L.L.B. degree from Harvard in June, 1963 ,

and that he is. approximately 2 8 - 2 9 years of age.

The following information concerning I ZH
1 was developed by this office in June, 1964:

On June 17, 1965 ,

~1

and I

]
of the Lawyers Constitutional Defense Com-

mittee , advised the Memphis FBI Office that among attorneys
who would be in the South serving on behalf of the committee
was one I I, Seattle, Washington,
who would be in the South during the period August 15 to
August 30, 1964.

| j

Seattle, Washington,
according to records of the Seattle Police Department checked
June 29, 1964, is

| \
Attorney. He has been

arrested by the Seattle Police Department on October 13, 1954,
October 7, 1961, and February 15, 1963, on drunk charges. The
first and last charges were dropped; however, on November 28,
1961, he was fined $75.00 on the October 7, 1961 drunk charge.

Arrest report on the above October 7, 1961 charge
indicates that I land another individual were arrested in
an automobile being driven in the City of Seattle. The report
notes that I I wee "combative and cocky" and had to be held
to prevent his walking away and handcuffed to protect himself-
from injuries to himself. | 1 also slapped one of the
officers and used considerable profanity toward them.

In connection with t
arrest report indicates that [_
East Madison Street, Seattle,
distrubance after having been
icated condition. The report
ing a distrubance by trying to
premises by tel ling them "how
also notes that

| |

had to
resisted arrest.

he February 15, 1963 arrest, the
I was drunk in a bar at 20 30

Washington, and had created a
refused a drink due to~ his intox-
also notes that I 1 was creat-

i pick up the Negro males in the
cute they were, etc." The report
be forcibly subdued because he

CONFIj
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COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS IAL

The records indicate I I Attorney,
is a white male, born in Visalia, California,
is 6' 2" in height , weighs 180 pounds, has brown hair, and blue
eyes. His

| [ s najne is[ ]•

Records of the Seattle Credit Bureau. Seattle.
Washington, checked June 29, 1964, show that l I an attorney,
had his credit canceled in 1960 by two oil companies for failure
to pay his bills. It is also noted that -there is a $50.00 col-
lection item placed in 196 0 against I I s account by the
EDWARDS CLINIC and in April, 1961, the United States Govern-
ment (Internal Revenue Service) filed a lien against him for
$567.00. The record further shows that l 1 in addition to
his employment as an attorney, was the Assistant General Counsel
for the University of Washington in March, 1964, and that his.
wife in December, 1963, was a legal clerk for Washington Supreme
Court Justice HUGO ROSELLINI

.

I
j
according to the files of the Seattle FBI

Office, was formerly a Democratic candidate for Congress (in
1956) and also formerly held the position of the Washington—
State Assistant Attorney General.

SE T-8, who has furnished rp.1 iab1.p> j nformstion in
the past, advised on June 5 , 1957, that | 1 spoke
against the Walter McCarran Act at a May 17, 1957 meeting of
the Washington Committee for Protection of Foreign Born (WCPFB)
held at Humanist Hall, 6th and University, Seattle, Washington.

SE T-9, who has furnished reliable information in
the past, advised on February 8, 1961, that I I

spoke at the meeting of the Washington Cultural Cooperative
(WCC) held January 29, 1961, at the Vance Hotel, Seattle, Wash-
ington.

SE T-10 , who has furnished reliable information in
the past, advised on April 18, 1962 , that I I

spoke at a meeting of the University of Washington Young
Socialists, an officially recognized group on the campus of
the University of Washington, held April 12, 1962, at the
campus of the University of Washington. Seattle. Washington.
The other speaker at that meeting was

|_
of

Berkeley, Calfiornia, an official spokesman for the Socialist
Party

.

he
hlC

be
b7C

be
b7C

be
b7C
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On January 15, 1965, SE T-ll furnished a National
Lawyers Guild (NLG) booklet, captioned, "Project Mississippi."
The booklet states, "Two years ago, the guild set up a
cpmmittee, now known as the Committee for Legal Assistance
in the South (CLAS) whose announced purposed was 'to help
fill the need created by the refusal of practically the entire
bar in the South to provide effective legal representation
to Negroes and their white supporters in the effort to
achieve their constitutional rights.'"

The above booklet contains the following tabulation
of lawyers participating in the CLAS summer project under the
caption, "The National Lawyers Guild Operation in Mississippi:
Summer, 1964:

Home

Seattle

Spokane

Seattle

Spokane

Spokane

Assignment Station

Hattiesburg

Meridian

Meridian

Jackson

Jackson

Week Of

August 24th

July 13th

August 24th

July 13th

July 13th

be
b7C

No information has come to the attention of the Seattle
Office to indicate that

| I noted above, actually
went to Mississippi to participate there in the summer project.

Subsequent to the letter of December 11, 1964, des-
cribed in the December 18, 1964 issue of the "New York Times,"
noted above, there has been no further activity reported on
the part of the trip of the attorneys from Seattle and Spokane

,

Washington, with regard to investigation of voting and regis-
tration practices in Mississippi and Alabama.

Characterizations of the National Lawyers Guild,
pree Press Discussion Club, Washington Committee for Protection
of" Foreign Born, and the Washington Cultural Cooperative are
attached hereto.

- 9
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1 APPENDIX

FREE PRESS DISCUSSION CLUB

A source advised on December 1, 1953, that the Free
Press Discussion Club C-FPDC), Spokane, Washington, was initiated
by action of the Spokane Local of the Washington Pension Union
as a forum to commence meetings on December 6, 1953. Officers
selected by the FPDC, according to later reports by the same
informants have been predominantly members of the Communist
Party, USA. On February 16, 1955, source stated that the pur-
pose of the FPDC is to raise funds for the "Daily People's
World" and the "National Guardian" through a program of dinners,
socials , and other activities , and although some of the partici-
pants are non-Communists, nevertheless the FPDC undoubtedly would
cease its existence but for the support of Communist Party members.

The Washington Pension Union has been designated
by the Attorney General of the United States pur-
suant to Executive Order 10450.

The "Daily People's World" » now known as the
"People's World" was described by the California
Committee on Un-American Activities in its 1948
report as the "west .coast mouth-piece of the Com-
munist Party". The 1949 report of the same Com-
mittee cited the "National Guardian" as a publica-
tion which, from its inception, was notoriously
Stalinist in its staff, writers, management and
contents

.

On January 11, 1960, the same source furnished a copy
pf' new bylaws adopted October 18, 1959, which included the follow-
ing preamble: "To further the study of social, political, economic,
and scientific problems of today and contribute to a. sustaining
fund for the Northwest edition of tjhe 'People's World' we pro-
gressive-minded citizens of Spokane and vicinity hereby organize
under the name of Free Press Discussion Club...,."

A second source in April, 1964, advised that a regular
meeting of the FPDC was held at Spokane on April 5, 1964.

» 1 0
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NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and
Publications ,

" revised and published as of December 1,

1961 , prepared and released by the Committee on Un-

American Activities, United States House of Represent-
atives, Washington, D.C., contains the following
concerning the National Lawyers Guild:

"National Lawyers Guild

"1. Cited as a Communist front.
(Special Committee on Un-American
Activities, House Report 1311 on the

CIO Political Action Committee,
March 29, 19^, P- 1^9-)

"2. Cited as a Communist front which ’is

the foremost legal bulwark of the
Communist Party its front organizations,
and controlled unions’ and which 'since

its inception has never failed to rally
to the legal defense of the Communist
Party and individual members thereof,
including known espionage agents .

'

(Committee qn Un-A erican Activities,
House Report 3123 on the National
Lawyers Guild, September 21, 1950,
originally related September 17, 1950.)

"3. ’To defend the cases of Communist
lawbreakers, fronts have been devised
making special appeals In behalf of civil

liberties and reaching out far beyond the

confines of the Communist Party itself.
Among these organizations are the * * *

National Lawyers Guild. When the
Communist Party itself is under fire
these offer a bulwark of protection.’
(Internal Security Subcommittee of the

Senate Judiciary Committee, Handbook
for Americans, S„ Doc. 117, April 23

1956, p. 91.)"

a
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WASHINGTON COMMITTEE FOR PROTECTION OF FOREIGN BORN

"The Lamp"' s official organ of the American Committee
for Protection of Foreign Born (ACPFB), in its August, 1949,
issue reported that the Northwest Committee for Protection of
Foreign Born (NWGPFB) was established at Seattle, Washington
in July, 1949 as a part of the ACPFB®

The A’GPFB has been designated
by the Attorney General of the
United States pursuant to
Executive Order 10450

®

Mrs, BARBARA HARTLE, admitted member and officer of
the Communist Party in Washington State during the period
1934 to' 1954, testified on December 13, 1956, that the NWCPFB,
in 1954, changed its name and became the Washington Committee
for Protection of Foreign Bom (WCPFB); that the NWCPFB, the
WCPFB, and ACPFB were parts of the same organization; that the
WCPFB was controlled lock, stock and barrel by the Communist
conspiracy; and that WCPFB officers MARION KINNEY „ Executive
Secretary; I I and I L

Recording. Secretary, were each known to her as a "Communist

A mimeographed letter disseminated in November, 1956,
wiith the return address of the WCPFB, stated that, *’The Com-
mittee is an .unaffiliated non-partisan body devoted to the
preservation of democratic rights of all foreign bom residents
df the United States 0 Its program is to arouse widespread
and unceasing public protest against the application of the
hundreds of unfair and inhumane provisions of tlie Walter
McCarran law® , ®We. work to effect repeal of the law and to
secure enactment o£ d. humane democratic immigration code 0 We
help provide legal defense and public support of any foreign-
bom person requesting, our assistance

®

In March, 1964, a leaflet was distributed in the
vicinty of Seattle, announcing an international dinner and
program to be sponsored by the WCPFB on April 25, 1964, at
Washington Hall, Seattle®
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WASHINGTON CULTURAL COOPERATIVE
<

(WCC) , Aka
Washington Cultural Co-op Association

On February 23, 1960, a source reported that the Com-
munist Party (CP), Northwest District Committee, at a meeting in
January, 1960, decided to prepare for opening a cooperative book-
store and directed the CP State Board to set up a Party committee
for this purpose

«

The above source also reported that at a state-wide
CP conferenpe held on August 27, I960, CP l \

reported on the WCC. I

~1 announced that the com-
mittee was determined to have the bookstore opened by the earl-
iest possible date, probably October 15 (1960). He urged support
of the WCC o

A second source in February and March, 1960, advised
that a committee of CP members during those months commenced or-
ganization of the WCC with authorized capital of $2,000.00 which
was to sell shares and make other plans for operation for a book-
store selling "progressive** literature at Seattle. In May and
June, 1960, this source reported that I L on May 18,
1960 stated the CP District Literature Commission would concern
itself with the bookstore and other types of literature to be
sold. On May 31, 1960. 1 I suggested October 1, 1960
as the tentative opening date of the bookstore.

The second source advised on November 2, 1960, that the
principal aim of the WCC is to establish a bookstore in the Seattle
area, inasmuch as this need has long been recognized by the Wash-
ington State CP due to difficulties encountered in maintaining a

Party literature apparatus, and they desire to have available
public facilities to attract supporters and sympathizers . This
source stated that the WCC had obtained a location for its book-
store at 710 Stewart Street, Seattle, and that operations com-
menced at that location on November 5, 1960.

A third source advised on April 24, 1964, that the
WCC, held a meeting of the Board of Trustees on April 5, 1964
at "Co-op Books'* , the bookstore of the WCC, 710 Stewart Street,
Seattle.

b6
b7C
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FBI AUTOHAT I C DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois
February 12, 1965

COMMUNIST INFLUENCE 1H
RACIAL MATTEES

On February 5, I,9@©/ a source who has furnished
reliable information in thejoast n related that it was recently
learned th&t & Communist Party (CP) member
and a member ox tn@ N&tip®&sa Staff ©i the Congress Of Racial
Equality (CORE) , assigned to Chi -sag;© as head of the CORE Task ,

Force, had been recenidy fired by the National CORE Office on a
charge of insubordto&ft;ion 0 In speculating as to the reason
for the diismissals/rournonr recalled that. he had led a fight
in -St o Louis within th® CORE ranks on the question of the right
©f th* CP to participate in COEE'o T®nrn©?ar defended th© right
of fixe CP to participate and he felt this could have predicated
hi® dismissal!;

I \ reported that has had a fetended a CORE meeting
in Detroit, where he was forewarned that the NaMmaal_offic@
intended to fire Ma„ Following this meeting,- discussed
the matter with th® CP of Illinois leadership and they agreed
that if this problem should arise, their strategy would be to ;

avoid any split in CORE if possible | at the same time, they
agreed that their strategy would include a ' fight on th® peed
to make a strong drive for an active CORE program.

Subsequently, a small emergency meeting of the National
Steering Centaltte© of CORE was held in New York' with Tournour in
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attendance* A group of tin® national leaders indicated a. great
deal of dissatisfaction in the CORE organisation because -of
a w@ssfcp.ess in fk@ national leadership resulting in their
failure to give leadership- to specific Negro struggles* .

'

I therefore, f®1t^ppropriate to raise the question
of the need for a more active program, at this meetings*
According to

| [ very weak discussions" concerning the
COES program took place at this national meeting*

Following .the meeting
| |

was called, in by
some national staff members, and asked to resign,* 'He refused
to .resign and returned to Chicago, however, following his
return to Chicago .the National CORE Office sent lexers to
all Midwest Chapters of CORE ., stating that I \ had been
fired * Following this step, I I called a -Midwest
Regional Meeting of CORE ©kapters during the weekend of'
January 28M84, wherein -about 6© delegates attended*

At. this meeting I Idiscussed the CORE Community
Program and also related that he had been fired' as ' a staff member*
According to I L the delegates decided ndt to accept'

'

his being fired by the National Office | but rather- than cause
a split in €011, the regional representatives decided to
establish themselves as a rearmament regional group and as such
they agreed to hire I

~1 as a staff worker and • have each
chapter ©hip in toward paying his salary,

The source presumed that I I will continue his
work m head of the CORE Task Forbe in Chicago*.

C0NF5
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 9 copies of
a LHM regarding Communist influence in CORE*
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for the Bureau ^Communist Party (CP), USA Counterintelligence
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This LHM is classified confidential because the
information was obtained from I ~l a current valuable
source » who had received the information directly from I I

| |
Disclosure of this information could

compromise the source and have an Adverse effect on the nation #s
security

o

Chicago will keep the Bureau apprised of any additional
pertinent developments in this matter,
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New York, New York
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Communist Influence In Racial Matters
Internal Security - C

On February 12, 1965# a confidential source, who has
furnished reliable information in the oast, furnished information
which disclosed that! I fa confidante of Bayard
Rustin), and Bayard Rustin were in contact on that date. Rustin,
according to the source, told about a recent conference that he.,
Martin Luther King and others attended in Washington, D.C.

It is noted that the same confidential
source furnished information on February
8, 19o5, that King and his advisors would
meet with the Vice President, Congressional
leader and the Attorney General on-
February 9, 1965. The meeting concerned
events in Selma, Alabama.

In remarking about the conference, Rustin said he
wrote all of King’s material while in- Washington, as well as
keep everyone in line”.

.
Rustin said I I (phonetic) ( I

1 °f the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee,
SNCC) was in on everything, but was ignored by everyone.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

x^oupl ".. . - - -

Excluded from automatic
downgrading and ^
declassification
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Re: Communist Influence In Racial Matters

According to Rustin, he got some of the civil rights
leaders who were at the conference to promulgate five basic
principles which King should enunciate (during the conference).

In continuing his remarks as to what transpired during
the conference, Rustin said that following the conference, he
(Rustin) was stopped by Mr. Humphrey (Vice President) and
complimented for his "great contribution t o the conference".
In addition, according to Rustin, Mr. Humphrey told him that
he could contact him at any time and went so far as to
introduce his assistant as the man he should contact About an
appointment. Humphrey, Rustin said, told him that, "1 think
you are a valuable person in our country ahd we must keep in
touch"

.

On February 13, 1965, the same confidential source
advised that Harry Wachtel was in touch* with bayard Rustin ori
that date, and made ah appointment to meet Ritstih bn Thursday,
February 18, 1965, at 4:00 PM, at his office. • Howler, the
source was unable to advise as to what their appointment would
concern.

Wachtel told Rustin that King would speak in New tfork
City on March 2, 1965 , snd wanteditftem (Wachtel and Rustin) to
schedule a meeting of the "Research Committee" for March 1, 2 dr
3, 19P5. Rustin said he was agreeable to these dates. Wachtel
said he would try to finalize these plans, and said he would
let Rustin know as soon as they were definite.

With regard to the "Research Committee",
it is noted that the same source has
advised that this denotes a meeting of
King and his advisors.

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable
Information in the past, advised on February 14, 1965. that
Martin Luther King was in contact wlth l f on that
date . Among the matters considered was a request by King
that

| 1 write two speeches for him. The speeches are to
be presented by King before two Jewish groups. These speeches.
King said, were necessary because he had learned from some of
his rabbi friends, that Negro-Jewish relations were
deteriorating. Those deteriorations. King said, were due
partially to the anti-Semitic comments of MALCOLM X, and because
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other Negro leaders had failed to come to the defense of the
Jews. King said the speeches which T I would write did not h6
necessarily have to be in point because his (King’s) presence b7c

(before the Jewish groups) should mean something.

The first speech scheduled by King will be on
March 4, 19o5> in New York City, before 3,000-4,000 Jewish
women, comprising the Women’s Division of the Upited Jewish
Appeal for the purpose of receiving the Eleanor Roosevelt
Award; the second speech is scheduled for the annual convention
of the American Jewish Committee at the New York Hilton Hotel
on May 20, 1965.

I Itold King that he thought a satisfactory
resolution was made by the President of the United States of
America (with regard to the Selma, Alabama strife). King
replied that he was equally pleased with the President’s
resolve, b6

blC

I I told King that he had matters he would like to
discuss with him in the future. King said he would be in
Alabama on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday (February 15, 16, 17,
1965), and would be away with his wife getting some rest on
Thursday through Sunday (February 18, through 20, 1965). King
said the possibility existed that they could meet on Tuesday
or Wednesday, but made no definite plans.

King, in revealing his plans for the immediate future,
said he would be in California on February 25-27, 1965, to
attend a big fund raising project. He said he would probably
preach there on Sunday, February 28, 1965. The affair, according
to King, will include a showing of "The Greatest Story Ever Told",
and he said it would "scare the house of about $28,000". In !

addition, there are two or three wealthy people trying to get
50 couples to give $1,000 and have 26 commitments already.
King said they (Southern Christian Leadership Conference, SCLC)
needed the money desperately.

During their conference. King and I I considered be
what King termed as "animosity" existing in Alabama by SNCC hie
against the SCLC and him (King). He said the same situation

- 3 -



Re: Communist Influence In Racial Matters

prevailed in Albany, Georgia, SNCC, King remarked, had told
the press that they" laid the groundwork for a sit«±n and
then he (King) dropped in for the publicity, and that his
going to jail was a grandstand play. John Lewis (Chairman
of the SNCC), has been in jail thirty seven times but has
received little attention. King said SNCC reported.
Furthermore, SNCC reported that they labored in the field and
their staff worked very hard, then he (King) dropoed in to raise
founds. King remarked.

King said that Harry (Harry Waehtel) contacted him
about a spread in the Long Island paper ( "Newsday" ) in which
the reporter related the differences between SNCC and him and
attacked his integrity.

In an effort to resolve the differences between
SNCC and him. King said he would like for Harry Belafonte
(noted singer) to solicit the cooperation of SNCC as he was a
supporter of theirs and they would listen to him.

King said he had never gore to the news media to Say
that SNCC was irresponsible or irrational as "he thought most
of them were", and said they had no sense of political timing.
Instead of keeping their bitterness in the inner circle, SNCC
goes to the press. King remarked.

I I said that he would call Harry Wachtel to
determine what the true picture was, and then contact Harry be
Belafonte because he had a great affection for King. b7c

Furthermore,
I Iadded that Belafonte always defended the

character of King even if it meant putting SNCC down.

I I said the number one complaint of SNCC was that
leaders (civil rights leaders) did not go to the people for
decisions but instead, made them without consulting their b6

people. Robert Moses (of SNCC ) , I [remarked, was the
b7

chief proponent of that theory.

King, in attempting to answer the foregoing, said he
did not vote for President Johnson to ask him to go on television
and ask everyone to send a telegram advising what to do in
Viet Nam; that he had enough faith in his capabilities to trust
him to make great decisions.
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|| remarked that jealousies and differences were
inevitable out that all groups should form a coalition and
work together. King replied that SNCC wanted to work with
the SCLC in Alabama, but with the bitterness now existing, he
did not desire to do so. He said that possibly sometime the
leaders of SNCC, Harry Belafonte and he could get together
and discuss their differences as they had in Albany, Georgia.

Among other matters discussed by King and I I was
a group in New Rochelle, New York, which King said already had
$5/000 and desired to use it for a fund raising project to
earn more. King said there was a pressing need of money in the
SCLC.

I I said the advertisement which appeared in
"The New York Times" (advertisement soliciting funds,
February 5, 1965, on behalf of the SCLC) cost $2,000. King
said his office had already received $12,000 this week
(week of February 6-13, 1965), as a consequence of the
advertisement.

Their conference ended on the note that efforts
would be made to encourage the New Rochelle group to increase
the $5,000 as much as possible*

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

- 5 -
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In 'The Saturday Evening Post", issue of July 11-
18, 1964, page 76, Bayard Rustin is the subject
of a feature article captioned: "The Lone Wolf
of Civil Rights", In it, Rustin is said to
have come to New York in 1938, as ah organ!zar
for the Young Communist League (YCL), and as
such, he had the job of recruiting students for
the "Party". Furthermore, the article reports
that during his first years in New York, Rustin
gave most of his earnings to the "Party". He
reportedly left the "Party" in 1941, the article
states.

The YCL has been designated pursuant to
Executive Order 10450.

The "Daily Worker", February 11, 1957, page 1,
column 2, reported that Bayard Rustin, Executive
Secretary, War Resisters League, was an observer
at the 16th National Convention of the
Communist Party, United States of America
(CPUSA), held in New York City, on
February 9-12, 1957.

The "Daily Worker" was an East Coast Communist
publication until it ceased publication on
January 13, 1958.

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised on September 25,
1963, that during a meeting of the National
Board, CPUSA, on that date, Benjamin J.
Davis remarked that, "Rustin calls me constantly
openly.

"

Another confidential source, who has furnished
reliable Information in the past, advised on
February 19, 20, 1964, that Bayard Rustin
contacted Benjamin J. Davis on those dates

- 6 -
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and sought his advice as to how he could escape
from a speaking engagement to which he was
committed. On the latter contact, Davis told
Rustin that he was working on his request and
had contacted friends who had contacts, with the
group to which Rustin was to speak.

A confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised on
January 21, 1964, that as of that date,
Benjamin J. Davis was National Secretary
of the CPUSA...

"The New York Times", August 24, 1964, page 27,
column 4, reports that Benjamin J. Davis,
National Secretary, CPUSA, died in New York
City, on the night of August 22, 1964.
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On June 22 , 1958, a confidential source,
who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised that

| | J

3
!

was a member of the New York Unit of the
b/C

Young Socialist League (YSL).

On June 22 , 1958, another confidential
source, who has furnished reliable information
in the pastj advised that information made be
available to him in June, 1958, reflected that b7c

was a member of the New York
unit or the ysl.

Another confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information ip the past, has advised
that I

I
attended a lower b6

Manhattan Branch meeting of the Young People's b7c
Socialist League (YPSL) on July 8, i960.

A characterization of the YSL
is attached hereto.
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Harry Wachtel is the Executive Vice
President of the Gandhi Society for Human
Right3 , 15 Bast 40th Street, New York,
New York, Ke resides at 29 Spilt Hock
Drive, Kings Point, Long Island, New York.

A confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, furnished
information in December, 1949, that Harry
H. Wachtel, 4l Broad Street, New York, New
York, was on a list of individuals carried
as active members of the National Lawyers
Guild.

A characterisation of the National Lawyers
Guild is attached hereto.

On March 5, 1944, another confidential source,
who has furnished reliable Information in the
past, furnished information which revealed
that the name Harry Wachtel was on a list of
names, significance not known, which was
maintained at the Headquarters of the Kings
County Communist Party (CP) at 26 Court
Street, Brooklyn, New York.

Regarding Harry Wachtel * s I \
b6

it is noted that the same confidential source bit

furnished information on March 5, 1944, which
revealed that her name and address were on a
list of names of newly elected officers of the
Bath Beach Club of the Kings County CP.

With respect to the Gandhi Society for Human
Rights, it is to be noted that this organization is an

adjunct of the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference (SCLC),of which Martin Luther
King, Jr. , is the president, and .serves to

raise funds for the SCLC.

- 9 -
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~1 Is the I

~1

to the Gandhi Society for Human Rights,

l New York, N.Y.

A confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised on
February 26, 195>7» that he identified a photo-
graph of I I as a person whom he
knew during late 1953 or early 195^ to be a
member of and in a position of leadership in
the Labor Youth League,

The Labor Youth League has been designated
pursuant to Executive Order 10l}.50*

b6
hlC

10 -
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A confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised
on August 6 , 1964, that Malcolm X is the
founder and President of the Muslim Mosque,
Inc.

A characterization of the Muslim Mosque,
Inc. , is attached.

On October 28 , 1958 * a confidential source,
who has furnished reliable information in
the past, advised that according to

|

Secretary at Communist Party (CP) Headquarters
New York, before Harry Belafonte came into
prominence, he had been a member of the Young
Communist League (YCL).

3

The YCL has been designated pursuant to
Executive Order 10450.

bo
b7C
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MUSLIM MOSQUE, INCORPORATED (MMI)

The March 13, 19^4, edition of "The New York Tinfigs
a daily newspaper published in New York, New York, contained
an article on page 20 which indicated that MALCOLM X (LITTLg),.
forrper national official of the Nation of Islam (NOI) who
broke with the NOI on March 8 , 1964, publicly announced in
New York City on March 12, 1964, that he had formed the Muslim
Mosque, Incorporated (MMI), The MMI, according to the article
would be a broadly based politically oriented black nationalist
movement for Negroes only, financed by voluntary contributions.
In this public statement MALCOLM X urged Negroes to abandon
the doctrine of non-violence when it Is necessary to defend
themselves in the civil rights struggle, and he also suggested
that Negroes form rifle clubs to protect their lives and
property in time of emergencies in areas where the govern-
ment is unable or unwilling to protect them.

Incorporation papers of the MMI filed on March 16,
1964, with the Business Section, Clerk of Courts, New York
County, New York, New York, reflect that the MMI was
incorporated under the Religious Corporation Law of the
State of New York to work for the imparting of the Islamic
Faith and Islamic Religion in accordance #ith "accepted
Islamic principals." The principal place of worship to be
located in the Borough of Manhattan, New York, New York.

The May 23, 1964, edition of the "New York
Amsterdam News," a weekly Negro newspaper published in
New York City, contained an article by columnist JAMES
BOOKER in which he indicated that he had heard that the
visit by MALCOLM X with Muslim leaders during his African
tour has changed him to become soft in his anti-white
feelings and to become more religious.

On October 6 , 1964, a confidential source advised
that the MMI is apparently affiliated with the true orthodox
Islamic Religion through its affiliation with the Islamic
Foundation (of New York), 1 Riverside Drive, New York City.
The only teachings of the MMI are on the Islamic Religion.

A second confidential source advised on October 20,
1964, that the headquarters of the MMI are located in Suite
128, Hotel Theresa, 2090 Seventh Avenue, New York, New York,
where they were established on March 16 , 1964. These head-
quarters are shared with the Organization of Afro-American
Unity ( OAAU ) which is also headed by MALCOLM X.
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NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and

Publications," revised and published as of December 1

1961, prepared and released by the Committee on Un-

Americap Activities, United States House of Represent

atives, Washington, D.C., contains the following

concerning the National Lawyers Guild:

"National Lawyers Guild

"1. Cited as a Communist front.
(Special Committee on Un-American
Activities, House Report 13H on the

CIO Political Action Committee,
March 29 , 19^ * P • 1^9 •

)

"2. Cited as a Communist front which 'is

the foremost legal bulwark of the
Communist Party its front organizations,

and controlled unions' and which 'since

its inception has never failed to rally

to the legal defense of the Communist

Party and individual members thereof,

including known espionage agents.'
(Committee on Un-A erican Activities,
House Report 3123 on the National
Lawyers Guild, September 21, 1950,
originally related September 17, 1950.)

"3. 'To defend the cases of Communist
lawbreakers, fronts have been devised
making special appeals in behalf of civil

liberties and reaching out far beyond the

confines of the Communist Party itself.

Among these organizations are the * * *

National Lawyers Guild. When the.

Communist Party itself is under fire

these offer a bulwark of protection.'
(internal Security Subcommittee of the

Senate Judiciary Committee, Handbook
for Americans,- S. Doc. 117, April 23,

1956, p. 91.)"
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YOUNG SOCIALIST LEAGUE (YSL)

The March 1, 1954, issue of the "Young Socialist
Challenge," published as page three of "Labor Action,"
an official publication of the Independent Socialist
League (ISL), contained an article concerning the
creation ef th© YSL, which pointed out that at a unity
conference occurring February 12-14, 1904, at Labor Aotips
Hall., New York, New York, a merger occurred between th.e

Young -People’s Socialist League (YPSL) and the Socialist
Youth League (SYL) . The new organization was named the
YSL.

A confidential informant on June 15, 1954, made
available the minutes of the YSL’s National Action Committee
meetino of Anril 13. 195A

5
which reflected that one

I I of SP (Socialist Party) Youth Committee,",
had objected to a statement appearing in "Commerce," a
Ne=v York University journal, which indicated that the YPSL
merged with the SYL tq form the YSL , He explained that
the YPSL did not merge with anyone j that it continued to
exist as the youth section .of the Socialist Party. He
explained that a small grpup of the YPSL was dropped,
expelled, or suspended from that organization and joined
the SYL, which he characterized as the youth group of the
"Trotskyite ISL." He explained that after these few former
members of the YPSL joined the SYL, the SYL then proceeded
to change its name for its own purposes*

On April 9, 195b, another confidential informant
advised as follows:

The YSL has frequently worked in ©lose sympathetic
cooperation with the ISL toward similar objectives, although
each major issue given mutual consideration is decided uppn
by these organizations- individually. The YSL serves as an
apprenticeship for the ISL, but ISL selection ©f members from
YSL ranks is made on an individual and personal basis. In
many instances YSL members arp also members of the ISL,

... A'S .

•

** 4*'*
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YOUNG sbrflALIST L^GUE (YSL) CQNT’D.

The YSL and ISL utilize the same printing house in New
York Gity and the YSL publication is printed as aj% insert
in ’’Labor Action.” Frequently, lecturers before the YSL
are ISL members. \

The September 22, 1959, issue of “Young
Socialist Challenge,” vvhich appeared §s page five of
“Lafeoy Action," contained an undated statement from
the National AcMo-a Committee of the YSL which indicated
that the YSL had been dissolved. The statement appeared
under the caption "Join the Young Peoples Socialist League,"

* i

The YPSL is' publicly knew as the youth
affiliate ©f the Socialist Party-Social Democratic
Federation. >

\

\
I

«* V H*

*u“ WfS \ sU£*



FROM'. SAC, NEW YORK (100-153735)

SUBJECT: CIRM
IS-C

Enclosed are six copies of a letterhead memorandum,
captioned and dated as Above; copies are furnished for the
Atlanta Office.

The sources of the information in the letterhead
memorandum were: NY 4212- S* and NY 40£9-S*.

The names of the individuals who were characterized in
the letterhead memorandum and the source who furnished the
characterization are:

fr ^4 - Bureau (100-442529) (Ends. 6) (RM)
(l - 100- (MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

)

2 - Atlanta (100-5586) (MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. ) (Ends. 2) (info) (RM)
(1 w 100-6670) (CIRM)

1 - New York (100-46729) (BAYARD RUSTIN) (42)
1 - New York (100-73250) j | (42) b6

i - New York (100-133062)
|

I

b7c

1 - New York (100-148289) (HARRY WACHTEL) (46)
1 - flew York (1®0-111604) (HARRY BELAFONTE)
1 - New York (105-8999) (MALCOLM X) (43)
1 - New Ifork { 100-136585) (MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.) (42)
1 - New York (100-149194; (SCLC) (4l)
0)- New York (.100-i53735) (42)

Approved:



NY 100-153735

BAYARD RUSTIN

HARRY WACHTEL

MALCOLM X

HARRY EELAFONTE

NY 2359-S*
NY 4212-S*

Columbia University LYL

1. Anonymous source of WFO,
set forth in the report
Of SA JOHN J. WALSH,
2/19/50, at WFO, re:
"NLG; IS-C".

2. NY 1190-S*

NY 694- S*

bo

b7D

— This letterhead memorandum has been classified
because it contains information from NY 4212-S* and

NY 4099- S*, sources who have furnished highly sensitive
information with respect to the racial situation in the New
York area and the Communist infiltration thereof. In view of
this, it is deemed necessary that this classification be
utilized.

2 -



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE CON I A L

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
January 29, 1965

New York file 100-108739

Security Matter - C

Reference is made to previous communications submitted be

concerning above individual. hl

On January 7, 1965 , I
. . ^ , L

1 Washington, D. C., furnished the following

information to Special Agents of the FBI at Washington, D. C .

:

I btated that he is a member of a church

group affiliated with Lincoln Memorial Congregational Church,

Washington, D. C. A friend recently advised him the Student

Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) obtained permission

from this church to use church facilities to feed and accommodate

members of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party, who were

in Washington, D.C., in connection with a, demonstration to be

held at the opening of Congress, 'sT^nuary 4, 1965. L_ I

was asked to help out in the kitchen work, which he consented b/C

to do.

I
stated that while he was working at Lincoln

Memorial Congregational Church on January 5, he was

aooroached in the kitchen by a whiter-male who identified himself

mT
^

L I I described I I as 50 years

old, 5‘5"i 135-140 pounds, mixed grey hair, heavy eyelashes.

"^cluded^^m^^^^a^^
downgrading and
declassification.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of

the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the property of the

Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned to your agency ; it

and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agenpy.

/Vi)" /o 6 y

,
;

•

—

-



I.

, ,
told | |

he had just arrived from New

York by train. He did not clearly state his purpose there but

claimed to be active in the civil rights movement. He did not

state whether he was member of Mississippi Freedom Democratic
I I* . ^ .# .# ^ I I WA I Tr *1 “ »n

lLParty or SNCC . Ini i » .rn-h
himself: :to: the churchy mingled with the group, and helped with

the work as if he were affiliated with the people there,

I 1 engaged I I
in conversation whereupon he advised

he was from New York where ne was active in civil rights

movements. He claimed to be a Russian Jew. He

participated in the Harlem Riots. He claimed £°
of group known as the "River Rats. He also claimed to have

been involved in an attempted roadblock of main *?wa^

]

r s opinion

[

] merely invited

b6
b7C

c ivil rights workers during the cpeningoftheWorlds Fair.

| xjid not question him specifically about ^rtr r-h

activities and obtained no other details regarding
|_

actual involvement.
union affairs in New York.

] also claimed to be active in

m: If s opinion, [ 1 is a civil rights
has stated

4.A4 1 i ^ — * 1

agitator. He explained this by stating
i— 1 ^

that the present Government should be overthrown and that the

only way to obtain a complete democracy is to ^e£jkrow the

present Government, let the Negroes vote, obtain the help or

jews and Puerto Ricans, and take over the present
*— r-

1 not question C I about his statem
Again, f I

v**v» **w ~ .—.—__

and, thererore, did not determine what

[

- Hi tl /n^*,A^^SAS*V
icAA ^^

.

)

the pi
#

Government^ He noted that most of f fs statements were

general in nature. He also gained -the impression thatl— —
seemed to deliberately stress nonviolence in his statements.

1 about his statements

riheHf£&£3 no,
1 SS.SfSSS &

mine Aether
| _ fee referrlrp to the ResentJorm of

]

:
determine,
January 7, 19557

lfurther stated that as far as he could

intehded to return to New York City on

- 2 -
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The following is a physical description of I I

I
~1. FBI Number 2936443, as contained in the records of

the Bureau of criminal Identification, New York City Police
Department Number E9954:

Name
Also known as
_ 1 .».*

Race
Sex
Date of Birth

.

Place of Birth
Height
Weight
Hair
Eyes
Eyebrows
Build
Occupation

Scars and Marks

Male

Brooklyn. New York
5 feet 9t inches
140 to 150 pounds
Black and greying
BroTir
Black and bushy
Medium
Banquet waiter, waiter,
labor organizer
8 inch scar center of
stomach, appendectomy scar

he
hlC

"The New York Times" issue of September 6, 1963*
Late City Edition, page 1, contains an article captioned,
"Pickets Chain Themselves to Cranes", and stated that four
pickets demonstrating for more Job opportunities for Negroes
and Puerto Ricans in the construction trades chained themselves
to the booms of two 180 foot cranes 60 feet above the ground
at the site of a Queens housing project yesterday morning.
The pickets halted for three and a half hours much of the work
on the Rochdale Village development at 134th Street and New
York Boulevard, in Jamaica. The article listed the names of

these individuals, who were arrested and charged with trespassing,

resisting arrest and interfering with the use of equipment.

Alexander Passikoff, 51* a waiter of 81-04 Rockaway Beach
Boulevard was named as one of these individuals.

- 3 -
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he
'b 7 c

Records of the Identification Division, FBI, reflect
that I I has a long arrest record beginning in
May, 1938

.

I L Irvington. New
Jersey, picked up a hitchhiker named I I

I I New York, New York, on August 24, 1950. During t>6

conversation, I I said he had recently been thrown out b7c

of the Communist Party (CP ) and then tried to enlistl~ i

into the CP, at which point I I said he “threw him out of
the car."

On February 22, 1955* the New York City Police
Department answering a call to proceed to 81-04 Rockaway
Beach Boulevard, in Queens. New York, were told by Mrs

.

I I that her was an active communist.
, „

1 1 b 6

b7c
Records of Queens County Board of Elections, reviewed

April 17, 1964, reflectHZ
. ,

indicated a preference for the CP in 1933 and 1934,

A confidential source who has furnished reliable
information in the past advised on March 11, I960, that

|

I \ was receiving psychiatric treatments as early as b6

1939 at Creedmoor State Hospital, Long Island, New York, and b?c

as late as February 3, I960, at the New York Regional office.
Veterans Administration, and also was receiving treatments
at the Veterans Administration Hospital, Los Angeles,
California, in August and September, 1946.

- 4 -



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 09-26-2011

1

FBI
Date : I/29/65

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-484)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (157-1335) RUC

SUBJECT: - REPORT OF POSSIBLE RACIAL
RALLY, WASHINGTON, D. C.,
1/4/65
RACIAL MATTERS
(00: WFO)

ReWFOairtel to Bureau, dated I/8/65

.

Enclosed for Bureau and offices listed are copies of
based on Information setLHM pertaining to[

forth in referenced WFO airtel and information obtained from
NYO. files.

be
b7C

Also enclosed for WFO are 2 photographs of I

, who was expected to return to NYC, on 1/7/65 . b6
b7C

Confidential source referred to in attached LHM is
Dr

.

| [ chief of Mental Hygiene Treatment Section,
Veterans Administration, 252 7th Ave., NYC, who requested that
•his identity be concealed since he was furnishing medical infor-
mation.

5 -

2 -

2 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

VJA:
(14)

Bureau (157- )

(1 - 100-40476u)
(1 - 100-442529)
Washington Field
Jacksonville (157^
New York
New York (100-108739)

Ends. 8) (RM)

CIRM)
157 -48*

]

New York
New York

jmw

4) (Ends. 3) (RM)

) (MFDP) (Enel. 2) (RM)

100-153735) jCIRM) (#42)

b6
b7C

[157-1247
157-1335

(MFDP) (#42) SEARCHED...,,

SEBIALlZEU^^lfcB

19

Approved

:

Sent M Per



NY 157-1335

IBM is classified ,,£S5^4desC^al ,, to protect the
identity of this source. Unauthorized disclosure of information
furnished by this source might impair his future effectiveness,
and such impairment could have an adverse effect on the national
defense interest of the country.

Information concerning ! I
as well as copies

of report prepared by NYO correrning him have previously been
furnished to Secret Service, NYC. It i$4uggested that copy
of attached LHM be furnished to Secret Service, Washington,
D.Ci Copy is being disseminated locally to Secret Service, NYC.

» 2 -

-b6

B7C



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM

:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 03-26-2011

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

SAC, BUFFALO (100-16691) DATE: 2/l£/65

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-137309)

SUBJECT: WORKERS WORLD PARTY
IS - WWP
(00:NY)

Buffalo (RM)
(1 - 100-

New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York

New York
New York
New York
New York

)(YAWF)
I (INV)(44)

t

100-154363 ) \ \ (44)
100-154300) (I D(44)
100-124894) fl ) (44)
100-153724) r rcw
100-111391) (i iT44)
100-154024) 1 1(44)
100-153109) IX 44) ^
100-120540) I LNUH44)
100-115688) j( I IMJ) 144)

x

(100-152937 11
~~

I (44)
100-154225) (CWA)(44)
100-128388) d H47)
IOO-I26713 ) (COMINFIL. LOCAL 1199 ) ( 4l

)

100-153735) ( CIRM) (42)
100-147372) (PIM)(44)

Ah

(IOO-147372 ) ( PIM) (44)
,100-154065)

'

[106-154128)
LIO5-39139) (MPI)(44)

|$
5

100-148916) (YAWF) (44)
(157-892) (RACIAL MATTERS-INDEPENDENT COMMUNITY

IMPROVEMENT ASSN.

)

(42 )

100-151955)], —ll44)
100-110398)1 (44)
100-69367) f If44)

[100-150665HI 1(44) / 0 o '/S376JT-
Copies Continued

H - New York 100-137309

EDITED

.

ALB:t>ca

( 52)



ny 100-137309

1-New York (100-150166)

C

1-New York (lOO-150l68)(Z
1 - New York (100-150700)
1 - New York (100-1244921
1 - New York (100-50937)

t

1 - New York { 100-144436)
1 - New York (100-149645)
1 - New York (100-149317)
1 - New York (100-149315)
1 - New York {100-I51826)
1 - New York (100-136294)
1 - New York ( 100-144135)
1 - New York (100-149399)
1 - New York (IOO-II3896)
1 - New York (IOO-132360)
1 - New York (100-133814}
1 - New York (IOO-I38503)
1 - New York (100-150888)
1 - New York (100-149316)
1 - New York (100-151647)
1 - New York (100-149749)
1 - New York (100-129184)
1 - New York (100-146094)

3(44)
U44)_

3 (44 )

be
b7C
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m 100-137309

Identity of Source

Description of info

Date received

Received by

Original location

,
who has furnished

remade info in past (conceal)

m WWE Branch meeting, }/22/65

1/27/65

SA A. LEWIS BARNETT (written)

A copy of informant’s written report follows:



X

NY 100-137309

1/23/65

1/22/64 Branch meeting., 7:30 to
11:15 p.m. , WWP headquarters,
46 W. 21st St., NYC

Presentf

1

1

1 f

1

1
1 and 1

, 1 andl 1

|
and 1 knd 1 r*

andl 1 and
1

1 andl 1

.

I |
gave resume of "petition signed

by some 30 people from the Chelsea Women Association,
also from the Prospect Heights Women Association.
Protesting the arrest of I I for trying to
stop the reformatory school system and turn them
into a curriculum, decent normal school system with
proper teachers. This petition was delivered to
Donovan but we were intercepted by a man in his
office whom we think might be the detective who
arrested

l L
"

I I report, "supporters of
the Welfare strike demonstration showed up, 5
thousand strong, they were from 1199, ILA, Hospitals,
teachers, students and dozens of other organizations
who have their moments of realizing that WAGNER’S
threat of the Wattin Condon law have to be fought.
We know that this threat has only made the strikers
more determined to stick the strike out."

| |
"tomorrow Saturday in

Buffalo, Lafayette Square YAWP will be joined by
youth from HB and Teachers College to protest Vietnam
aggression by the US. This group is the same group
that supported us during the August Antl-HUAC
demonstration. It will take place at 4:00 p.m."

be
b7C

be
b7C

be
b7C
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m 100-137309

I "we tied up the elevators at b6

the Welfare recipient supporting demonstration of b7

the Welfare workers the other day. We had to give
up because I have two bonds on my head and we cannot
afford another one. Yet we got to see the Welfare
Commissioner whom we managed to trip on his story
that he was not able to do anything for us since
he does not set the pattern of help to be distributed.
We tripped him when we proved to him that we knew
the exact structure of the Welfare department. He
cowed down and try as he could he could not convince
us with his — your complaints have been included
in many of my speeches — . We let him know we weren’t
buying that. We are organizing a dinner on behalf
of the welfare recipients . . . everyone is down on
them, constantly ridiculing them. . . , now we are going
to give them something that will elevate them.., we
will be selling the tickets for this affair soon
out of our 125th St. Office.

We are also going to put a big banner sign
in front of the building on a visible place offering
counselling to welfare recipients. Its unfortunate
what happened at PLM’s office.., I don’t condone it...,
but it goes to show how little they know about the
black problem. I myself have heard their uncle
toms, and I never will forget the cannibal remarks
made by some of them at an affair which when ended,
MALCOLM asked for a guard to accompany this elderly
Muslim religious leader and teacher. . . , one of them
remarked out loud — Why the guard, we are not going
to eat him?"

Ireported, "Bronxville Hospital
strike has many sympathizers in town, we get somewhat
confused because they send us food such as rum cake,
excellent can goods, and items we never even heard
of before but at least they tried to feed us, they
seem to sense the ready brutality of the police there,
many have been arrested but the strikers are holding
out."



NY 100-137309

I N s resume had to do with, "ROBERT MOSES
was always getting away with telling people of,
he did it to councilmen, senators, governors, and
many others, hut lately he made one-. mistake, he told
the chairman of the bank putting up the dough off
by telling him to go to hell. He did this after
the fair was,.“proved to be losing bmoney. MOSES be

though,*, made sure he took out his 100 thousand b7c

out before incorporating.., that was OK, but when
I Iwas told off, that was something else. MOSES
is in trouble, it proves this voters government
or anything else in authority, has no real power,
sincef |with his 12 billion is the real power
behind the scene."

Memo:

Cnhonetic) I ~l»s sister getting married,
I there . Sat. 1/23, Independentista celebration
at MP1, 9:00 p.tn. YAWAF invited by Union to
participate Saturday PM with strikers at Bronxville
hospital in Westchester..., they must go ao as union
participants, not as a separate group.

I I and I E s Renault at the first
Flying A garage right off the West Side..-Drive and
158th St., getting ready to trad^e it in.

"It is possible , a place has been located to
start our magazine 1 s office . 25th St., off Broadway, on
the 12th floor-. I I w-m set it off with paint, etc.

I ~l and I I are going to do the layout work right
here at WWP headnuarters, mailing and so forth, will be
d>ne from here » I is in charge of obtaining
equipment. We want a professional looking magazine
even though it will be set up byiB. We have ample
devoted personnel, and should have no trouble coming
up with something first class.

"

| j
.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

-6 -
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 03 - 27-2011

DIRECTOR* RBI (100*442529) ,2/17/65

SAC* REW XO

m

(100*153735)

ClEI-I

IS.-0‘

Re Bureau, letter to Res? York, 1/18/65.

HYO has not developed axif information concerning
BAYARD RRSTIIUs 500 word speech oh- "World Rokee"..

2*~ Bureau (100*442529) (

Q- hew York (100*153735)

JCS;gmd .

($W.. /:

/oo
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He: Communist Party,
United States of America
Organization
Internal Security - C

presently existing in the country. Henry Winston took the
initiative of the study six or seven months ago. Danny
Rubin, Jack Stachel and Helen Winter are also to be
thanked for their contributions. The main report is an
assessment of the problems that need to be resolved and
it brings a new level of understanding of the importance
of the struggle for the Party and its relationship to
the masses

.

^

The Party must further develop its long range
strategic concepts and relate tactical positions to
long range concepts. The Party must master the art of
speaking in the language of the people. More emphasis
must be placed on mass struggles and the tactics of the
Party must be better explained, better timed and more
flexible

.

Up to November 3> 1964, the main tactical
emphasis was the defeat of the ultra-right and now the
emphasis has shifted to exerting mass pressure to change
the course of the administration. Some comrades had
this tactical emphasis in reverse, saying "we" should have
attacked the administration before the election and that
there was no great electoral mandate or contribution from
labor. The task of the Party is to articulate what is in
the minds of the masses and the Party must have patience in
discussing tactical approaches and methods . vsr

Hall continued the Party does not write enough
about class struggle questions and socialism. The Party
takes for granted that everybody knows its strategic policy.
Strategy and tactics are especially important to the
Party and mistakes have been made in this field in the past.

COi fTIAL
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Re: Communist Party,
United States of America
Organization
Internal Security - C

For example, in the civil rights struggle, the Party
condemned racism as evil, but did not relate it to
capitalism. The Party did not sufficiently explain the
daily economics of exploitation with regard to taxes,
profits and prices. The Party should have reacted sharply
to the Johnson Administration's policy on the longshore
strike. It was a strike-breaking policy.

The concept of unity of strategy and tactics
must be explained to the young comrades. The ruling
class fear the Communist Party more than any other group
because of its strategy and tactics. The Party must
project and react to the new power structure in the South,
what that change means to unions, what it means to the
ultra-right and to the role of the working class. W

Hall stated the Party must be the leader of mass
movements and the opportunity exists to develop grass root
movements. The Party must start with the idea that
capitalism is evil and struggle and mass activity is
necessary.

Hall concluded by stating there is a possibility
of having a national convention of the Party for the last
week of December, 1965* subject to a study of the legal
aspects of the situation. Hall urged that committees be
called up, now, in preparation for the convention. )£',

At the conclusion of Hall's remarks, Mortimer
Daniel Rubin delivered the main report^'.

TIAL
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Rutin reported the Party must be re-geared with
growth as the result. The Party needs to be rebuilt in
membership, financial support and in its literature field.
Important relationships have been made by the Party in the
field of civil rights and with labor. There is a continued
growth of public speaking engagements, mass meetings and
more dialogue. The upward trend of the Party has been
weak. Dues payments by Party members have been irregular.
Many people work closely with the Party, but do not pay
dues and are not considered members. The role of the
Party is to know the needs of the worker. The Party must
point the way forward at every stage of the struggle and
to initiate the struggle for specific needs.

Rubin discussed the inadequacy of a mythical
Party club noting that it did not have sufficient contact
with the Party leaders, was not familiar with discussions
of the National Board, could not discuss experiences In
trade union work because there was no party publication
in which to publish their experiences and that the mythical
club had no education or literature director

Rubin continued, the Trade Union Commission
should draw up a program by April 1, 1965 , for industrial
concentration in the Mid-West in building left forms
and building shops and industrial clubs. The Civil Rights
Commission should draw up a program by April 1, 1965,
as to left forms and initiatives in the language of the civil
rights movement

The Party must break through in Negro communities.
Priority must be given to building Negro cadre and working
with Negro youth. This summer the Party must make a
gigantic effort in education. Expenses must be given to
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certain youth to spend time in concentration areas and there
will be traveling teachers. Every youth leader in the
country must be involved. Attention must be given to
recruiting and attention must be given to merging youth from
newly left backgrounds into the Party. Also, the youth
must be integrated into the Party

. gLr

The Party must fight for legality and this
includes the court fight and the fight against economic
pressure. Problems are created by comrades in mass
movements by not being able to show their Party membership.
Broad united front action must be taken and the Party
must explore the status as to the ballot. A left
electoral coalition must be formed

"The Assembly of the Accused" is going to
meet in Washington and that same week end in New York,
there will be activity around the McCarran Act.

A convention should be held in December? 1965*
and the Party should operate publicly. The greater legality
the Party attains, the easier it will be to overcome the
separation between Party work and mass work. The one-
sided conception of the role of Communists must be broken
down. There must be an expansion of Party democracy and
the vitality of Party life must be expanded and this can be
helped by convention preparations and more draft resolutions.
Rubin suggested that the National Board, at its neg$ meeting,
discuss developments in the trade union movement.

^

Rubin concluded with the following proposals:

1. A summer youth project - the Secretariat should
establish a youth committee to work on it. 2. "The Assembly
of the Accused" - Arnold Johnson, Dorothy Healey and others

• CONRSSENTIAL

Xlt
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will work on the McCarran Act. 3. The convention in 1965*
4 . Establishing a committee to work on the left electoral
coalition. 5* The Trade Union Commission and the "Org"
Commission should concentrate on left forms and draw up
something by April first. 6. The Civil Rights Commission
should draw up a program for the Negro field by April 1st.
7 . The "Org - Ed" Commission has the responsibility for
establishing "Party Affairs" as the organ of the Party.
8. A discussion by "Org - Ed" on club functions.

At the conclusion of the report, Claude Lightfoot
asked to speak. Lightfoot said the Party must update its
position on civil rights. The Negro people are trying
to achieve freedom within the framework of capitalism.
The Party must show them that equality is not achievable
under capitalism. Lightfoot also agreed that the Party*

s

long range goals must be given more prominence.

Following a break for lunch, Irving Potash
acted as chairman when the meeting resume4>g^

Arnold Johnson was the next speaker and
reported on the McCarran Act. The "Repeal Committee"
of Chicago will have a full page ad in the "Washington
Post" with names of prominent people calling out against
the McCarran Act. The ad will be out in the next few
days and reprints for mailing will be made. In New York,
an objective of the Citizens Committee For Constitutional Liberty
(CCCl) is to have a dinner for 750 people to raise

funds

A characterization of the CCCL is
attached.

<*)

CO] AL
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There should be an appeal to all organizations
to come out against the McCarran Act and to involve
people to dramatize the problem. Pressure must be
brought on the administration

Phil Bart supported an independent political
committee to work on the elections. .Bart said a
national convention deserves great consideration but
suggested that no one come out and say that the convention
will definitely be held but that the Party is working on
a long range formal program^g^,

Helen Winter recommended building a Labor-
Negro coalition around electoral issues. She discussed
the need for educating Party members and recommended that
reports from meetings of National CP leaders be made
available to club members. She said the Party club must
be concerned with community activities and select their
area of concentration. Winter said there should be no
publicity concerning a proposed national convention of
the Party

George Meyers recommended that the Party look
upon itself as a national organization and recommended
greater coherence in the Party. Meyers urged that all
Party members work together and help each other

I reported on his tour to various
Party districts. He reported he found major areas in
which nothing was being done in the youth field and
suggested that older comrades find ways to give concrete
aid to the youth. There is a need for a public voice
of the Party to help in youth work. A convention would
give the Party a real push among young people.
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Betty Gannett regarded the picture of a
CP club as drawn by Danny Rubin was frightening. She
said that New York Party clubs are not properly organized
and that there are not enough full time workers handling
Party work. Gannett stated that the Party leadership must
have mass contacts in order to give a proper image to
the young people .W'

William Weinstone said the Party grows to the
extent it participates in mass struggle. He claimed the
"enemy" has isolated the CP and there must be breakout.
This ia to be done by fighting for a shorter work day.
They must find ways to build within mass movements. The
press must be built, and pamphlets must deal with
immediate issues. There must be participation in
elections and a limited front must be established . They must
work with progressives and the ‘ left

.

Gus Hall informed the meeting that the tax
case against CP is to be tried and there are two
volunteers to register the CP. He saw this as a serious
effort by Government to continue harrassment. He
suggested mass political pressure might intervene to
block a new indictment. The meetim, adjourned at 5:10 p.m.,
resuming February 14 at 10:00 a.m.'^s^
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Second Day’s Session
February 14, 1965 J

Philip Bart acted as Chairman of this sessionX
Albert "Mickle" Lima spoke glowingly of the

possibilities of doubling party membership in the California
area, particularly with regard to youth. Ee. said that in
Santa Clara they have developed to where they are exerting
some influence. They seem to have a stable membership and
have people in which to develop an effective leadership.
The older people are now able to make contributions. The
youth sector now has its own clubs and are effective.
They have been able to get proper recognition of the party,
although they do not officially represent the party. Na/

Lima stated that the youth have pushed "People l s
World" and party literature. Their activity has greatly
increased the image of the party. Lima expressed the
opinion that in the next year there will be a substantial
growth of youths in the party and said he was speaking
in terms of doubling the membership in the district.
"People’s World" has increased its circulation by at least
1,000 youth readers. The need is to develop themes for
youth along the lines of what affects them today rather
than speaking of fascism. The youth have never experienced
fascism and do not know how it affects them.

Lima continued that there were three areas for
consideration in terms of how to overcome the lag in
party functioning:

1. The legal status and how to plan a long-range
breakthrough . .

>

*

2. The split in the world communist movement.
This situation,he said,was shaking confidence and was
difficult to explain. He said it was a negative factor.
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3. The new stage of history, particularly with
regard to the Negro struggle, and how to take advantage
of this new stage in history,

"People* s World" is a West Coast
Communist newspaper, (iQ

James Tormey spoke briefly concerning the Negro
American Labor Council (NALC),particularly with regard to
its efforts in the housing field and in job discrimination.
He said they do exert influence in these areas.

Dorothy Healey inquired whether the party was
solving its problems. She noted that there were a number
of problems to discuss but questioned whether the party
was giving leadership in the concrete approach to these
problems. She expressed the opinion that the leadership
did not pressure each other in order to give more leadership.
The feeling is, she said, "Don 1 t attack me and I won’t
attack you."

Healey said that the party should address themselves
realistically as to what they have in the way of membership
and what can be mobilized. She said thfib Danny (Rubin)
is not experienced in handling party organization. She
asked what he (Rubin) learned from his own report, noting
that for him to draw up the report he had to depend on
what others told him. She recommended that Danny (Rubin)
attend various club meetings and county meetings, not to
participate, but rather to listen and learn. V?

Healey commented ' that the reports given reflect
different considerations, the national office versus the
district and for this reason she is in favor of a party
convention. She said the national office did not reflect
the feelings of the district and the discussions thus far
have been more in the abstract. The question is can the
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party do what it proposes. She said the electoral question
was confusing and not definitive. The party has to recognize
the need to explore other avenues in its fight for
socialism. The party, to be productive, must move outside
the party organization. She admitted that the legal question
makes this difficult

Healey stated that the party does not measure
up to the potential available, to develop something wherein
we' are the center, but not exclusively CP. Healey said that

the - party does hot. concretely discuss what is practical
and concluded her remarks by saying that 'ghat needs to
be done is to understand:

1. What are the continuing problems of the party.

2. What are the problems unique to the present
period.

I

"[stated that he was in agreement
with the main report but felt the main problem facing
the party today was cadre training. He said a way must
be found to get going on a concentration program. The
party must set goals for itself and then find the ways
and means to achieve these goals

recommended that a study be made of the

Jo 6

b7C

actual situations existing and take from this study what
is positive. He said a study should be made of the situation
as it exists in Harlem and the different groups that are
there and to take from it what is positive and achievable
in the civil rights movement. He said the same would be
true in all fields of party work^j^

Irving Potash said that the problem of the
party’s legality must be carried on. There is a need to
implement a concrete policy. Too many people equate
militancy with leftism. Militancy, he said, is hot the
opposite of responsibility^
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Potash continued that recruiting can be a threat
to security and there are people who will not distribute
The Worker" because of the security problem. It was
Potash* s contention that there was no reason why "The
Worker" could not be handled openly. He recommended
that the party membership operate more openly. Potash
commented, with regard to the age of the comrades, admitting
that it was an obstacle but said they must be organized
to do the most they can.^g^

Jack Stachel said that he agreed with Irving
(Potash) on his statement with regard to militancy and
leftism. He said the party must recognize that there is
an old left" and a "new left" and despite mistakes made in
the past in regard to mass organizations, the party must
work to achieve unity with the left and the mass organizations.
The party, he said, must function as an organization in
its own name in addition to the work in mass organization

STACHik said that the party does not have a
functioning apparatus in trade union work, not since
Irving (Potash) left (as trade union director) about one
year ago. He characterized this as one of the party l s
most important fields of work.

James Jackson said tfhe party should concern
itself with issues regarding socialism. In the United
States, the working class is making major strides towards
socialism.. Jackson felt that on the question of party
organization, efforts should be made to enlarge the
circulation of "The Worker".

Carl Winter said that there was a need to distinguish
between strategy and tactics and a lengthly discussion could
be held on this question alone. Winter said some comrades
view strategy as an ultimate socialist objective. Ap*»6£®»
development of tactics depends on the strategic aim and
the failure to understand this causes serious errors to
be made. X?/

-12-
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Winter stated that the party needs to be built
in order to take a more active part in the American way of
life. He said "we" have to concern ourselves with how
to change the party. The party needs to concern- itself
with growth among youth, Negroes and the working class.
There is a need to get different kinds of members into
the party and to use what we have to get these members.X

Winter suggested that the party pick one
area for its work, either in youth, trade union or civil
rights activities. He said he was in favor of a youth
division in the party. There is a basis, he said, for a
separate structure for youth within the party.

Henry Winston stated that the problem for the
party is to break out of its isolation. The idea of a
convention is a sound one. 1 ,;There is a need for a party
program and in the process build bridges, not alone for
the mass movement, but to develop a role for the party.
Winston was particularly impressed with Lima's remarks
concerning the possibility of doubling party membership
in California.

. . .
Mortimer Daniel Bubin, by way of summary, stated

that some districts did not turn in studies for his
report.. He said the discussion was helpful and the
criticism constructive but noted that some of those
criticising did not submit plans. Rubin expressed the
opinion that what the leadership does or does not do is
reflected throughout the party.

He felt that one of tne major problems was adjusting
and accommodating to situations as they occur* He said
that some comrades have stated that with regard to youth
recruiting, that it could hot be -done because of Job security,
while others felt that the most promising youths "should be
salted away and not recruited." Rubin said that this was
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the wrong approach. Many youths today are happy in the
party despite the economic and security problems. He
concluded by remarking that there was a heed for long
range planning of party building.

Gus Hall said there was no one n/ay of handling
all national problems and each district must work out
particular problems. The party must present an educational
program. He called for a summer program, to get 100 youth
cadre . Hall said the key is to become a party of action.
Many will say that they are not a party of action.

Hall said that there was something missing in their
discussions, adding that age was not a political discussion
but that they make it one. He said "we" exaggerate the age
question and the ability of the party to do anything. This
has a minimizing effect. He felt they could do things in
the electoral field without endangering the party. There is
a tendency on the part of some people- to say we cannot increase
the growth of the party and this is wrong.

Hall expressed, the opinion that for party growth
and influence it must become active in the electoral field.
He concluded by remarking that there were two types of people
in the party: 1) the unmobillzed and 2) the rest of the party.
This has created a vacuum which needs to be cleared through
understanding.

Michael Davidow said that the party needs to
enunciate their policies with respect to nationalism, socialism
and the like. He urged the party to debate with the opposition
and to write more articles. Davidow said that there is a lack
of system andmethod of x-jork in his district and all efforts
must be made to systemize in order to operate more effectively

JTIAL
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Davidow commented, with regard to the "old members"
that the county chairmen realised the necessity of holding
meetings in the afternoon and weekends. He said the older
comrades are not engaged in activities other than attending

meetings

At the conclusion of this session, the following
proposals and motions were made. The source, however,
was unable to report, in all instances, whether these motions
were carried:

(U)

1. Have a summer youth project. The secretariat
to set up a committee to provide for it.
People from the center are to come to youth
classes. Motion approved.

2. Organize' and support an. assembly for an
all-out campaign against the Me Carran
Act, This to be held March 15, 1965 , on
the eve of the trial.

3« Prepare for party convention in December,
1965. The secretariat to begin such planning.
Motion approved.

4. Establish a committee to investigate the
possibilities of a left electoral coalition.

5. The Civil Rights Commission plan a program
with specific points of concentration for the
party. Motion approved.

6. "Party Affairs" be re-established as an
internal party organ. Motion approved.

7.

The question of the war on poverty be a
concrete item in the party program.
Motion approved.

"The Worker" is an East Coast ...

Communist newspaper.

jaUTIAL
-15-
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Albert "Mickie" Lima acted as chairman of the
morning session. Gus Hall stated that

|

|wduld
open the session and give a report on vie-c warn.

stated that it was hard to S^ssess what
has taken place in the last week or two with regard to Viet Nam.
The war has reached a difficult stage and will either become
wider or remain limited in scope. The American forces have
tried to change the area of war from a ground war to an air
war because of the United States preponderance of air power.
This preponderance will remain so for some period of time.
That is where the United States wants to fight the war.
He characterized this as American Imperialism.

be
b7C

be
Continuing,

I I
remarked that the North Viet bee

Nam situation poses many dangers, but it is not of an
immediate danger. Limited wars can be won such as in Cuba
and Algeria. One factor in all of this is the solidarity
of the socialist countries against the imperialist forces.

I I expressed the opinion that the reason
for the United States offensive in North Viet Nam is to
prepare for a negotiated peace settlement. The bombing of
North Viet Nam was an imperialist provocation. This will be
a long fight involving many dangers . He said the various
peace organizations have been undertaking important actions
and uwe” should get expressions from those sectors not

CflNgfEBBggSL
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reached by the peace movement and the trade union movement.
He said that attempts should be made to get trade union figures
to speak out publicly against the United States role in
Viet Nam. He said the party should organize the '’apparatus’*
and get discussions started, and "our approach" should be
mainly critical. The ultra right is putting a lot of
pressure on the administration to push, the war into North
Viet Nam, and they are against negotiations.

Arnold Johnson stated that various undertakings
are being planned by Sane (Committee for a Sane Nuclear
Policy), Women’s Strike for Peace, and others regarding
Viet Nam. He said a certain section of the country is calling
for an immediate withdrawal of the United States from South
Viet Nam. There are differences in the administration.
Senator (William) Fulbright continues to present a difference
and this is important. The Jewish community is for peace
and in Washington, large sections of the administration have
differences regarding China,, etc.

James Jackson said they must differentiate
this crisis from the nuclear weapons crisis of Cuba, adding
that the situation is grave enough without exaggerating
it. He urged the withdrawal of (Ambassador Maxwell) Taylor
and others whom he said have been failures all along the
line and have ..Advocated the theory of military strikes

.

Jackson expressed the opinion that there were pressures
by McNamara (Defense Secretary), Taylor, and others to make
this a strategic showdown^^

C0??B^Bg3?IAL
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Gilbert Green said that there cannot be a backdown
and any kind of negotiated settlement for Viet Nam, like
there was in Korea, would be a tremendous setback for the
Vietnamese people. He said there can be no settlement
until all United States troops have been withdrawn. Green
commented that the Soviet Union stated that there can be no
talk of better relations with the Soviet Union while relations
with other socialist states are worsening. He said this was
very important.

Green continued that what has been made clear is
that the Chinese are not war mongers . They have acted in a
very responsible way under great provocation.

Carl Winter said he wanted to express his agreement
with those who have said "small wars can be won". He said
that on the main question, there is a mass pressure for
peace in the country. Johnson recognized it in his campaign.
"Our" unique contribution in the election was our saying that
people should never put their trust in Johnson, but should
exert continuous pressure to obtain their goals. He felt
that they must keep in the forefront the continuing danger of
the ultra right. He said "The Worker" could produce dramatic
service if it produced on its pages what other newspapers
will not

.

1
commented that they have to point

out that the main danger is the ultra right, both in its
ability to influence the administration from within and with
out

,

% Irving Potash opened his remarks by also stating
that he agreed that small wars can be won. He said he also

b6
b7C
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agreed with those who proposed a broad educational mass
campaign. He said "our press and statements" must become
a guide , first to "our people" and to those in peace
movements ,

‘

William Weinstone called for a broad peace
offensive as well as the 'immediate distribution of leaflets

.

He said the ultra right must be attacked and- the whole
administration must be blamed for the Viet Nam situation
and not merely certain individuals. He felt they should
condemn the action in Viet Nam and work for a negotiated
peace. He said the situation is still fluid, and the
American people should call upon the President to live up
to his campaign promises.'

Betty Gannett Said they should denounce the war
in Viet Nam. It was her contention that the United States
wants to go to the negotiating table with strength and
because they are losing, are now stepping up the war . She
said the ultra right wants to hit industry and destroy North
Viet Nam. Pressure should be exerted on the Johnson
administration not to proceed so far that retreat is
possible. The American people will then be involved
something which could lead to annihilation. Gannett
that there was a need for a peace movement that will

not
in
said
act

swiftly to convince the American people of their dangerp
Henry Winston said that President Johnson is

conforming more to the Goldwater policy which he said was in
violation of his mandate from the people. He said the

•— 19 ~
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party should call for American withdrawal, and efforts must
be made to get public expressions from the labor movement.
He said the Communist Party should issue 100,000 copies of
a leaflet on Viet Nam.&

Mortimer Daniel Rubin said he was in agreement
that, the aggressive action on the part of the United States
will precede negotiation. The pis ssure of the voice of
the American people will be a factor in determining what
the policy will be. He said "we" should see if someone
from the "Russian Bloc" will speak out. This will help
open doors for mass actions. He also expressed the opinion
that the United States should leave Viet Nam before any
negotiations start

Rubin said "we” should
more demonstrations and -look into
Madison Square Garden

.

consider the question of
the possibility of getting
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1 * APPENDIX

CITIZENS COMMITTEE FOR
CONSTITUTIONAL LIBERTIES

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and
Publications," revised and published as of December 1,
19ol, prepared and released by the Committee on Un-
American Activities, United States House of Represent-
atives, Washington, D.C., contains the following
concerning Citizens Committee for Constitutional
Liberties

:

"CITIZENS COMMITTEE FOR CONSTITUTIONAL
LIBERTIES (NEW YORK CITY)

"1. 'On the basis of its investigations
and hearings to date, the committee
concludes that the National Assembly

. . for Democratic Rights and a coordinating
and organizing group in support thereof,
titled the "Citizens Committee for
Constitutional Liberties," are Communist
fronts . Created, dominated, and controlled
by members and officials of the Communist
Party, the National Assembly for
Democratic Rights and the Citizens
Committee for Constitutional Liberties
were organized as propaganda devices
for the conduct of "mass activity" in
support of the avowed objective of
"reversal or nonapplication" of the
Supreme Court decisions of June 5, 1961,
which upheld the constitutionality of the
registration and disclosure provisions of
the Internal Security Act of 1950 as
applied to the Communist Party, and the
Smith Act membership clause making

co: AL
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2. APPENDIX

punishable active and purposive member-
ship in the Communist Party. s

i* * * The long-range objective of the
Citizens Committee for Constitutional
Liberties is to serve as the vehicle
for concealed Communist participation in,
and direction of, propaganda and agitational
activities aimed to nullify the Internal
Security and Smith Acts .

1

’ * * * Committee investigation
disclosed that the Citizens Committee
for Constitutional Liberties was formed
on or about June 12, 1961 * * *.

•

(Committee on Un-American Activities,
Report and Hearings on Manipulation of
Public Opinion by Organizations Under
Concealed Control of the Communist Party
(National Assembly for Democratic Rights
and Citizens Committee for Constitutional
Liberties), House Report 1282, Part 1,
October 2 and 3> 1961, pp. 137 j 143 and
144.)"

* *
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(1- 100- CP, USA-YOUTH MATTERS) 1

1- Newark (ENCLS. 1 ) (INFO) (RM) \
1- Philadelphia (ENCL.1)(INF0)(RM) \
1- Pittsubrgh (ENCL.1)(INF0)(RM) t

4- San Francisco (MCLS.4)(lNF0)(RM) \> 65-1242) (ALBERT LIMA) \
,1- 100- )(CP, USA-YOUTH MATTERS) I

(1- 100- )rPEOPLE’S WORLD")
1- New York (IOQ-89691 HCP, USA-DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION) (42)
1- New York (100-79717 }(CP, USA-POLITICAL ACTIVITIES) (42)
1- New York (100-80644} (

CP, USA, -YOUTH MATTERS) (42)
1- New York (100-89590} (CP, USA-STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY) (42)
1- New York (100-86624) (CP, USA-INTERNATIOIL RELATIONS) (42)
1- New York (100-129802) (COUNTERINTELLIGENCE) (42)
1* New York (100-87211) (CP, USA-FACTI0NALISMH42)
1- New York 100-81675) (PAMPHLETS AND PUBLICATIONS) (42)
1- New York (100-140528) (SANE-C0MINFIL)(4l)
1- New York (100-146684) (WOMEN STRIKE FOR PEACE) (4l)
1- New York (100-145082} (CCCL) (42)

New York (lOO-153735)(CIRM) (42)
1- New York 100-806??

)

(op. TTR/Li^nnflyTnN) (4?)
1- New York 100-128266 )

(J
I) (4o)

1- New York (100-269)(HENRY WINSTON) (42)
1- New York (100-84994) (GUS HALL) (42)
1- New York (IOO-I8O65HJACK STACHELH42)
1- New York (100-69956} (HELEN WINTER) (42)
1- New York (100-16021 ) (ARNOLD JOHNSON) (42) X
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h. APPENDIX

NEW YORK COUNCIL TO ABOLISH THE. HOUSE
UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE

On March 9, 1961, a source advised that the New
York Council To Abolish the Un-American Activities Committee
(NYCAUAC), 150 West 34th Street, New York City, New York,
was formed at a meeting held in New York City on November 17,
i960. This organization Was founded principally through the
efforts of PRANK WILKINSON, Field Representative of the
National Committee To Abolish the Un-American Activities
Committee (NCAUAC).

I I . Woodland b6
Hills, California, a former member of the Communist Party hie
(CP) in Los Angeles, California, from 1946 to .1952 who
furnished information to the Federal Bureau of Investigation
from 1949 to 1952 advised on September 17, 1952, that FRANK
WILKINSON was a member of the Los Angeles County, CP as of
September, 1952.

A second source furnished on September 14, 1961,
a copy of resolutions of the New York Council to Abolish
the House Un-American Activities Committee (NYCAHUAC) which
were adopted by the NYCAHUAC. One such resolution affirmed
the intention to continue to work for the abolition of the
House Committee on Un-American Activities (HCUA) and to
continue its efforts to broaden the participation in this
fight. Another resolution accepted as a modus vivendi the
suggestion of the Field Representative of the “National
Committee to Abolish the HCUA" (NCAHUAC) namely that
local abolition committees may identify and co-ordinate
their efforts as closely as they desire with NCAHUAC, still
maintaining their autonomy for as flexible and independent
a program as possible.

A third, fourth, and fifth source have advised
during March, 1962, that CP members in the New York City
area- have been solicited to support activities of the
NYCAHUAC during attendance at CP club meetings.

On May 7, 1964, a sixth source advised that the
NYCAHUAC continues to function from its office at 150 West
34th Street, New York City, New York.

c :J .a
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information in the past.
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Transmit the following in

TELETYPE

type in plaintext or code

)

URGENT
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-442529)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-153735)

CIRMj PROPOSED BOYCOTT OF NYC SCHOOLS BY CITY-WIDE

FROM:

COMMITTEE FOR INTEGRATED SCHOOLS, FEBRUARY, NINETEEN SIXTY

FIVE, RACIAL MATTERS.

FIFTEEN BOYCOTTING STUDENTS PICKETED PUBLIC SCHOOL EIGHTY

EIGHT, AT TWO FIFTEEN WEST ONE HUNDRED FOURTEENTH STREET, NYC,

FROM EIGHT AM TO EIGHT FORTY AM, FEBRUARY NINETEEN, SIXTY FIVE,

IN SUPPORT OF SCHOOL BOYCOTT. PICKETING WAS ORDERLY AND NO

INCIDENTS OCCURRED. ATTENDANCE FIGURES AT THE SCHOOL SHOWED

DROP OF NINE PER CENT FROM NORMAL ATTENDANCE FIGURE OF

EIGHTY EIGHT PER CENT.^BOYCOTTING STUDENTS BEGAN ASSEMBLING
s

AT SILOAM PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, TWO SIXTY JEFFERSON AVENUE,

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK, COMMENCING AT NINE AM. REVEREND
|

IS PASTOR OF THIS CHURCH. AT TEN AM, APPROXIMATELY

TWO HUNDRED STUDENTS DEPARTED FROM THE CHURCH AND PROCEEDED TO

BOARD OF EDUCATION HEADQUARTERS, ONE TEN LIVINGSTON STREET.

<h- iooIl53735
4
(is) SEARCHED wJNOEXED^u«H

SERIAUZE^^W^^H
punTs 1985

FBI—NEW YORK /7fi

VJAtgmd «
(3)

n
1 - S&pv. 42

Approved:

Specifai Agent in Charge
.M Per
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Date:

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority

)

PAGE TWO

NY 100-153735

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK. HALF OF THE STUDENTS DROPPED OUT EN

ROUTE.

ORGANIZED PICKETING AT ONE TEN LIVINGSTON STREET, BROOKLYN,

NEW YORK, BEGAN APPROXIMATELY TEN FORTY FIVE AM, FEBRUARY

NINETEEN, SIXTY FIVE. OBSERVED BY SPECIAL AGENT PERSONNEL.

NO SIGNS CARRIED BY PICKETS. APPROXIMATELY SEVENTY FIVE

STUDENTS PICKETING IN ORDERLY FASHION, CONFINED TO BOERUM

PLACE SIDE OF BOARD OF EDUCATION BUILDING, BETWEEN LIVINGSTON

STREET AND COURT STREET. PICKETS CHANTED "JIM CROW MUST GO".

SMALL GROUP STUDENTS CONGREGATED AT PARKING LOT ACROSS BOERUM

PLACE FROM PICKET SITE BUT QUICKLY DISPERSED BY MOUNTED NYCPD

PATROLMEN. AT APPROXIMATELY ELEVEN FORTY AM, PICKETING

TAPERED OFF WITH GROUPS OF TEN TO TWELVE STUDENTS AT A TIME

BEING ESCORTED APPROXIMATELY ONE BLOCK FROM PICKETING SCENE BY

FOOT AND MOUNTED POLICE. PICKETING COMPLETELY SUSPENDED BY

NOON. (/AH &

Approved:

Special Agent in Charge
.M Per
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Transmit the following in

Date:

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

PAGE TEHEE

NY 100-123735

THIRTEEN INDIVIDUALS ARRESTED AT ABOVE DEMONSTRATION BY

BUREAU OP ATTENDANCE OFFICERS FOR VIOLATION OF STATE EDUCATION

LAW (INDUCING MINORS TO ABSENT THEMSELVES FROM SCHOOL).

OF THESE FEMALE, NEGRO,

I NYC, AFFILIATED WITH PROGRESSIVE

LABOR MOVEMENT, BUFILE ONE HUNDRED DASH FOUR FOUR ONE EIGHT

ONE FOUR: FEMALE, WHITE,

| |
BROOKLYN, INVOLVED IN COMMUNIST

PARTY YOUTH ACTIVITY (BUFILE ONE HUNDRED DASH FOUR FOUR ZERO

EIGHT THREE FIVE:
|

I BROOKLYN, MALE, WHITE, AFFILIATED WITH COMMUNIST

PARTY (BUFILE ONE HUNDRED DAHB FOUR ZERO NINE TWO ONE FOUR.)

TWO ADDITIONAL INDIVIDUALS ARRESTED BY NYCPD AT ABOVE DEMON-

STRATION FOR ASSAULT ON POLICE OFFICER, AND DISORDERLY

CONDUCT.

Approved:

Special Agent in Charge
-M Per
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Transmit the following in
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(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

Taf
r
From:

SAC, New York (100-153735)

Director, FBI (100-442529)

CIRM

In connection with disturbances of recent date in
New York City being handled under the caption "Proposed Boycott
in New York City Schools by City-Wide Committee for Integrated
Schools, February, 1965, Racial Matters”, insure appropriate
investigation conducted to determine whether there is any
communist involvement. Aspects relating to CIRM should, of
course, be reported under CIRM caption.

fro~ ir37Sf^
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On 2/lX^> $S? advisedW ©n that date*
(ph) ©f the Chea'lcai copg rational Saak* lieu©n» i&v f | (pby ©f the <2aem©ex corn

%Qi?fc* ©mtacted the secretary Ini
K.Y*# fr*Y* She «as advised that.B?*I

M i<OW,
"Oi*

^

]m* 4a. reJferoftttii

to the account of the Oanclhl Bociet^ for BusSan Hiatts*. 3tt tb£t
.

*©g&rd,he ©aid the feanjc had been served With process, therefore*
he desired: to speak- to | |

imae nn&fv&Tbe*
^

Eater dm?lnr? the above 4fcto» &ft individual from
the same hahlt contacted. I I regardlhs the Gandhi Society .

.

aafefctejp*- He said -t&e jjajfaenfes Uf hhed^::lNliiCh.'hai,heen: 4pijet-

.on- their three ueeeunts: had been ufopped fey court -order* M«- - -

said that was due .to /an- ind©fefc«aue.as uf the Society' in. the
amount of f60O«0Qi the balance of the accounts total $9,,000*0®*
according bo, 'the individual* I ineaueetet that he ho- ady-i-ged;

% tetter- m' to wfe&t the hank d^ided tof do in the t&fcfeer*
; ,

to 6

to7C

b7D

[ 1 M vr» i jfph): m^ ahls-to got in touch''
that he desired -to send U letter to

the Gandhi Society and requested that l I iufhieh its current
address* I 'laa£4 all correspondence-. Should fee cent to his
office at 165 S^iadw&y.* &ew York* H*Y* \ '.

la an effort to ascertain' Whether the -Sandhi society
is a fhucfioh&ag oni^aimMeh* h pretext telephone' .call WSS
ffikde tor.therteilphont &#$>#$ listed .in tM £tntarf%«& telephone- ":

Directory:*, it «o#* learned- that ell' tomtom ahouid fee swd*. to- •

the £0£C officii 4 call %'.bhub office- results&-» in the
feeing' inatructed to call the office: Of

-

1

the Society mm not functioning 'any longer#

2-Bureau. BE
1-Atlanfcaa*— *##w«***v*# vx
Mete York' (100-?3^5C[
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